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PREFACE.

This Working Note is part of the Rand Study of Performance Con-

tracting in Education, sponsored by the Assistant Secretary for Planning

and Evaluation of.the United States Department of Health, Education and

Welfare under Contract No. HEW-0S-70-156.

Aspects of planning for performance contracting in education are

discussed. Included is a summary description of the eXperiencesjn:

several districts and a discussion of the role of three stateHdePart

mentaof education. A planning guide put out by a fourth state depart7

ment of edUcatiOn will also be discussed. In subitance, the material:

of this report is complementary to and inclUdes the materia10-1rOMthe

.,. eight performance contracting programs in fiVedistricts that were the

subject of. an in-depth field monitoring and eValuationreported,:toHEW

in 1.400-41EW, Case:Sudiea in Ptrformance:.conractiTheaaterial

will'be included, in part, in the perfOrmanee eantractingguidethat

Rand 'is preparing.

In total, 20 local districts and 3, state departments: of education=

comprise:the surveyed base for this report. Ina-feW:neseetiwherethe.

experiece is a matter of public record, that district isjdentifiech

In other cases, because the information was given on a confidential

.basis, the experience of a district is not identified with the district

The districts. were chosen primarily because of a rather unique experi--

ence in performance contracting and because they provided a:Sample with

a wide range of conditions and actions taken. Sitilarly, the state de..

parttents of education all assumed 'a different role in planning perfor-

mance contracting for the districts in their states.

The purpose is to report on a wide variety of experiences'and to

note particular problem areas encountered in planning performance con,

tracting during the 1970-71 program year. The emphasis is On activities

at the district level but the different roles assumed by state depart-

ments of education will be discussed.
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SUMMARY

This Working Note discusses some of the more important management

skills and procedures needed for the design, implementation, and over

ation of performance contracting programs for education, and explores

the match between the needed and the currently avai:lable minageMent

skills and procedures in school district management._

The management practices used in twenty geographically- distinct

sites that were involved in over thirty performanceContracting programs

were surveyed. This direct data source, in conjunction with Rand ex

perience in the field of analysis for educational. planning and resource

management, provides the base for the substance of this report.

Three major management considerations are identified: (1) Plan-

ning the performance contracting program, (2) Organizing to effectively

manage the operation of the program, and (3) Developing:thetapability:::

to evaluate the results of the program in terms of its comparative cost'

and effectiveness

In planning the performance contract program of inStructiOn for

mal documentation is necessary for effective. management. This ifitrue

even if there is an atmosphere of mutual trust between the local educar

tional agency (LEA) and the learning' System contractor (pc)." This

documentation--the request for proposal prepared by the LEA, the bid

or proposal submitted by the LSC, and the resulting contract or agreement--

provides the written means of communication between ;the LEA and the LSC.'

(Sole source selection or noncompetitive bidding does not, Ot:course

require the request for proposal.) Ofthese doCUments,rhe:contract.is

the most important. ,It should strike :a workable balance' betWeen Compre

hensivenesaand:IlexibilitY in OUtliningthe 'responsibilities of the

LEA.and'the LSC.

The managetent of performancecontracringreqUires 11program ori'7

entation with thefocal:pOini of-PrOgrammanageMent:and thelines of re-.

spOntibilityclearlyVisibleLack:of.ptogram orientation presented:,an

Operational.prObletinmOstof rhedietticts because traditionally the

administrative structure is oriented toward either the functions or the

input's of:the,educational process rather than the product or output c,f
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the process. Performance contracting experience provides an example of

the need for management by program and should serve as an impetus to its

development as one way to more effective use of educational resources.

Evaluating a performance contracting program in terms of its com-

parative cost and effectiveness has two important aspects: the analyt-

ical capability and the ?.ethodology for measuring the program output

and for estimating program cost. One without the other is unproductive.

Not surprisingly, the current inadequacy of both the capability and the

methodology presented a major obstacle to the school district evaluating

the concept of performance contracting for education.

There needs to be a two-pronged, concurrent attack. on the problem.

Logically, it could be argued that the methodology has to be delineated

before the analytical capability to use the methodology is developed.

Conversely, and somewhat more appropriately, the existence of a general

analytical capability at the school district level should facilitate

the development, or the advancement of the state-of-the-art, of the

methodology for measuring program effectiveness and cost. Thus, a cur-

rent school district management consideration should be an assessment

of the need to develop the requisite in-house capability or to contract

for analytical services.

In sum, the concept of performance contracting appears to offer a

way to effect an improvement in the management of education by:

o Acting as a change agent in the use of resources.

o Supporting changes in traditional staffing patterns.

o Forcing an improvement in evaluation methodology.

o Promoting school and district reorganization.
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THE NEED FORPLANNINd.

The.successfuI design, implementation, and operation-:of aperfor-

mance,contracting program in.education is deperidentOnthe quality Of.

.planning that goeS into each of theseAtagea.::. The evaluation of the

results also depends on planningforthe evaluation on a timely basis.

Timely basis sense-i0 planning to evaluate before the data are

in.'Thiaisto4nsure that adequate and appropriate data are available

fOr the.prOgraMevaluation..'Specifically, in this study, planning pro-

cedurea includa'theprOcedures'needed:by both the local educational

agency .(LE411) and the: learning'. syste0 contractor (Lsc) for program Plan-

ning, evalUation design,',evaluition, 'operation, educational audit,, man-

,agementaudit, and.cOst-effectiveness analysis of performance contracting.

The general approach is to survey the procedures-used by distriCts

.thii:undertookayperfOrlance:Contracting program in the 1970-7sehooL,
. .

.year an&used'by districWthat were planning to undertake performandi:

contracting, but did not, and to identify the piObleris these" distri.ots,

encountered both during the planning phase and operational,phase. In

addition, for eaCh districti.:awattemptwaa.made to isolate those pro--

cedurei.or actions that.contribUted to either a smoothly Operating pro-_
gram'or to thisolution of a particular problem. This information will

be part of the.basis for develnping the guidelineslotplanning perfor-

nancecontracting programs.

The districts,elatvera selected for this portion of.Rand sstUdy

of per;ormarice ContractingimeducitionrepreSent a wide range of sizes

`management capability, and Wealth.ThedistticWvaried froi)arge uk-.:

ban school districts, 125000.or more stUdentiv. enr011ed, with a well

organizedhierirChy of:xesPonsibilities, to small: districts, "less than

3000 students'anrolledwith a-traditiOnallT:Orginized but small-admin-
.

istrative staff. :Me:large cli_titrictinormally has its own data proces7

sing capability or at .least.hasacCesis.to data processing facilities..

In most smalldistricts, access to data prOceisingJacilities was lim-

I. INTRODUCTION

ited if not.out of the question. This is nottosay that either. size
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of staff by itself or data processing capability by itself contributes

to the success of the performance contracting Approach. Rather, it is

that a large staff increases the probability of haVing the needed exper-

tise.on hand for the effective management of performance contracting.

The existence of a data processing capability can also be an indicator

of a district's-ability to use the management tools currently available.

On the other hand, the small district might have a managerial advantage'

especially when dealing with the problem of acceptance of the perfor-

mance contract program by the community and by the teachers.

There is another aspect of planning that was part of the initial

observation requirements. This is determining Whether or not the indi-

viduals on the district staff had exposure to some of the management

techniques being borrowed from other disciplines and applied, sometimes

inappropriately,.to the problems of educational planning. An example

would be an overemphasis on tht-msthanics of -cost control-with an elab

orate record keeping of expected cost versus actual cast and with .de-

tailed explanation of variances for minute periods of life of the. per-

formance contracts. This will be discussed-in.one particular example

where the Request for Proposal (RFP) was so complex in this.area that

it overshadowed all other aspects.

DISTRICTS INCLUDED IN THE PLANNING SURVEY

Twenty educational agencies are involved in the. assessment of plan-

ning for performance contracting programs. These are shown in Fig. 1.

Other programs in the 1970-71 program year are, shown in Appendix A. As

was mentioned earlier, we are interested in identifying the possible

impact of different procedures on the success or failure'of performance

contracting. Of these field survey sites, five (marked with an asterisk)

are also included in the report on the in-depth field monitoring and

evaluation.

*See P. Carpenter, A. W. Chalfant, G. R. Hall, M. L. Rapp, and.
G. C. Sumner, Case Studies in Performance Contracting, The Rand Corpo-
ration, R-900-HEW, Santa Monica, California (forthcoming).



Alachua County, Fla.

Compton; Calif.

Dade Coutty, Fla.

Denver Area, Colo.
(3 programs)

El Cajon,, Calif.

Flint, Mich.

Gary, Ind.

Gilroy, Calif.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
(3 programs)

Greenville, S.C.

Mesa, Ariz.

*

Muskegon, Mich.

New Jersey

Philadelphia, Penna.

Portland, Oreg.
(3.prograMs; 1969770)

San Diego, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

{Texarkana, Ark.

Liberty-Eylau, 'Texas *
(1969-70 and 1970-71 programs)

Virginia
(7 programs,_ one

in:Norfolk)*

Yuba County, Calif.

Fig. 1- -Field sites for planning survey

The geographic distribution of the planning sites contacted for

this study is shown in Fig. 2. The role played by the state department

of education in-planning performance contracting was explored. The

states are New Jersey, Virginia, and Colorado. In addition, we had

,occasion to observe, tkrough our studies in Grand Rapids, some of the

activities of the Michigan State Department of Education. In particu-

lar, we have made use of a guide prepared by the department which is

available for distribution. The guide provides a good overview of the

activities and the role of the department in 'assisting the districts.

PROFILE OF THE PLANNING DISTRICTS

In the terms of enrollment the sample includes 7 small,.9 medium,

and 3 large districts. Five of the, districts had some data processing

capabilitiei. For the most part, this was related to general student

services, payroll, and other business services. Only three of

tricts'had-a planning, programming, and budgeting system as an

eged part of_their district operation The overall analytical

iiiesTof the staff of all districts were typically minimal, as

the dis -

acknowl -

capabil -

in most
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districts at this time. One of the district-level impacts of having

tried performance contracting programs may well be an attempt to improve

the analytical capability of the district staff. Analytical capability

here is used in the very broadest sense to include the systematic eval-

uation of performance contracting as well as the usual analysis of test

scores and the keeping of student-achievement statistics. Most districts

that had data processing equipMent (e.g., Gary, Indiana) did not us the

capability to support the analytical aspect of planning.

In none of the districts was a central evaluation staff identified;'

the function of evaluation was fragmented throughout the'districter-.

ganization. For-the:most part, evaluation seemed to be hOUsed in the:

baliwick.of the instructional services.- PreviOusAisitrictexperience

seems to be restricted to using outside contractors :for:district opera7.

tions in the areas of construction, auditinL, and teacher training.

Contractors operating in a classroom as in performance contracting rep

resents a marked departure from normal operating,prOteduresIn.smost

of the districts, not only were the instructional:servieetressentially

turned over to an outside contractor but also the sUpport.type services

such as evaluation and management activities were essentially in the

hands of nonschool staff.

Programs in the field survey sites involved students in the ele-

mentary and junior high grade levels: All but a few of.the programs

provided for reading and sometimes, mathematics instruction. One dis-:

trict is planning performance contracting for occupational training at

the high school level. Another program involved a performance contract

for teacher training; another program (El Cajon, California) had teachers

working with the LSC in improving their instructional technique as well

as in providing instruction. In one district, the teachers, through

their teachers' association, contracted with the school district in the

same manner as an LSC.

RANGE OF PLANNING ACTIVITIES

A wide range of outcomes resulted from the planning activities in

the districts surveyed as the data base for this report. .Three disricts

are of particular interest. One district spent the year



systematically investigating the ins'ane outs of performancecontracting.

The focal point, here, was the program andcurriCulum development area

of the superintendent's office Several staff Membersimere'involved

in the research effort that'covered not only the aictivities.of. other

distrias in performance contracting but alsOthe.reaction of the dia7

trict staff and the community to the concept of contracting withan LSC

to provide education and the pinpointing of potential areas within the

district where performance contracting. might be used. The district is

currently planting to undertake a performance contract in the second.

half of 1971-72. The long -range expectation is that if performance con-

tracting elsewhere is successful An doing what the district has not been

able to do, then the district can learn from this experience (e.g..,

teach reading better), and apply the practices of. the LSC as a part of

their regular programs.

This has been a very cautious approadh to performancecontrACting:

In effect, the district has benefitted from the experience of other 41S-.

triCts during the 1970-71 year. More important, howeVer, is that the:.

district knows a good deal about its.needi its capabilities,. and the

match of the performance contracting approach to these needs and

In another district, eff6rts to plan for a performance contract

were unsuccessful. Before the end of the first year of the Texarkana

perforMance contract, this district superintendent decided to start a

perforMande contract. At that time, the district was using. materials

of two publishers who subtequeritlybecame learning system: ontractors

forother districts in the 1970 -71 school year.. As ,envisioned, the::

materials and services Would'beAmrchased from the OubIiSheron*:ac7.7

cOuntability contract: Payment would halre been base4On:prenegOtieted

standards' Of performance and full, payment wouldhaVe beeneade for only

those sodents1Who.aChAeveda 101134arls grOOth'Afterbeing: in thS4*16.

.gram.for a year. TkeItrogramWatito part.of a4rOup OU:OtherlinnO7

yativepraCticesThe advantages:and'diaadvintagea:weretObe**140.S&

by the auperintendenthestaffancAmemberS:OfjtheCommnnityThiS

exploration, however, .did not adeqOatelyAnVolve the teachers who would

be-affected by. the In:addition, the Adeaaef.acCOUhtabliAiy:'

and cost were stroOgly.:emphasised:
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Because of these emphases and lack of involvement of teachers, the

proposed performance contracting program encountered sufficiently se-.:

vere resistance (strike threatened).from the teachers to stop the-plans

for the performance contract, Remember-these eyenrs.tookplace before

the initial performance contract in Texarkana was completed or even

well under Way.. Teachers felt that outsiders were being brought in iocv

paid to (WtbeHteAchiog job and yet the teachers would still be held,

responeible. Perhaps. if there had:been an inVolveient:Of the teachers-.

in the initial planning, the resUlt:Would have been different.

A third district went through:themotiOn0:0dentifying the edu--,--

cational need but thenseleCted ilWeducetionalprogram on another, essen-

tially noneducational, basis. The resulting prOblewin this case was

that there was no match between the targetiiopolitionand the piOgrai

offered by the ISC:, The result was :kperformance contract with the per-

formande gUarantee being to increase the rea-iing speed of all the stu-

dents in a partiChlar grade.: The problem was that only a ,few of the

students were reading at grade leVelor even as high as one,year below

grade level. The outcome was a perforMance contracting program that

was expectedly unsuccessful in termeofmeeting its objectives.

ment to the contractor, however,. was basedon a flat rate for the stu-

dents in the program, with a bonus in case of meeting the objective of

increased reading speed. -

The point here is that'the district Planning tO'undertake.a per7

formance contract has to identify the educational need and to make this.

need known to the LSC. The identificatiOn of need, an accepteA.step

in planning nonperformance contracting prograMs, is crucial to a suc-

cessful performande contract program. No amount of planning expertise

on the part of either the district or the contractor can overcome defi-

ciencies in this initial step. The identification of need is necessary

even if there is no competitive bidding;:in evaluating the proposed pro-

gram of a dole source LSC, the Alitrict must assess whether or not the

proposed program is designed to meet the objective or need.. It seems

appaientthat the LSC' also has an obligation to evaluate:this need in

responding to the RFP.



!lheldentificatiOn Of:edUcational needi of course, only begins

'the .planning.process for performance contracting.: As ioith any process,

,people and are essential ingredients.' 1People:are'particd-

larly importantt-theexPerience to data:indicates that a broad4ntrolve-

iment of:distriCt staff contributes to the:sUcCess:Of:thepiogram. Ade-

quate techniques:for planning are available. they are used, their

effectiveness will improve. The functioning Ofthe'tombination of

people and techniques ii deecribed in the discussiOn of planning for

,performance contracting.

USE OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE OR TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Of the districts'with a performance contracting program, about half

used some form of external assistance or technical support. This sup-
.

port was contracted for as services from a management support group'

(MSG). Other districts, again about half of the districts, used an eval-

uator, an independent educational auditor (concerned mostly with auditing

the educational aspect of the program and its outcome), or a testing

contractor. These_functions are usually the subject of separate con-

tracts between the district and the contractors. In some cases, subcon-

tracts are written with the prime contractor being the learning system

contractor. The evaluation, the educational audit, and the testing con-

tractors are more central than the management support group, but, the

MSG role has evolved into a wide-ranging involvement in the entire plan-

ning and operation of a performance contracting program.

The MSG services. have included help to the district in writing the

RFP, in evaluating the bids and the bidders, and in writing grant appli-

cations and contracts. The identification of need, identification and

selection of the prOgram students, determination of the performance ob-

jectives, specification of test instruments, development of. payment

schedules, lonating qualified contractors, and detailing legal constraints

have all been funCtions performed by the MSG. Sufficient data are not

available at this time to draw realistic inferencei about the success
, .

of the MSG or abbUi the need for the MSG.` cannot be denied, however,

that-the MSG did serve as a-managemeni.catelyst in the deviloPment of

the concept of .performance contracting and its'implementation.s0jar.-
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Educational Turnkey Systems is predominant among those organiza-

tions performing the management support group services. During the

1970-71 program year, however, the MSG role was played by a regional

educational service center, funded under Title III of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and by several of the LSCs.. In the

1971-72 program year, the management support services in one district

will be performed by the research and evaluation center of a county

superintendent of schools office in California.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The next section describes the documentation flow necessary in

planning for performance contracting at the district level. The equally

important area of who should be involved at the district level in plan-

ning and implementing a program is explored. The role played by dif-

ferent state departments of education is discussed in some detail be-

cause of the potential benefit that can be realized from effective

participation by the State Department of Education.

The concluding section summarizes-actions taken by districts with

performance contracts during the 1970-71 program year and by districts

initiating performance contracting during the 1971-72 program year.

In addition, the future plans of districts not in the survey base of

planning activities will be briefly noted.
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II, PLANNING FOR PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING

INTRODUCTION

From the experience of the districts involved in planning for per-

formance contracting, an overall picture developed. The structure= for

planning can be described in terms of the documentation flow necessary

for successful planning. The three main documents are

. The request for proposal (the RFP).

. The proposal or bid.

. The contract or agreement.

The substance of each of these documents is described using examples

from the districts in the planning survey to highlight particular prob-

lems. One of these concerned who was involved in the preparation of

the documents and who should be involved in the overall planning process.

This led into an exploration of the "people-side" of managing perfor-

mance contracting.

The nature of the involvement of district staff members is discussed

in terms of expertise needed rather than by identifying the titles of

the staff members.- In the smaller districts, the-superintendent and

his three- or four-man staff are assumed to encompass all the areas of

expertise. In the larger districts, each type of expertise may be desig-

nated by a director or a coordinator for a specific area.

DOCUMENTATION FOR PLANNING A PERFORMANCE CONTRACT

The request for proposal prepared by the LEA, the bid or proposal

submitted by the LSC, and the contract or agreement between the LEA and

the LSC are the written means of communication in planning the perfor-

mance contract program of instruction. In a noncompetitive bidding,

there is no formal RFP but the substance of the RFP still has to be part

of the district's information bane ',do if communicated to potential

LSCs, should result in a better program. Comprehensiveness and clarity

are necessary in all three documents. In the RFP and the proposal or

bid phase, program ambiguities or misconceptions can be cleared by in-

teraction between the LEA and the LSC. The product of this interaction,



the contract Or agreement, should clearly state the responsibilities

of the LEA, the LSC and, if applicable, the outside evaluator, the in

dependent edUcational auditor, and the management support group.

These documents serve as the structure for the planning of perfOr

mance contracting. As mentioned earlier, the procedures inClude'thOge

needed by the district for program planning, evaluation design, eval0a-.

tion, implementation, operation, education audit, and management: audit.

The Request for Proposal'

The Request for Proposal (RFP), the proposal or bid, and the con-

tract are the three'main documents in planning for perforMance contract-

ing. The RFP and the proposal provide a means of exchanging informa

tion between the learning system. contractor and-the local education:'.

agency. The result is the contract to carry outthelie*fOrmA0*.On7

tract program. Each of these dOcuments:will bediscUsSe&briefly aa*

means for providing a structure for diacuitiing:PlanninkictiVitiiii of

performance contracting. The documentation flo4.forthe planning:of,

performance contracting is shown Fig. 3. In: a. bid

Situation, however, it should be recOgniied thit an)FP:MaY*tbep*e:

pared but that the informational content of an RFP dOes,:in fact,Joro

vide the assessment of the educational need for the program.
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Fig. 3Documentation flow of planning performance contracting
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A good RFP must walk a fine line between providing excessive data

and too little data. The RFP, if it provides an excessive amount of

information or restraints under which the contractor must operate, has

a straightjacketing effect on the contractor and thus nullifies the in-

novative potential of performance contracting. .0n the other hand, a,

data-poor RFP is likely to result in an inadequate and inappropriate

bid from the contractor.

One case was noted in the Educational Marketeer.
*

The news release

was entitled "They Gave an RFP and No One Came." It stated (slightly

paraphrased) that the request for Proposal for a Performance Contract

to "increase the positive attitude" of teachers of math, issued on be-

half of 13 northern California counties, has received no responses.

Payment for,the in-service project would have been based partially on

standardized testing of student achievement and partially on "improved"

teacher performance. The "teacher improvement" will be measured by a

system being designed by the local education agency, the Yuba County

Schools Office in the City of Marysville, California.

Allen Buckner, project director for the proposed program, confirmed

that the RFP was circulated among 48 institutions, agencies, and private

companies, but no proposals were returned. Some potential kidders

stated that the intangible "teacher evaluation" turned them off. In

the opinion of another contractor, the proposal or the RFP was so com-

plex that it would cost more than the contract price to prepare the

proposal.

The preparers of the RIP sent out a questionnaire to determine why

no proposals were received. There were eight items on the questionnaire.

These items were:

1. Funding level unsatisfactory.

2. Accountability requirements.

3. Insufficient time for development.

4. Insufficient time for implementation.

5. Specifications generally too restraining.

6. Possible political ramifications.

7. Behavior modification requirements.

8. Other.



The responses from the questionnaire provided little constructive help

to the preparer of the RFP for his future efforts. The two items checked,

most'often were (3),Insufficient timejOr development andj#) Inauffir

cient time for implementation. The nextmost checked item was (2) Acr';

conntability followed:by Funding level unsatisfactory.'

The RFP was very uneven in terms of content.. It was diffiCUltto.

determine the objectiveor the goal'ef.theprogram For the, contract.

price of $39,000, the PerforMAUce contractor was requireCto

cover the wide geographiCal area ofthe 13 northernCelifOrnia'counties

Given this reqUirementi transpOrtation costs alone. in performing the

program would have been a signiZicaUt part of ,.the Program costAllether-
.

interesting aspect of this RFP is:that the management demendoi:e0eMe4:te:H
, .

greatly overshadow the educational content of the'R.FP., Seemingly-exces-.

sive safeguards were set up to insure that every step of the contract

throughout its life would be snbjected to intensive work performance

and cost audit. The contractor was required to develop awork Schedule

delineating each task. This work schedule was to be used then to plot

work accomplished and to show the actual cost in termsufexpended enr

ergy and the resources related to the specific tasks. These were to '.I

be measured in dollars or hours. The periodic reports by the LSC in-

cluded a monthly planned value of work scheduled and a monthly planned

value of work accomplished. In addition, the program variance was to

be calculated. Program variance was defined as the difference between

planned and actual energy and resources expended to achieve work pack-
,

age tasks. In this case, however, all was not lost. The Yuba County

Schools Office proceeded to develop programs involving the training of

500 mathematics teachers and covering the 13 northern California coun-

ties. Thus, it could be said thattheir effort in developing an RIP

was not wasted.

The number of pages is no indication of the broadness of scope or

the preciseness of an RFP. Let's compare the two Texarkana RFPs. In

1969, the base RFP was five pages plus two Attachments, for a total of

20 pages. This RFP.resulted in several proposals. The winning proposal

was in excess of 130 pages, not including the 11 appendices and a Final

Note. The 1970 RFP was 11 pages for the base RFP, with four attachments



and an:addenduii: The sum total of the pages was about seven times the

number.Of0ageSoftW1969RFP. It *intereatingtOnotehmtthe:.

Winning prOpOdalinreSponsetothelengthy 1970 RFP mraseightpagea

.-JOng with three iOpendices,'for_a total of 44 pages. This suggests that

there: is *tally nO cor*elationlbetWeen.the number of pages of either

the RP!ot the responding' proposal the effectiveness- either.

The importantthing'iihat thejt.FP:and tha:resOlting-prOpOsal-dhould

be roicinsiliito one another and4Oundly:batied

The covering letter for tht.:RFP usually provides an introductiOn

to the itateientofWork.,* the broadobjective, and:anfoutline for the

propolial format. The duration of the:prOgramithe nature of the:pr07,

gram, the description of the target population, and some of the ground

rules for.the operation of' the OrogranrWerelinclUded in several of the

propOsalt' covering letters.- The tiatement:of.,Wiork is the Substance

of a proposal. In one example, the atatementof:work:includedthelongt.

range goal of:the-program, the Conditions under which it was" to'Operate,

the performance required of the contraCtOr, themeasutWof perfOrmanCe,

that. would be used, themethdd ofcontractor reimbursement, the format

for reporting on the interit:and finarphases, anda list of general

condi4ons:and special conditions whiCh the bidder must meet.- In the

event the Contractor'ot bidder did not agree with the conditions, the

bidder was encouraged to speCifV.:hisAmsitionand give its supporting

rationale and jutitificatiOn.

The largest section of oneAFP was devoted to specifying an evalu-

ation.deSign.- Another:RFP-,i0ecified that theinOposal:Would cover six

items:

1. _A statement oUtheAmoblem.

2. Technical approach.

3. Project Orgahisation.and management.

ProjectmanagementapecifiCationa.

S. 'corporate,background inCluding personnel data.

6. Appendices including hardWarw:specificationa.

In addition, the RFP specified the format for information on the cost

data and pticint'arrangement
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Most of the RFPs we encountered in our survey of performance con-

tracting equally emphasized two areas: One, that the bidder provide

an accurate description of the approach to be used in meeting the objec-

tives of the program; the other, that he give a full description of his

past performance and accomplishments in similar or related areas of en-

deavor. The emphasis on the track record of the bidder probably rises

from a fear that the LEA could easily be taken by an unscrupulous LSC.

In general, the contractor was required to submit separately de-

tailed cost breakdowns. In one instance, the breakdown would include

the cost of instruction per student per grade level, the cost increase

within the maximum time period of the contract, or other details about

the cost of comparable equipment, consumable and nonconsumable instruc-

tional materials.

Typically, the RFP also included the areas of concern to be con-

sidered by the LEA in evaluating proposals. An example of these eval-

uation criteria is shown in Fig. 4. Again, the emphasis seems to be on

everything but the program. Not much is said about what actually will

be done, under what conditions with what resources, and how will the

success of the program itself be evaluated.

The Proposal

The proposals submitted in response to an RFP usually followed the

format required by the RFP. The proposal submitted as the result of

informal contact between the particular contractor and the LEA has a

good deal more flexibility in terms of content. It should be noted,

however, that there is a discernible tendency for follow-on proposals

in the same district, or proposals written for the 1971-72 year, to

follow the format of past winning proposals, solicited or unsolicited.

The message here is that performance contracting has developed its own

way of planning educational programs and operating within the school

districts. There has been a trend toward a sort of universal proposal;

this trend has been helped along by ehe existence of the management

support group. The MSG very often works with the district both before

and after a performance contract is entered into. They will very often



I. Soundness of Approach (25%-35%)
A. Technical

1. Theoretical/conceptual basis
2. Pertinent empirical data
3. Field tested material and techniques
4. Behavioral psychology basis

B. Socio-political/technical
1. Will the community accept?
2. Will the schools accept?

C. General factors
1. Degree of nonlabor intensity, i.e., low operating cost
2. Extent to which instruction is individualized
3. Testing instruments proposed and accompanying rationale
4. Plan for training local personnel (both consultants and

paraprofessionals)
5. Motivational techniques proposed
6. Management sad logistic plan
7. Provisions for quality control and on-going internal evaluation
8. Range and flexibility of instructional time per day
9. Difficulty of transition of mid-year student transfer from

Rapid Learning Center to school system

II. Most Favorable Pricing Arrangement (35%-25Z)
A. Acceptable methods of cost reimbursement
B. Account costs broken into following categories:

1. Start-up
2. Capital outlay
3. Operating, actual, and "opportunity"

C. Cost per unit achievement for students with different earning profiles

III. Past Performance and Technical Ability (15%)
A. Relevance of past performance
B. Verification by check with previous consumers, clients, users,

associates, etc.
C. Personnel

1. Managerial expertise
2. Background in behavioral science and instruction

IV. Organizational Commitment (15%)
A. Level of corporate support
B. Investment of time and other resources in planning proposal
C. Corporate attitude toward project
D. If consortium, clarity of lines of responsibility drawn
E. Extent of other operations and overcommitment
F. Ability to perform ou "extras"

1. Social services
2. Other instructional services
3. Counseling and guidance services
4. GED--basic education

V. Other Factors (10%)
A. Hardware technology

1. Cost effectiveness of technical operations
2. Availability through mass procurement sources
3. Delivery time and guarantees
4. Maintenance, re-installation, parts, and repairs
5. Flexibility to use various kinds and forms of software and

conceptual material
6. Adaptability to modified classroom environments

Fig. 4-- Proposal evaluating criteria used in Teraikana*

*
Performance Contracting in. Education: The Guaranteed Studi* Performance

Approach to Public School System Reform, Education Turnkey Systems, March 1970,
. pp. 19-22.
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work right along with the LEA to write the RFP or evaluate the proposal.

After the contract has been let, the management support group continues

to provide support in the management and analysis areas of the operation

of fhe performance contract.

The content of the proposal should provide sufficient information

for the LEA's evaluation of a proposal. The observation made earlier

about the content of the. RFP is quite naturally appropriate for the Pro7

posal. There seems to be an undue amount of emphasis in the content of

the proposal on the contractor's corporate history, his related experi-

ences and performance, and on his commitment to the concept of perfor-

mance contracting. Al? of this is, of course, relevant information that

should be considered in the evaluation of alternative proposals.

ever, in most cases, the extent of this boilerplate-type information was

Such that it detracted from the substance of the proposal.. In.the.future,

.this type of information might be better.put in an attachment or an ap-.

pendix to the proposal.

The body of the proposal, then, would cover such points asthe

.stateMent -of the contractor's view of the educational problem being:ad-

dressed by the performance contracting program, the contractor's proposed

approach in great detail, specifications of equipment; and specification

of staff requirement for teachers, paraprofessionals and management pro-

cedures needed in the operational'phase of the program. In this discus-

sion, the cost of the program has not been mentioned. It is the procedure

to include cost information about a proposal under separate cover. This,

theoretically, allows-for the evaluation of the program, independent of

the cost of the program. The cost of the program is, then, a subsequent

input to the .decisionmaking process in selecting the winning proposal.

If the contractor supplies sufficient information about the program and

its resource requirements, the LEA can very quickly determine an esti-

mated cost of the program. In using the planning cost model reported

in WN-7590-HEW, the LEA can develop cost estimates for the proposed

alternative programs.

*
S. A. Haggart and G. C. Sumner, Resource Analysis for Performance

Contracting in Education, The Rand Corporation, WN-7590-HEW, Santa Monica,
California, September 1971.



As representative of the substance of proposals for performance

contracting, the Dorsett Educational Systems proposal f. the 1969-70

school year and the Educational Development Laboratories proposal for

the 1970-71 school year are included in Appendix B.

The Performance Contract or Agreement

The negotiation effort culminates in a contract or agreement. For

most of the performance contracting programs, the agreement was both

brief and comprehensive. Unlike the RFP and the proposal, there seems

to be a wide range variation in the amount and nature of the informa-

tion included in the contract. Generally, the agreements seemed to have

safeguards for both the contractor and the LEA.

The agreement between the Board of Education of Grand Rapids, Mich-

igan, and the Combined Motivational Educational Systems, Inc. covered

the statement of the extent of the program, the time of the program,

the location, and the services to be provided under the agreement. The

agreement itself had five parts. The first part dealt with the teach-

ers and outlined the requirements and responsibility of the district

and the contractor. The second part covered student selection, again

detailing the responsibilities of both the district and the contractor.

The third part dealt with facilities. Only under the facilities section

was a reference made to the contractor's proposal; in this section, the

district was directed to '!provide the equipment and facilities as set

out as start-up costs in Appendices A. and B to the proposal dated July

1970 at South Middle School during this term of Agreement as-its sole

cost and expense, which equipment and facilities shall'remain the prop-

erty of the district." The fourth part was concerned with the program

per se. It specified the time period of operation and specified the

contractor responsibilities for the operation of the program. The fifth

and last section specified the schedule of fees and basis of payment,

and was by far the largest section of the five.

The agreement between the Gilroy Unified School District and the

Westinghouse Learning Corporation followed a different format. In this

agreement the first section dealt with background and purpose. It de-

scribed in narrative form the operation of the program in terms of its



five major elements: diagnosis, prescription, learning materials, moti-

vation, and evaluation, and gave a brief statement of the objectives of

the program. The second subsection had two parts outlining the respon-

sibility of the contractor and the responsibility of the school in pre-

paring for the opening of the program and for the operation of the program.

The third section dealt with operation. It stated that the contractor

will operate the program in the center according to fixed terms and

standards, and outlined the things the- school will do_in order to as-
.

sist and support the program operation.- The final section: -concerne

payment.. Itspecified total payment and thepayment basis.

An idioiyncrasy of most of the,.contracts or grants ,was.the-plice-

ment of.general information or conditions under the section. dealing with

payments. These conditions ringed from` what to do incase'of catea-.
.

. .

trophic events from natural causes to 'factthatthe agreement Was. :

. . .

not assignable' without the prior, written consent party.

usually give the name and address offthe contracts'fOr the. contractor
. . .

and the. LEA.. These were, as noted abo4e,'Included ia-sUbiteme Under

the payment discUssion.' Naturally, the location:of.trieieconditions

has very little tollo.with the substanceit just seems strange to find.

them under the payment section.

The contract between the Texarkana School District No

Educational Development Laboratories was by far the longest.

in Fig. 5, the contract included 18 sections and two exhibits. The

contracts for the Grand Rapids and Gilroy programs are in Appendix C

along with samples of contracts for evaluation, management support, out

side educational audit, and specialized educational services. Again,

this sampling is fairly representative of contracts for these specific

purposes. The contract for the specialized educational services de-

scribes the scope of the work and the responsibilities and obligations

of the contractor--in this case, consultants, and the districts. The

substance of this contract had to do with developing a eclat reporting

format and a program budgeting format and, in general, providing the

district with cost and budget information.
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I. Scope of Work

II. Duties of Contractor

III. Responsibilities of Contractor

IV. Responsibilities of LEA

V. Performance Required of Contractor

VI. Method of Measuring Performance

VII. Basis of Payment

VIII. Procedures (for testing)

IX. Formula for Payment

X. Teacher Training

XI. Teacher Administration Policy

XII. Dissemination Policy

XIII. Visitations

XIV. Successors and Assignees

XV. Covenant Against Contingent Fees

XVI. Equal Employment Opportunity

XVII. Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities

XVIII. Notice to Prospective Subcontractors of Requirement

for Certifications of Nonsegregated Facilities

Exhibit A: Rules for Deciding Whether Two Items are to be Con-

sidered Identical

Exhibit B: Analysis of Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Fig. 5--Introductory outline of the 2'exarkana -EDL Contract

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

From the study of the RFPs, the proposals, and 'he contracts in

the 1970-71 school year, several observations can be made. The first

one has to do with the content adequacy of both the RFP and the proposal.

The LEA and LSC have both developed expertise in writing these documents.

In the area of the actual contract or agreement, one important section

shOuld be included. This is material related to provision for change,
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for reacting or adapting to unexpected conditions after the program has

been in operation. An example can be drawn from the experiences in

Gilroy. The contract specified that 100 students were to be in the cen-

ter, 50 at a time, for 2-1/2-hr periods in the morning and afternoon.

After the first few weeks of operation, it was observed that 50 students

at a time resulted in a great deal of confusion within the center. It

was suggested that the students be broken into groups of 25 each for

instruction in periods of 1-1/4 hr. Because this was not expected, no

provision was made in the agreement for such a change. Although it was

recommended, this change could not be effected until after the results

of the 120-hr testing program had been released. Because the test re-

sults were not as spectacular as expected, a good deal of the competi-

tion generated between teachers in the program and teachers in the

regular program diminished. At that time, it was possible to make the

change so that 25 students were in the center at one time and the other

students were absorbed in the regular program and then returned to the

learning center for their hour, and a quarter session. In short, after

the interim test results were released, it was possible institute

a change in the program that the program teachers and the on-site direc-

tors wanted to institute much earlier in the year but that the nonpro-

gram teachers had not accepted. It is possible that this situation could

,have been avoided had there been a recognition of the need for flexibil-

ity within the contract to allow for such changes.

Another example of the need to provide for flexibility in the con-

tract has to do with staffing. Again in Gilroy, the initial staffing

had one teacher and two instructional aides for each session of the

learning center. This staffing was adequate after the program had been

in operation for a while. During the first few weeks of operation,

when the students were becoming acquainted with the procedures and the

materials, it was felt that additional staff would have been helpful.

It woad be impossible to write a contract to cover all such emergencies

or needed changes. There should be, however, some specified allowance

for cooperative interaction between the contractor and the district as

long as the results of this cooperation do not substantially alter the

purpose and method of the performance contracting program.



The important areas to be covered in the contract are shown in

Fig. 6. Notice that the program itself is emphasized; what, the program

is, what it takes to insure smooth operation, and the basis for payment

are to be spelled out The needed provisions for change, as discussed

above, should state the types of changes allowed, the magnitude- of the

changes, the initiation procedures, and the means of resolution.

Purpose/Objective.

LEA responsibilities

LSC responsibilities

Program
Target population
Staffing
Equipment
Materials
Configuration
Testing
Operation

Payment
Amount of payment
Basis for payment
Timing of payments

Management procedures
Planning
Administration
Logistical
Operational

Provisions for changes
Types of changes
Allowable magnitude
Initiation procedures
Means of resolution

Fig. 6--Areae to be covered in the contract
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

A broad and structured organizational involvement is needed for

managing performance contracting at the school district level. Implicit

in the earlier discussion of the planning activities there was the as

sumption that the greater the involvement of the staff at all levels

the more likely you are to have a successful performance contract. This

is true through all phases--the negotiation phase, planning phase, and

the operational phase--if the involvement is structured to show the re-

sponsibilities of the staff members of both the LEA and the LSC.

Most, but not all, of the contractors of the 1970-71 program year

have had experience in the business or industrial management practices

needed to produce a product. This was held against the contractor by

some of those who interpreted performance contracting in a narrow sense

of producing a unit of achievement for a unit of cost. As the programa

of the contractor were contracted for and implemented, a recognition

of the contractors' awareness of the process, as well as a concern for

the product, developed. This recognition, eventually, led to an appre-

ciation on the part of the LEA of the benefits that could be gained

from a systematic approach to theprocess of education. This did not

happen instantly.

During the 1970-71 program year, many of the problems can be traced

back to the basic mismatch between the two ways of doing business--the

contractor's way and the educational administrator's way. The LSC con

centrates on the program, determining what is to be done, setting up

the'machinery to get it done, and organizing for control.

ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL

Educational administration has not in the past-concentrated -on man-

aging the educational process by programs. Typically, in a small dis-

trict the superintendent has an assistant superintendent, usually for

business services. As the enrollment increases, associate or assistant

superintendents are added for instructional services and personnel
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nervices and then for elementary and for secondary education, if applicable.

Again in relation to size, directors, supervisors, coordinators, and con-

sultants are added as major administrators in such areas a04hown-in Fig. 7.

Melding these. different ways of doing l'usinessinto:ameffective

means of managing performande contracting took time.- Who should be in-

volved had to be determined. Recognized focal points of responsibility

had to be identified. Communication line' had to be established. j!ro-

cedures for resolution of daily problems related to Program,content or

operation had to be worked out. Data needs and sources had to be deter-

mined. As the program year progressed, most of these tasks were accom-

plished, with varying degrees of success and traumas simply because of

necessity. Others will requir& more time and effort.

Superintendent
Administrative Assistant

Associate Superintendent, business
Administrative Assistant, buiiness

Assistant Superintendent, elementary
Assistant Superintendent, secondary

Directors
Plans and construction
Personnel
Maintenance and operation
Compensatory education
Research and evaluation
Finance
Food oervices
Federal projects

Supervisors
Child welfare and attendance

Other
Psychologists
Attendance counselor;
Audio-visual and library

Coordinators
Science.
Bilingual program
Business 6 student
,"placement

.Guidance,
Votational education
SduCational.facilities
SpeCial aduzation
Wsic edikation
Azt:educatiow.
Health, P.E.'4 and

recreation

consultant

Fig. 7-- Major administrative titles in typical organisation
ofsohool districts
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The answer to the question of who should be involved in the vari-

ous phases of the performance contract program lies in the nature of

the program, the LEA and the LSC. In general, the involvement should

include those people who would b active in planning, operating, and

evaluating the program, and the people who would be affected in one

way or another by the program. This involvement starts in the negotia-

tion phase and continues through the operational and evaluation phase.

It should include members of the community as well as the top echelon

and the working staff of the district. Figure 8 suggests the expertise

or the personnel necessary to assure, success of particular phases. Be-

cause of a variation in titles for a particular function within the or

ganization structure of various districts the areas of expertise rather

than titles are shown. Few school districts have an identified "director

of evaluation," certainly a crucial role in performance contracting.

In most districts, the evaluation functionAs looseir.tied in Writh'researCh:

Plan- Implemem- Opera- Eva:sa-
nity tatian tion tion

Board
Community at large
Other agencies
Unions/associations,

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

---
---
---
---

- --

---

Superintendent xxx xx xx

Superintendent's staff xxx xxx xxx

Curriculum .
xxx xxx ---

Instruction (teachers) xxx xxxx xxx

Special project direction xxx xx ---

Test and Measurement xxx xx' xxx

Research xxx xx ---

Evaluation xxx xxx xxx

Personnel xx_ xx xx

Finance/business/legal xx xx ---

Operations/maintenance xx xxx xx

Purchasing xx xx ---

Budget xx xx xx

Facilities planning xx xx ---

NOTE: xxx Primary; xx Secondary.

Fig. 8--Areae of school district expertise or staff needed
for managing performance contracting



or is nonexistent. One of the impacts Ofperformanceccintrecting-on

school district organization might be the recognitionof, a need for a

focal point for all the management activitieii, including evaluation.

Grand Rapids has designated a Director of Contracearning. Theeval

uator in Texarkana called attention to the: need for a management focal

point.

Once the question of who should be involved had been resolved, the

districts then tackled the task of identifying the pointvandflow of

responsibility and authority. When the number of contracted activities

(outside evaluator, independent educational auditor, management support

group services), in addition to the main learning system contractor,

increased, so did the magnitude of this task. Each contracted activity

had its own project director who had his own -views of his interactiOn_

with his staff and with others involved .:11 some aspect of the program.

Again, most districts were reasonably successful in dealing with this

problem once its dimensions had been defined. The establishment of

lines of communication and procedures for resolving problems in the op-

eration of the program bah served to help in organizing to make-the

program work.

More important, the effort to identify a director of contract learn-

ing within the district had an impact on the overall benefit of perfor-

mance contracting to the district. Plans for turnkey (turning the "key"

over to the district) of the program or parts of the program were facil-

itated. Acceptance of the concept of performance contracting was "made

easier when information about it could be given out in an orderly fashion.

The chain of command made it possible to draw on the needed areas -of'

'expertise in solving the problems of current programs and -in planning

for new ones.

The main problem requiring more time and effort concerns data needs

and sources. The data problem has three aspects: (1) what data are

-needed, (2):hoi the data are obtained, and (Whowthedate can be 'ana

lyzed and the results interpreted. Alerformance contractinudemands,

as a minimum, data about the charactitistics'of students, the cost, and

the effectiveness:of the program. .These data demanda were not adequately

'met in any district for any program. But as ptrformance contracting
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enters its second active year, these data problems, having surfaced,

will generate the organized searching for better ways to evaluate edu-

cational programs. In seeking to improve evaluation, the combination

of the district staff, the learning system contractor, and the outside

evaluator should have an impact.

ROLE OF STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

The school district was the principal focus-Of Rand's study of per-

formance contracting in education; time and other resource limitationi-,

did not permit a complete survey of the activities of all state depart-

ments of education. The field monitoring and evaluation at the district

level did, however, generate some interesting factsabout the roles

played by several state departments of education (SDEs)

These roles ranged from supplying funds for a first year A-program

to writing the:request for proposal and froM broad investigationi:OUthe

concepts and problems of performance contracting to narrow' questionings

of specific procedural aspects of program Operation. 'FrOm.theemall

sample of activities, it is not possible to bepresCriptiveabout the

appropriate role for an SDE. It is clear, on the other hand, thi,t the

exercise of leadership by the SDE can assist the LEA in developing the

concept of performance contracting as a way to improve the effective-

ness of evaluation.

For example, the SDE can smooth the path of the instructional meth-

ods of performance contracting through the tangles of the education code

restrictions. If the actual student-teacher ratio of the performance

contracting program is different from the specified ratio, then the SDE

should objectively investigate the outcome of the different ratio in

weighing the merits of a possible change. In a sense, the facts become

an input to the decision process for educational change.

In the same evaluative manner, the SDE can compare categorical aid

programs in, say, compensatory education with the performance contract-

ing programs having similar objectives. In this way, the SDE assumes

the task of systematically evaluating alternative programs and dissem-

inating information about "better" programs. As a result of this eval-

uation, the SDE might actually uncover more effective evaluation methods

as well as better programs.
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Either of the tasks disCussed above assumes that the SDE exerts its

leadership responsibility to a greater degree than has been evident

over the past several years. Perhaps, and this is not quite pure cOnjec-

ture, performance contracting can play a catalytic role of-its own in

improving the working relationship of the SDE and the LEA.

In Colorado and Virginia, this working relationship in the area of

performance contracting began with seeking districts willing to volun7

tear for a program. In. Virginia, Norfolk and six counties agreed to

undertake performance contracting programs, using Title I funds. EdU-

cational Turnkey Systems, as the management support group, the district

staff, and the SDE worked to develop the RFP, arrange bidders' confer-

ences, and select the contractor. The University of Virginia was selected

as the evaluator. After the programs were set up, the interest of the.

SDE unfortunately paled during the operational phase. It appears as if

Virginia simply wanted to "have a performance contract."

Colorado's SDE also initiated the performance contracting program

in three Denver area districts. Denver was contacted but the.Colorado

Federation of Teachers publicly takei credit for stopping the program.

The SDE funded the programs from state funds under the Educational

Achievement Act which provides for reading education. The evaluator,

from the University of Colorado, had a contract with the SDE. :In both

cases, the state was financially responsible for the elialuation'but did
.

not follow up. The apparent reasons Colorado went with:performance con-

tracting were an interest in the accountability feature of performance

contracting and an availability of funds that had to be obligated or

returned to the General Fund. Somewhat at odds.with,this activity pic-

ture of Colorado's SDE is that, as an organization,: the department at

this time takei "no position" regarding the desirability Ofspecific

performance contracting programs or, the general concept of performance

contracting.

The New Jersey SDE played a more. intyestigative and less Ati4a4i4

role. Their relatively close proximity toNev York Cityled them into'

a relationship With the Institute for Educational DeveloOment (IED),

whose main .interests are evaluation and policy development. The result

was a broad - brush survey of the various learning system contractors,



several conferences with district representatives and contractors, and

an overall look at what was involved in planning and evaluating a per-

formance contracting program.

The Michigan SDE took two directions: One was to work through

their intermediate unit, an organizational unit between the SDE and the

district, in planning for performance contracts in the 1971-72 program

year The other was to write a planning guide for the districts. Re-

member that the districts of Michigan also were going ahead-with perfor-

mance contracts. Grand Rapids and Flint had programs in 1970-71. Flint,

however, was for materials and equipment only; a learning systew contrac-

tor was not involved in the instructional process.

The planning guide of the Michigan Department of Education is broad

but uneven in its coverage of the many facets of performance contracting.

The contents of the guide, shown in Appendix D, provide the scope of the

coverage. A look at two sections gives an illustration of the unevenness

of the coverage. Section 2-3, "Express Needs as Performance'Objectives

and Design Evaluation Procedures," is very detailed and complete and goes

on for three and a half pages. Section 2-4, "Request for Proposals (RFP),"

discusses the RFP in one short paragraph and provides little in the way

of guidance for district development of this most important means of

insuring a successful performance contracting program and LEA-LSC Teta-

tionship.

Section 2-2, "Develop Time Line or Critical Path," strongly sug-

gests that a time line of activities necessary to performance contracting

programs should be developed to insure a well-planned program. It goes

on to state that "Serious omissions might be made if the time schedule

is not designed to appropriately accommodate the tasks or if the proper

intervals are not respected." As shown in Fig. 9, the rather crucial

tasks and time line of planning for implementation during the period of

June 15 to September 10 are omitted.

It: spite of some omissions'. such h-as this and the-instances of un-

evenness in coverage, the planning guide is good. As the documentation

on this year's experience with performance contracting increases, this

planning guide will maintain a high rating. It is an example of a state

department exerting its leadership responsibility in the area of assist-

ing districts within the traditional constraint of local control.



December 1, 1970

January 1, 1971

February 1, 1971

February 15, 1971

March 15, 1971

May 1, 1971

June 15, 1971

September 10, 1971

Late Sept or Oct

November 1, 1971

February 1, 1972

April 1, 1972

June 1, 1972

November 1, 1972

September 1, 1973
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Appoint local project director

Develop school-community council

Completion of needs study

Determination of goals

Completion of performance objectives

Complete RFPs and mail to bidders

Assess bids and select contractor

Project begins

Pre-test

Interim evaluation

Interim evaluation

Interim evaluation

Final evaluation

Post evaluation

Turnkey -- district implements program

and continues evaluation for longitudinal

study of pupil gains

Fig. 9-- Illustration of Planning Time Line*

Performance Contracting - A Planning Guide, Michigan Department
of Education (undated).
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IV. PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING, 1971-72 AND BEYOND

INTRODUCTION'

The future plans of the districts that had a performance contracting

program this year show a recognition of performince.contracting as a

technique for achieving educational needs by introducing innovative prac-

tices as opposed-to innovative hardware-based systems. One of the as-

sistant superintendents in a district with performance contracting observed

that "it is not so much the system but merely being systematic that will

succeed." This seems to be the general feeling,of the staff in most

districts. The planning for performance contracting served as'anactiv-

ity focal point for the staff members of both the LEA and the LSC. The

result was an increased awareness of the need for interaction among

areas of expertise in developing, implementing, operating,-and eviI0ating

an "educational program." The evaluative function assumed a more active

and earlier role in'the management of education. The teacherivfound

that they had a channel for raising their voices. in the decisionmakingi

process.

Problems previously rooted in the lack of interaction were identi-H

fied and efforts made to alleviate them. Data and :their related com-

munication problems provide an example.

As the performance contracting program was implemented in many of

the districts, the inadequacy of data became a severe obstacle. Student

selection was hampered because the I.Q. scores of the students were not

on file. Other evaluative data were similarly inaccessible Provisions

were made for deciding what data were needed by whom and how to get the

data. The logistics of implementing the program was made more difficult

because the inventory of resources within the district was out-of-date

or nonexistent. Cost data by program needed for analysis had to be de-

veloped. Thus, the data needs served almost as a communication mecha-

nisi in achieving an interactive approach to successfully planning and

operating the performance contracting programs.

*
Dr. Elmer Vruggink, Grand Rapids Michigan.
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The organization of the data about A,,programand the timely analy

sis of the data were both benefits realized from'the performance con-

tracting experience of the 1970 -71 program year.: aneepicially

important benefit,in the effective use of federal monies. Most of the'.

programs were funded entirely through the various titles. of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). In two programs a small amount of

district funds was used.. The feedback of the expenditure of these fed-

eral funds was more rapid and complete thin usual. As will be apparent

in the discussion of next year's plans, the goal of the ESE,. to effect

educational improvement was actively advanced.

GENERAL PLANS OF DISTRICTS IN THE SURVEY

The future plans of the districts have taken several different

courses:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Continue the performance contract progiais developed by the

contractor on a turnkey basis.

Continue with the performance contract program without payment

based on a guaranteed performance.

Incorporate the concepts and methods of the perforlance con-

tract program into regular operations.

Continue with variations of the performance contract programs

as an adjunct to regular prograda as a

a. Way to try out other programs with

b.

c.

d.

a high capital cost.

Change.ageni in improving instructional matheda.

Means for introducing new.materials in other areas.

Means for staff development in othersUbject4reat.

5. Continue the performance contract' programs exactly is-in the

1970-71 program year.

Each of these Courses is planned in one or more of ..the diitricts in the

planning survey. In some districts,' several of the courses will be taken

in the 1971-72 program year. For example Grand:RaPidsioilLhaive twice

the number of contracted prograis next year but not, all OUthem will be.,

on a guaranteed performance basis. Gilroy, California, will incorporate

the methods of this Year's performance program as part of regular operations.
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These two districts probably reflect the philosophy of the Westing-

house Learning Corporation (WLC) (one of three contractors in Grand

Rapids and the sole contractor in Gilroy). The stated goal of WLC was

to establish and operate learning centers for one year, turn them over

to the district (turnkey) and then provide only diagnostic and prescrip-

tive services to the district with no performance guarantee to be involved.

As a corporate policy, WLC withdrew from active participation, as a con-//

tractor in the LEA programs after the 1970-71 program. (A former WLC

staff member has started an organization called Learning Unlimited, and

is seeking performance contracts for the 1971-72 program year.) Thua

the WLC programs in their second year represent sicothbination of con-

tinuing-the performance contract program developed.by 2he contractor

on a turnkey basis and incorporating the concepts and methods into the

regular programs.

In Texarkana, performance contracting will not continue.

possible that some of the program procedures will continue on a: turn

basis. In Norfolk, implementation of the system of the performance

contracting program is well along. The materials and diagnostic tests

have been purchased for the learning centers. There will be some changes

in the material usage but the basic approach will be as the LSC designed

it for this year The Gary program, of course, was planned for a four-

year period so that the actions taken for the 1971-72 period reflect

mostly steps taken for program improvement or for remedy of specific

problems.

In another district (Cajon Valley), thel)erformince contracting

program will continue exactly-as-conducted this year whenthe gichieVe

ment gain of the students in the program was ao percent greater than

the students in the comparison group. The main emphiiis in this pro-

gram is on improving the instructional techniques of theteachers in

individualizing the program for the student.

--In-several districts4-7billed asfhaving-a -performance-contracti-only

the materials were purchased but the contractor was not active in deter7

mining or supervising how the materials were used The' erformance con-.

tract idea arose because the payment for the materials was being based

on the performance of the students. In:short, materials that might have

.sold for $20 on the open market'Were sold on iloUble7or-nothing baaig.
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If the student achieved a specified amount, then the contractor received

$50 or some prorated sum for the materials sold usually for $25. These

programs provided little in the way of observations about the effective-

ness of planning for performance contracting and did little to substan-

tiate the potentially powerful' impact of performance contracting as a

lasting change agent in the educational process.

Earlier in the report, a district was described as having taken

the 1970-71 program year as a time for investigating the concept of per

contracting, identifying the educational need of the district,

and ascertaining the match of performance contracting to meeting these

needs. The result of this approach was that the district, with the help

of Educational Turnkey Systems as the management support group, has

seat an RFP to over 250 schools in its multi-district area and to 18

contractors. These are identified as internal (teachers) and external

performance contracts. Separate bidders' conferences were held and pro-

posals were expected by mid-October. The programs will begin in January.

The time period between mid-October and the January stay' date is in

line with this district's conservative approach to performance contract-

ing. Usually the time period between the negotiations and start date

has been substantially shorter--almost to the point of cutting things

so close as to jeopardize the success of the performance contract. For

the internal or teacher performance contracts there is an incentive pay-

ment for the teacher. The specifics of this program will be available

after the negotiation period. Obviously, the results of the program

will not be available until the end of the second half of the 1971-72

program year, but if a cautious and thorough approach to planning for

performance contracting has a payoff, it should be in this district.

SCOPE OF PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING, FALL OF 1970

The scope Of performante7contracting-progrMms in-the-fall-of-18707-

is shown in Tables 1 through 3. With the exception of the Gary progrint

which covers an entire K through 6 elementary school and the Philadelphia

*Tables from R-699/1-HEW, The Performance. Contracting Concept in
Education, J. P. Stucker and G. R. Hall, The Rand Corporation, May 1971.
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Table

OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS, FALL 1970

__..,..._r

-,

LEA LSC Subject

Students Maximum
Payment
(approx.)so, Grades

Boston (Roxbury). Naas. Educational Solutions Reading 400 K-6 $ 62,000

Cajon Valley. Calif. Heel:Man Educational Services Reading 80, 4 55,000

Colorado, State of: Do Educational Systess Reading (300) (6-8) (50.000)
Cherry Creek Reading 100 6-8
Denver leading 100 6-8
Inglewood Reading 100. 6 -6

Dallas. Tex. Noe Centel, Reading. mxtb 875 1-12 256.000

Dallas, Yet. Thiokol Dec. skills, soeiv. $75 . 9-12 508.000

flint. Bich. Dealer for E.D.L. Materials Reading 2.160 9 210.000"

Cary, Ind. Behavioral Research Lab All subjects 83b K.6 640,000

Gilroy, Calif. Westinghouse Learning Reading. rath 103 2-4 60.003

Grand Rapids, Mich. . Weatfnahnuae Learning Reading. math 400 1-6 163,700

Creed Riiids, Mich. COMES Reading, math 600 6-9 166.000

:Civenville. S.C. CONES leading .10 6-9 100.100

Jacksonville, Fla. Learning R eee e e eh Associates Reading, oath. social
studies. science 300 1 70,000

Oakland, Calif. Educational Solutions Reading 100 6-6 80,000

Philadelphia. Pa. Behavioral Research Lab les 'Reading 20.000 1-20-8 800.000

Providence, 1 t. New Century/Communications Patterns Reading 1.500 2-8 145.003

S , Ca. Learning Foundations Reading 875 3,5.6 97,000

T bane. U.S.A. Educational Developmental Labs Reading, math. dropouts 303 7-12 100.000

Virginia. State of: Learning R h Associates Reading, math (2.500) (1-9) (212,500)

Norfolk Reading, with SOO 4-9

Buchanan Co. Reading. math .500 1-7

Dickinson Co. Reading, math :50 1-7

Lueenberg Co. Reading, math 250 4-7

Nechlenburg Co. Reading, math 250 4 -6

Prince. Edward Co. I Reading. math 250 4-6

Wise Co. Reeding, math 500 4-9

NOTE: Data in parentheses are overall figures for the state's contract.
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY SOCIAL EXPERIMENT PROGRAMS, FALL 1970

LEA Learning SysteM Subcontractor 0E0 Grant ($)a

Anchorage, Alaska

Clarke Co., Ga.

Dallas, Tex.

Duval Co., Fla.

Fresno, Calif.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Hammond, Ind.

Hartford, Ccon.

Las Vegas, Nev.

McComb, Miss.

McNaity Co., Tenn.

New York (Bronx), N.Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Me.

Rockland, Me.

Seattle, Wash.

Taft, lex.

Wichita, Kans.

Mesa,, Ariz.

Stockton, Calif.

Quality Education Development

Plan Education Centers

Quality Education Development

Learning Foundations

Westinghouse Learning

Alpha Systems '

.Learning Foundations

Alpha Systems.--

WestLahouse Learning

Singer/Graflex

Plan Education Centers.

Learning Foundations.

Westinghouse Learning

'Singer/Graflex

Quality Education Development

Singer/Graflex

Alpha Systems

Plan Education. Centers

Association of Teachers

Association of Teachers

444,612

301,770

299,417

342,300

299,0/5

322,464

342,528

320,573

228,744

263)085

286,991

341,796

296,291

308,184

299,211

343,800

243,751

294,700

33,976
b

55,154.'

Note: Each program is for 600 children in reading and mathematics,
grades 1-3 and 7-9.

a
Includes target paymen. to the subcontractor and $30,000 to

$50,000 for the LEA manciement team.
b
ThIs paysent is in addition to regular salaries.

Table 3

TEACHER ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAMS, FALL 1970

LEA

4
No. of Teachers
in Training
Program

Alachua Co., Fla.

Orangeburg, N.Y.

Port Jefferson, N.Y.

Royal Oak, Mich.

Yellow Springs, Ohio

40

40

30

30

40

Target
Payment

($)

24,000

24,000

18,000

18,000

24,000

Note: The contractor for all five programs is
the Institute.for the Development of Educational
Activities (I/D/E/A).
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and Flint programs covering materials-only, the remaining 15 contract

programs averaged about $122,000 for maximum payment. These 15 programs

covered a total of approximately 10,000 students and ranged in size from

80 to 1,500 students, with the typical program having 300 to 400 students.

The districts involved in both the Office of Economic Opportunity

performance contracting program and in the teacher achievement programs_

are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

FOLLOW-ON PLANS FOR PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS

Future plans in these districts are not a part of this report.

Future plans in the districts of the planning survey and other districts

are shown in Table 4. This table summarizes the information available

at this time. The activities in the 1971-72 program year highlight the

formalization of a developing new distinction in performance contract-

ing; contracts with district staff are identified as internal perfor-

mance contracts and contracts with LSCs are identified as external. Mesa,

Miami, Portland, and Cherry Creek have all developed internal contracts

for the 1971-72 program year.

Table 4

FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITY TO THE 1970-71 PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING PROGRAMS

District 1970-71 Program Activity Consent

Gar,. Ted.

Gilroy, Calif.

. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Norfolk, Va.

Texarkana, Ark.

Muskegon Heights,
Mich.

Miami (Dade Co.)
Fla.

Portland, OM

Flint, Mich.

Philadelphia, Pa. 1

Greenville, S.C.

Ikea, Aria.

Cajon Valley, Calif

Cherry Creek, Cole.

Jacksonville, Pls.

Dallas. Tag.

Continuation or mo-71 program

District will operate learning centers

Expanded performance contracting programs;
Turnkey operation in 1 schools

District has purchased materiels end will use
instructional methodology

.The district will continue, on a turnkey basis
some aspects of the program

Two programs: vocational training (as planned
in 1970-71) and teacher support (reading)

APPe out for bid; preemie to start in January
1972

Continue with.wide variety of internal per-
formance contracts

Roth districts to continue equipment and
entangle-only (no instructional activity by
LSC) performance contracts

Performance contract (reading) extended

Continue with intarva7 performance contracting

Continue 1970-71 performance contracting pros.

LSC phased out; internof performance con-
tracts expanded in number and variety

LIA "teacher support" contract expanded

Thiokol's vocational program continued

Multi-year program

No contractor involvement

Contractor involved but performance
not guaranteed for all

loth are perforgance contracts

UM for both bete/mat and extermi
contracts

Using performance contracting for inno-
vative methods

---

Combined motivational education systems

Vas in OSO program in 1970-71

Second year of 3-year program

District P.C. program director has his
own performance contract

Program increase: 270 students in let
grade to 1100 1st end 2d graders

Program success measured by both achieve-
ment and motivation.
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Other performance contracting programs proposed for the 1971 -72

program year are shown in Table 5. These programs are in addition to

the continuation of the programs shown in Tables 1 and 4. These seven

proposed programs differ in several respects from the programs of last

year. Reading as the only subject of the performance contract is more

predominant; funding is more diverse although still federal in source'

and program size (students and dollars) and on the average much larger.

Table 5 '

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING PROGRAMS, SUBSEQUENT TO FALL OF 1971

LEA Learning System SubcontractOr Status Subjects

.

Students

.

Approximate
Contract

Size

Pending
SourceNo.-Grades.

Dothan City, Ala. Alpha Learning Systems Contract R SAO 2-6 165,750 eSLA-lit

Detroit, Mich. -- Side out R(M) ASO 9-12 275,000 ISCA-VI1

Caddo Parish, La. Quality education Develepsev,OPS RAM 1,130 1-10, 200,000 LSIA-I

Greenville, S.C. MS Contract It ASO 7-9 96,700 ZSIA-I

Montana, Calif. -- Side out P. 560 1-6 165,000 ESTA-Ill

Chicago, Ill. Learning Research Assoc Delayed it 1,600 K-6 400,000 Model ci

Nev York, N.Y. COsmunications Patterns OPS 1 656 I -7,7 -1 I70100 7

(I)

ties

In the 1970-71 program year, a larger share of the programs re-

sulted from a noncompetitive or sole source negotiation. The Proposed

programs of the 1971-72 program year have resulted from competitive bid-

ding. This trend is likely to continue. Federal and school district

funding practices both require substantial justificption "for sole source
:,

selection. In the embryonic stage of performance contracting it was

relatively easy to provide this justification. As performance contract-

ing becomes more widespread and the track records of the learning system

constrictors become known, it will become increasingly difficult to jus-

tify sole source.

As discussed earlier in the documentation of performance contract-

ing, both the LEA and the LSC are already adept at writing REPs and pro-

posals, and their skill should improve. This improvement may well result

in a more.effective planning process, measured both in terms of time

elapsed between the start of the negotiation phase and the contract sign-

ing, and in outcome of the program itself.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING

In its simplest sense, the management of education is concerned

with determining what has to be done and how it can be done, and with

organizing, administratively and logistically, to provide education,

evaluate its progress, and improve its product. The concept of perfor-

mance contracting appears to offer a way to effect an improvement in

the management of education:

o As a change agent in the use of equipment, materials, and

methods.

o By supporting changes in traditional staffing patterns.

o By improving the evaluation methodology.

By promoting school and district reorganization.

In the 1970-71 program year, the LEA, with the active (and interested)

help of the LSC, explored in a systematic manner the use of equipment

and materials in providing, for the most part, reading and mathematics

instruction. These materials were not new to most districts; the way

in which they were used was new. Moreover, because of a stipulation

in the contract, the LEA had to make a guarantee of its own--to provide

a specified number of instructional hours. In essence, an hour of read-

ing instruction became, in fact, an hour of reading instruction. This

is considered by some as strong evidence of the kind of change wrought

by performance contracting.

The sacrosanct student-teacher ratio has also been assaulted. A

greater individualization of instruction and effective use of parapro-

fessionals has supported the feasibility of higher student-teacher ratios

and even higher student-adult ratios. Some individual teachers contacted

in, for example, Norfolk, were comfortable with-the higher ratio because

of the different instructional strategy. The Gary teachers' union sup-

ports the complaints of some of the teachers that the workload was ex-

hausting. It will be interesting to observe the sources of continued

resistance to change in this area.

The demand for evaluation of performance contracting programs has

led to a much more highly focused effort in developing measures of edu-

cational achievement and motivational change, and in seeking "better"
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tests and testing procedures. In this area, performance contracting

has served, and will continue to serve, as a powerful impetus for

improvement in evaluative methodology. The role of performance con-

tracting in facilitating change in the organization of schools and

districts has been discussed earlier. The only point here is that the

emphasis needed for the future must be along program lines, "program"

being the resources and activities necessary to accomplish the objec-

tive. It can be hoped that this will lead to the demise of organization

by location or level.

The emphasis by program goes along with an observation about the

effectiveness of performance contracting as a means of providing state

or federal aid to districts. Because the program is subjected to an

organized scrutiny absent in most categorical aid programs, there is

a great deal of information about the program available during the course

of the program's life and at the end of the program. There is a built-

in, on-going evaluation that should be worth a great deal of money in

the game of improving education by funding experimental programs.

There is one final note. Performance contracting might well pro-

vide an opening wedge for teachers in gaining a greater voice in edu-

cational management. By placing the spotlight on the classroom inter-

action, performance contracting makes visible many of the complaints

and pleas of teachers all too often lost in the trappings of educational

administration. One short example: In a well-managed performance con-

tracting program, the decisionmaking level is moved much closer to the

classroom, and the teacher can capitalize on this and increase the amount

of discretionary power exercised by teachers.
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Appendix A

DETAILS OF ACTIVITIES IN SELECTED DISTRICTS

This appendix provides,-ih greater detail, the planning and non-

planning activities of various educational agencies. It is based, in

part, on the literature and discussions that have accompanied the per-

formance contracting programs implemented, or planned but not imple-

mented, during the last three years.

Table A-1 lists 54 programs implemented during the period 1959 -61,

but there were undoubtedly a number of other prograMs that did not re-

ceive as much public attention as those shown in the table. A field

'study was made of 20 different educational agencies, shown in Fig. 1

Of the text, with their geographical locations shown in Fig. 2, This

sample of performance contracting programs examined by Rand has pro-

vided data on a wide variety of different types of planning activities.

Brief descriptions of the various educational agencies involved in.the

planning study are presented below.

EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

Alachua County, Florida

The county seat of Alachua County in northern Florida is Gaines-

ville, the site of the University of Florida. There are about 100,000

residents of Alachua County, with about 23,000 students in the public

school system and about 1000 teachers.

School officials emphasized that Alachua has most of the problems

that a typical southern school district must deal with, one of which

was compliance with a desegregation order during the 1970-71 school

year. The district reorganized its structure and has created middle

school movement in Florida. The immediate motivation for going to middle

schools in Alachua County, however, was the desegregation order.
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Table

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING PROGRAMS, 1970-71 PROGRAM TEAR

Loofa ithamationat
Agenoy Gozrning proton Contractor .tWoJects

Students
Sponsor. Target

ing Payment
Agenoy a)Ahmber Oradea

Anchorage, Alaska Quality Educational Development Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 OEM 444,632.
Athens, Ga. Plan Education Centeis leading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0a 301,770
Boston, Mass. Educational Solutions Reading 400 K-6 -- 120,000
Bronx, N.T. Learning Foundations Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 361,796
Buchanan Co., Va. Learning Researc11 Association Reading 500 1-7 Va.') 212,500c
Cajon Valley, Calif. MacMillan Educational Services, Inc. Reading 80 4 -- 53,000
Cherry Creek, Colo. Dorsett Educational Systems Reading 100 6-8 Colo. 50,000d
Clark Co., Ca. Plan Education Centers Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 301,770
Compton, Calif loading Foundations of America Reading 3,000 7 -- 120,000
Dallas, Ten., Mew Century leading, Math 960 9-12 -- 256,000
Dallas, Tex. Quality Education Development Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 -- 299,417
Dallas, Tex. Voc. Ed.Mbtiv. 960 9-12 -- 209,000
Denver, Colo. Dorsett Educational System Reading 100 6-8 Colo.d (d)

Dickinson Co., Va. Learning Research Association Reading 250 1-7 Va. (c)
Duval Co., Fla. Learning Foundations Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 -- 342,300
El Monte, California Hoffman Educational Systems Reading 26 7 -- 75,000
Englewood, Calif. Dorsett Educational Systems Reading 100 6-8 Colo.b (d)
Flint, Mich. Educational Development Labs Reading 2,160 9 -- 210,000
Fresno, Calif. Westinghouse Learning Corporation Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 299,015
Gary, Ind. Behavioral Research Labs All subjects 800 1-6 -- 640,000
Gilroy, Calif. Westinghouse Learning Corporation Reading, Math 100 2-4 -- 60,000
Grand Rapids, Mich. Alpha Systems Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 322,464
Grand Rapids, Mich. Combined Motivational Educ. Systems Reading, Math 600 6-9 -- 164,000
Grand Rapids, Mich. Westinghouse Learning Corporation Reading, Math 400 1-6 -- 143,700
Greenville, S.C. Combined Motivational Rdue. Systems Reading 480 6-9 -- 100,000,
Hammond, Ind. Learning Foundations Reading, Math 600 1-3, 6-9 0E0 342,528

_

Hartford, Conn. Alpha Systems Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 320,573
Jacksonvil.le, Fla. Learning Research Association. 1st Grade Subj 300 1 ... 70,000
Jacksonville, Fla. Learning Foundations Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 342,300
Las Vegas, Nev. Westinghouse Learning Corporation Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 298,744
.Luenberg Co., Ve. Learning Research Association Reading 250 1-7 Va.b (c)
McComb, Miss. Singer/Graflex' Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 -- 263,085
McNairy Co., Tenn. Plan Education Centers Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 286,991
Macklenburg Co., Va. Learning Research Association Reading 250 4-7 Va. (c)
Mesa, Ariz. Association of Teachers Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 33,9761
New York (Bronx), N.T. Learning Foundations Reading, dad; 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 341,796
Norfolk, Va. Learning Research Association Reading 500 4-9 Va. (C)
Oakland, Calif. Educational Solutions Reading 400 6-8 -- 80,000
Philadelphia, Pa. Behavioral Research Labs Reading 15.000 1-2, 7-8 -- 600,000
Philadelphia, Pa. Westinghouse Learning Corporation Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 296,291
Portland, Me. Singer/Graflex Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 308,184
Portland, Ore.
Prince Edward Co., Va. Learning Research Association Reading 250 4-6 Va.b (c)
Providence, R.I. New Century Reading 1,500 2-8 -- 14S,000 .

Rockland, M. Quality Educational Develoinou Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 .299,211
Savannah, Ga. Learning Foundations. Reading 1,000 97,000
Seattle, Wash. Singer/Graflex Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 343,800
Selmer, Team. Plan Education Centers 'Wading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 286,991
Stockton, Calif. Association of Teachers Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 55,154f
Taft, Tex. Alpha Systems Reading, Math 600 1-3,-7-9 0E0 243,751
Texarkana, Ark. Dorsett Educational Syotems Reading, Math 250 8-12 --
Texarkana, Ark. Educational Development Labs Reading, Math 300 7-12 65,788
Wichita, Kans. Plan Education Centers Reading, Math 600 1-3, 7-9 0E0 294,700
Vise Co., Va. Learning Research Association Reading 500 4-9 -- (t)

were contractor for 010. LSC5 had subcontracts with LEAs.
b
State departments of education did initial planning; contracts were between LSCs and LEAs.
c
For all 7 Virginia programs.

d
For all 3 Colorado programs.

For the 1971 program year.

(Plus regular salaries.
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Another response to desegregation was to institute a program of

teacher training by means of a performance contract. The immediate goal

of this program was to train teachers to individualize instruction.

More generally, Alachua County sought to upgrade the overall teaching

skills of its teachers. Still more generally, Alachua County sought

to increase the qualities of its students and to hold the support and

allegiance of the parents to the public school system.

Alachua County decided to enter a contract with the Institute for

the Development of Educational Activities (I/D/E/A), an affiliate of

the Charles F. Kettering Foundation. The program dealt with 40-teachers

in two schools in the northwest part of the county. These schools hid

significant educational and desegregation problems. One school was

Mebane with 474 pupils, 60 percent of whom were negro and 40 percent

white. Mebane is a rural school in the city of Alachua, and is also

a Title I school. The second school was Spring Hill in the town of

High Springs with 366 pupils, 70 percent of whom were white and 30 per-

cent negro. It is Title I eligible but does not receive any Title I

money. Of the 40 teachers in the program, 19 were at Mebane, 15 at

Spring Hill, and 6 from other parts of the county. Although the major

thrust of the program was directed to these two schools, Alachua County

hoped that the techniques taught the 40 teachers would spread through-

out the county.

The I/D/E/A program was one of several programs of this sort con-

ducted during 1970-71. The other programs are shown in Table A-2.

Table A-2

I/D/E/A TEACHER ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAMS, FALL 1970

LEA

No. of Teachera Target
in Training Payment
Program ($)

Alachua Co., Fla. 40 24,000
Orangeburg, N.Y. 40 . 24,000
Port Jefferson, N.Y. 30 18,000
Royal Oak, Mich. 30 18,000
Yellow Springs, Ohio 40 24,000
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The program grew out of I/D/E/A's earlier work with-HUnipac" cur-

riculum materials. Naples, Florida, had a program similar to the one

that Alachua entered, without the performance feature.

The performance feature of the contract consisted of an evaluation

by an I/D/E/A representative, the teachers' supervisor, and another

representative of the Alachua County schools. I/D/E/A was to develop

evaluation instruments and the team was OP assess teachers on their

ability to individualize instruction. A portion of I/D/E/A's fee would

be dependent on the evaluation results.

Alachua has access to more planning resources than the usual south-

ern school district of its size due to the University of Florida being

located in Gainesville. Also, from a planning point of view, I/D/E/A's

heavy iavolvement in Florida education has provided Alachua with an

Opportunity to study their work in considerable detail.

Cajon Valley, California

Cajon Valley Elementary School District is headquartered in El Cajon,

San Diego County, about 15 miles from the city of San Diego. The dis-

trict has about 1200 students and about 19 elementary schools.

The Cajon Valley Elementary School District in 1970-71 entered into

a performance contract with Macmillan Educational Services, Inc., Bev-

erly Hills, California, a subsidiary of Crowell-Collier-Macmillan Company,

specializing in teacher training programs in this area. The performance

contract is basically for a teacher-training program. The teacher train-

ing, however, will bm evaluated on the buts of the performance of stu-

dents, measured by pre- and post-administration of the Stanford Achieve-

ment Test..

Th. program Involves about 70 students in the lower quartile as

measured by standardized achievement rests plus 10 students who are be-

low 90 in I.Q. It started in the fall of 1970 and will run three years.

Macmillan could earn about $50,000 a year if all the students average 1.5

grade level increase per year for the three years. The program uses

materials that were available in the school district plus some multilith

material, provided specially for the program. There are some special

diagnostic instruments. The main Macmillan input, however is teacher

training services.
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An unusual feature of the program is that the contract covers a

specific group of 80 slow readers, but these students are kept in hetero-

geneous claswes and Lre not segregated in any special program.

The teachers in the program are regular classroom teachers. Mac-

millan has a right to request transfer for any teachers they feel are

not working well in the program.

According to reports, the program produced an average gain in its

first year of 1.04 years of reading. This permitted Macmillan to earn

$35,000 out of the maximum possible payment of $50,000.*

Compton, California

Compton Unified School District was formed two years ago by com-

bining several smaller districts in the southern part of the Los Angeles

metropolitan region. The district lies directly south of the Watts

area of Los Angeles and adjoins Long Beach. It has some of the most

severe inter -city school problems in California. The district has

16,000 students from kindergarten through high school in 30 schools.

About 80 percent of the students are black; the remaining 20 percent

include many different ethnic groups--white, Mexican-American, Samoan,

and others.

Compton's performance contract was with the Reading Foundation of

Chicago, Illinois. The program covered a speed reading course for 7th

grade students. Every English class at the 7th grade level received

the program during the 1970-71 school year. Twelverhours of classroom

instruction and 12 hours of homework were involved. The price was

basically $35+ per student with a $5 bonus if 75 percent of the children

met the objective of the course. The program was funded by $45,000

from Model Cities funds and slightly less than $100,000 from Compton's

general fund.

The evaluation was performed by a group from the University of

Southern California under the Direction of Dr. Wilson. The group used

the Stanford Achievement Test on a pre- and post-basis.

*
Educational Marketeer, Vol. 3, No. 24, September 15, 1971, p. 2.
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Compton not only faced the problems that all inter-city school dis-

tricts wrestle with but an additional problem. As a new district, the

administration felt it important to solicit parental support. The per-

formance contracting program was viewed as a way of demonstrating Comp-

ton's concern with the basic reading skills of the students. Thus, in

addition to the inherent goal of improving reading skills, there was

the broader objective of demonstrating broader objectives of cementing

school-community relations. The 7th grade was, from Compton's point

of view, a particularly attractive grade for the_program because_mere_

parents had children in the 7th than in any other grade.

Dade County, Florida

Surrounding the city of Miami, Florida, Dade County. has 211 schools

with 232,000 pupils. The Dade County Schools became interested in per-

formance contracting during the 1969-70 school year when the reports

of the Texarkana program began to be circulated. Unlike many other LEAs

that expedited planning in order to get programs underway in 1970-71,

Dade County adopted a very thoroogh and systematic approach to perfor-

mance contracting.

The focal points in performance contract planning were the wembers

of the superintendent's office concerned with curriculum development.

Several staff members were involved in a research effort that covered

not only the activities of other districts in performance contracting

but also the reaction of the Dade County school district staff and the

community to the concept of performance contracting. Great effort was

placed on pinpointing potential areas within the district where perfor-

mance contracting might be used. This effort was in operation through-

out the 1970-71 school year. As of the fall of, 1971, Dade Courityis

still planning for a performance contractnow envisioned as possibly

taking place during the second half of the 1971-72 school year.

Dade County has taken the position that if perforamnce contracting

is successful in enabling school districts to learn from the practices

of LSC and apply the practices as part of the regular program, they

will be interested. in such a program. That is, turnkeying technology

is a key feature in Dade County's'approach. They have taken the position
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that before they begin a program they want to benefit from the experi-

ence of other districts. More important, Dade County wants to be sure

that their needs and capabilities are clearly understood and to deter-

mine how to manage performance contracting in order that these needs

and capabilities will be met. .

Denver, Colorado.

In 1970-71, there were performance 'contracting progranig in foht

schools in three suburban ichool districtiInpenver*UoloradO. The

districts involved were Cherry Creek, a White4OgloAtOper middle.7claSi

suburb; Inglewood,. a less-advantaged Anglo area;. and Eastlake:District

No. 12 in the suburb of.Northglen with.a substantial HeitiCan4meriCan:

'population. The programs -were conducted by- Dorsett Educational

the first contractor for the TexarkanaperforMance'COniricting4rOgr*

The contract involved $50,000 and, in addition, Dorsett sold $25,0

worth of machines and materials.

An unusual aspect of these.programs is the roleplayed:by.the CO16.

redo State Department of Education. The programs were initiated by the

State Department in order to provide demonsiratiOns that the rest:of

the Colorado school districts might study. Alsoi.the State'DepartMent.

of Education sponsored the evaluation.. The'Department of Education,

. however, strictZ5maimited its role to getting the programs started and

providing the evaluation.

The State Department's program was planned in whirlwind fashion

in a period of about six weeks from the initial idea to the signing o2

the contracts. Mr. Byron W. Hasford, who was then Commitsioner of Edu-

cation for Colorado, was very interested in educational accountability

and had been following the Texarkana performance contracting program.

In the summer of 1970, he decided that there were sufficient monies in

the Educational Achievement Act funds for Colorado to sponsor a small

program He took on the development of a demonstration program for

performance contracting as his personal activity and appointed Mr. Byron.

Parks, a consultant for the Educational Achievement Act Special Programs

Unit, to direct the State Department's involvement. In the early part

of August, a 10-man delegation from Colorado attended a workshop in



Chicago, Illinois, on performance contracting. At that workshoP they

approached Mt, Lloyd Dorsett, of Dorsett Educational Systems, and ascer-

tained his interest in a Colorado program. Colorado was, interested in -

Dorsett because of his experience and also because they felt that since

Dorsett needed to redeem himself after the Texarkana teahing-to-the-

test scandal he might be more anenable than some other contractors to

an austere program. This latter condition was important since Colorado

had significant fiscal constraints. Dorsett indicated his interest.

The Colorado group returned to Colorado and recruited three dis-

tricts for the program. Originally, it was thought that Denver might

be involved; however, Denver was not able to respond fast enough.- Ap-

parently, union opposition to performance contracting was involved in

the slawness of Denver's response.

The State of Colorado planned to do its own evaluation. State

Department officials had hoped to have the evaluator under contract be-

fore they approached the performance contractor. However, the speed

with which the program developed did not permit this. Consequently,

after the arrangements were made with Dorsett the State Departuent of

Education approached William L. Goodwin of the. University of Colorado,

School of Education and recruited him as the evaluator. His contract

included his evaluation plan.

Each of the districts used a different achievement test. The Iowa

Test of Basic Skills, the Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the Gates-

McGinty Test were used We were informed by a person not connected

with the State Department of Education but who had studied the program

that the evaluation design was very fine and that Mr. Goodwin was an

extremely able evaluator.

Dorsett's involvement with the programs was minimal. He furnished

the materials and basic designs, but the programs were, run by teachers

who had been with their respective, districts for some time. The programs

were conducted alMost on a turnkey basis..

During the 1970771 sChOol year the Colorado DepattMent Of:Bduca

tion received a number of inquiries froM'other EichoolAistrictuabout;

performance contracting. The State:Department-forwarded copies of

matetials on performance contracting that_it had colleOted in its *tu4y,
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of the concept and provided some educational consulting. The depart-

ment was careful, however, to take no position with respect to the de-

sirability of any performance contracting program or performance con-

tracting in general. The state's position was that it had sponsored

a program for demonstration purposes; school districts could observe

the program and make up their minds as a result of their own studies.

Flint Michigan

Flint is a well known manufacturing center and has more than 48,000

students in its school district. The district has problems with a

high rate of dropouts in the 9th and 10th grades and with a large num-

ber of high school students with a serious reading problem. To deal

with these problems it decided to undertake an intensive reading pro-

gram in the 9th and 10th grades, and appointed Dr. John Kouzowjian to

survey available materials. He was impressed by materials furnished

by the Educational Development Labs (EDL) and the district decided around

Christmas of 1969 to explore the use of these materials. Around the

same time, Flint became aware of the Texarkana performance contract-

ing program and Dr. Kouzowjian beCame interested in a performance con-

tract with EDL.

Flint, however, desired to organize, manage, and operate the pro-

gram itself. Consequently, a performance contract with Flint would es-

sentially have to have EDL furnishing supplies and equipment and being

paid on the basis of the results of a program with which it would have

minimum operating involvement. Neither EDL nor its parent company,

McGraw-Hill, was particularly interested in such terms. Negotiations

continued for some time but no satisfactory arrangement could be made.

Flint was, however, able to make a performance contracting arrangement

with a local distributor of EDL materials. The 1970-71 program involved

180 ninth graders in each of 12 schools.

A very interesting aspect of the program was the goal. This goal

was defined in terms of the rate of gain. The contract specified es-

sentially a doubling of each student's rate of achievement growth as

measured by past district tests.
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Evaluation plans were not developed until after the performance

contract was signed. One holdup was a question of who should pay for

the evaluation. Kouzowjian was of the opinion that evaluation data are

of great managerial and public-relations value to LSCs and that they

should pay for evaluations.

Greenville, South Carolina

Greenville is a large cotton mill city with other industry as well,

located in the South Carolina Piedmont. The Greenville County Schools

enroll over 56,000 students in 99 separate schools. As a result of

implementing racial integration plans, the school system has been ex-

tensively reorganized. Eighty percent of the black children in Green-

ville are bussed at present. In the schools that we visited with per-

formance contracting program in operation, integration appeared quite

corlplete.

The LSC in Greenville was Combined Motivational Education Syatems

(CMES) of Chicago, Illinois. CMES also had a program in Grand Rapids,

Michigan, in 1970-71, the subject of another Rand study.

The Greenville program emanated from interest by the Board of Edu-

cation. Two members of the board became interested in performance con-

tracting and had discussed it with some authorities outside of Greenville,

They returned and approached Gordon Smith, the Director of Instruction

for the Greenville schools, and got him interested.

When Smith approached his reading teachers, they were skeptical

that the performance contracting program would do better than conven-

tional remedial programs. As a result, a program involving five differ-

ent reading approaches was developed and one program objective was de-

fined as a comparison of the success of all five at the same time.

The performance contracting program involved two schools, each with

two teachers and two paraprofessionals. The program originally started

out with six pavtprofessionals, one of whom became the project's secretary,

and one of whom was let go after the first month. The paraprofessionals

were carried onthe CMES payroll, and the teachers on the Greenville

payroll. The paraprofessional who acted as secretary also acted as sub-

stitute for the other paraprofessionals. Two hundred and forty children

were involved in both grade school and senior high.
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Despite the notion of evaluating the performance contracting pro-

gram against four other approaches and despite $5000 being budgeted

from Title I money for an evaluation, the evaluation plans were begun

only long after the program was in operation. The Greenville School

District tested the students at the start of the program. However, in

October 1971, the school district was still debating the merits of an

internal evaluation versus an evaluation by an independent firm.

CMES's original proposal spoke of raising the reading and arith-

metic achievement levels of the students by at least two grade levels.

This was quite an ambitious goal since, for example, 75 percent of the

1969-70 student body at Hollis Junior High School, one of the schools

in the program, had a reading achievement more than two grade levels

below their grade level. The average achievement gain, according to

public pronouncement, was 1.3 achievement years. Thil represented about

a doubling of the previous rate of growth. While this was a substan-

tial accomplishment, it is considerably less than a 2.0 grade level of

achievement originally proposed in CMES's proposal to the Greenville

School Board.

Mesa. Arizona

Mesa is part of metropolitan Phoenix. It enrolls about 25,000

students. It is a rapidly growing area, a prosperous district, and one

very attuned to educational innovation and advanced school management

techniques:

The Mesa School System has had in operation for several years a

program called "Curriculum and Instructional Development" (CID). This

is a fund that works much like a foundation. Teachers make application

for grants from the CID for innovative programs or materials. These

applications are evaluated and some are approved.

This approach has led to many innovative programs in Mesa and a

willingness to try new educational approaches. During the 1970-71 school

year, one of the innovations that Mesa examined was performance contract-

ing. The Mesa program was one of the projects in the 0E0 structured

experiment. It was one of the two projects run by the teachers them-

selves with no contractor intermediary. Within Mesa, the project was

referred to as the "Incentives Only" project. The project was contracted
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to cost $38,476. Of this money, $20,400 was held in escrow for students'

and teachers' rewards based on achievement. The program operated in

grades 1 through 3 and 7 through 9, in three elementary schools and one

junior high. There were four control and comparison schools. Regular

school curriculum and materials were used with the addition of incen-

tives for teachers and students. The target population was disadvantaged

students. The Mesa Education Association (MEA) was the project subcon-

tractor, and the contractor was the Mesa Public School System. Battelle

Memorial Institute of Columbus, Ohio, was the independent Testing and

Analysis Contractor (TAC) for OEO. Education Turnkey Systems provided

management support systems services but Mesa did not make much use of

its service.

Mesa has an active planning and development group. Much of the

Incentives Only program reflects prior district plans and procedures.

The rather unique planning feature is the role of the Mesa Educational

Association. This group has taken the view that educational accounta-

bility cannot be avoided, that the only relevant issue is whether it

will be done by teachers within the existing system of "self-governance"

or whether it will come about through some kind of outside agency. MEA

strongly supported the self-governance concept and thus Mesa went into

the OEO program.

Muskegon, Michigan

The Muskegon Area Intermediate School District (MAISD) serves an

area of about 200,000 persons on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan.

Last October, the district received a $33,000 planning grant to examine

the feasibility of relying on performance contracting in developing an

occupation training program for high school students. The funding for

the study, which terminates at the end of September 1971, was the Mich-

igan Department of Education Vocational Division (from funds set aside

"for people with special needs"). The target area is the city of Mus-

kegon Heights (population about 30,000), inhabited mostly by disadvantaged

minority groups who obtain their livelihood in the declining heavy labor

occupations.
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The first few months were spent in coordinating and planning with

the various interests involved and in preparing a needs assessment.

Last March, Muskegon sent out RFPs for training services, evaluation,

and audit (the latter two went to the same companies) for a pilot com-

puter trainee program for 15 students. MAISD set aside about $7,000

for the pilot program that will last about six to eight weeks this summer.

Muskegon has prepared a proposal for a $150,000 follow-on grant

to finance the first year start-up and operating costs for a full-scale

program in the Muskegon Heights High School (1,000 students, 75 percent

black). The plans are that the students would spend the first few

months organizing their Career Development Center, let an achievement-

motivation contract around Christmas, and let contracts for about eight

vocational programs in the spring semester.

One very interesting feature of the MAISD program is that it in-

volves vocational education instead of the more usual reading and mathe-

matics. There have been some other vocational education programs un-

der performance contracts. Dallas, Texas, had a vocational education

program in 1970-71 under a performance contract with Thiokol. Dallas

intends to expand its vocational performance contracting programs such

as those that have been run in Dallas and Muskegon.

Another instructive aspect of the Muskegon program is its elaborate

planning process. Muskegon began its program in October 1970. It ob-

tained from the Michigan Department of Education, Vocational Division,

a planning grant of $33,000 to examine the feasibility of applying per-

formance contracting to occupational training for high school students.

The program was put under the direction of Mr. Lon Griner, formerly an

aerospace engineer. As an employee of the Brunswick Corporation, he

had studied the performance contracting concept. He was extremely

anxious to apply this approach and was an enthusiastic project director.

for Muskegon. He also brought to his job many aerospace engineering

planning techniques. The program has featured very detailed periodic

planning documents, scheduling, milestone reporting dates, and like

systems planning techniques.

The first few months of the project were spent in coordinating

and planning activities with the various groups involved and preparing
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a needs assessment. In March 1971, MAISD sent out RFPs for training

services evaluation and audit for a pilot computer-operated trainee

program for 15 students. Muskegon set aside $7000 for the pilot program

for the summer of 1971.

During this time, Muskegon was also preparing a proposal for

$150,000 follow-on grant to finance the first year start-up and oper-

ating cost for a full-scale program in the Muskegon Heights high school.

The plans were to spend the first few months organizing the career de-

velopment center. Then an achievement motivation contract would be let

around Christmas 1971 and contract for eight vocational programs in the

spring of 1972.

Ultimately, MAISD plans that the career development center would

have a three-part program. During the first two or three years, students

would be introduced to career possibilities, and would also receive

achievement motivation. In their junior and senior years in high school

they would enter into specific job training programs. The Muskegon con-

cept was also to contract separately for each of the vocational pro-

grams, each program involving 15 to 30 students. Eventually, Muskegon

hoped that 80 percent of the senior class would be involved in the vo-

cational program, and that 100 percent or all of the high school stu-

dents would be involved in the achievement motivation training. Unlike

most programs, there was no turnkey concept in the MAISD plan. MAISD

encountered some difficulty in obtaining responses to the RFP for their

pilot program for computer programmers. The modest scale of the project

and the extremely specific RFP apparently discouraged many contractors.

In any event, MAISD had received only one response, and it was not en-

tirely satisfactory.

In January 1971, Muskegon increased its management team by adding

Mr. Floyd Cook to Griner's staff. Cook is a mechanical engineer by

profession. He is also black, which assists him in the student rela-

tions that are part of this job. Cook and Griner each have the title

of Performance Contract Implementer.

New Jersey

New Jersey presents another example of a state education agency
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taking the lead in planning for performance contracting. The New Jersey

State Department of Education became interested in performance contract-

ing during tht 1969-70 school year. The staff decided that it should

provide planning services to districts that might be considering per-

formance contracting. As a result, New Jersey engaged the Institute

for Educational Development of New York City to assist in developing

materials that would be of assistance to local educational agencies in

New Jersey.

The Institute for Educational Development and the New Jersey State

Department of Education began a two-pronged attack: (1) They began to

solicit districts in New Jersey that might be interested in performance

contracting, and (2) to develop lists of companies interested in pro-

viding services and materials under performance contract arrangements.

On June 15, 1970, the State Department of Education and IED held

a conference on performance contracting in which many authorities on

performance contracting appeared. Discussing performance contracting

were such educators as Edward Trice, the superintendent from Texarkana;

Rogers Barton from Dallas; and Charles Santangelo from San Diego.

Albert Mayerhofer and Lewis Walker appeared from USOE, and a number of

representatives of educational business firms spoke.

The meeting did not lead to any performance contracting programs

in New Jersey during the 1970-71 year. Nonetheless, the New Jersey

State Department of Education continued to provide consulting services

and materials to New Jersey school districts that were exploring the

performance contracting concept with an eye to possible programs later.

An official in the New Jersey office, Robert Weber, was given cognizance

over these activities.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The Philadelphia city schools serve almost 289,000 pupils in 269

schools. During the 1970-71 school year, there were two performance

contracting programs in operation. One was part of the 0E0 structured

demonstration in performance contracting; Westinghouse Corporation was

the LSC. WLC also had four other performance contracting programs,

two of which--those in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Gilroy, California--

were subjects of Rand study.
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The other performance contracting program in Philadelphia was with

BRL, the contractor for the Gary program and the subject of a Rand in-

depth study. The BRL program was in District 4 of the Philadelphia

school system and fundamentally consisted of BRL's basic reading pack-

age, Project Read, which was sold for around $20 per student. However,

in some cases, notably District 4 of Philadelphia, BRL offered to pro-

vide Project Read on a "guaranteed" basis at a price of $40 per student,

i.e., twice as much as on a.nonguaranteed basis. For the $40, the dis-

trict received special in-service training and management help, and a

guarantee that if a student did not progress at the rate of one achieve-

ment year per year of schooling, the district would not have to pay

anything. The project involved 12 schools in grades 1 to 7 and 8.

Performance contracting in Philadelphia during the 1970-71 school

year had had a hard row to hoe. There was a long teachers' strike.

Moreover, the district was in the process of learning to live with de-

centralization. Philadelphia divided its school system into a superin-

tendent's office and eight subdistricts including District 4, which had

the BRL contract.

Philadelphia is proud of its central research and evaluation branch

and anxious that programs in the subdistricts make use of its support.

Each subdistrict has a staff for planning, designing, and evaluation,

with a planning team in each district. Thus, Philadelphia had a great

deal of in-house capability with respect to planning and evaluation.

It is interesting to note that the BRL contract with District 4 also

called for an independent evaluation.

The performance contract in District 4 was an outgrowth of a de-

cision to instigate a systems approach to reading improvement. Each

of the subdistricts was chartered to develop the approach independently

and to proceed in any manner the district might feel is appropriate.

As a result, one or another of the subdistricts examined almost every

approach or materials available in the educational market. Since per-

formance contracting during the 1969-70 school year was much in the

minds of people interested in reading improvement, it was natural that

one of the eight districts in Philadelphia might decide to experiment

with this approach. Only District 4 decided to go with performance
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contracting. It is important to note, however, that each of the other

eight districts also had a special reading program so that in 1970-71

Philadelphia had a wide variety of different approaches to compensatory

education in reading under way.

Portland, Oregon

Portland is one of the two school districts known to Rand that had

performance contracting programs in operation during the 1969-70 school

year. Unlike Texarkana, however, Portland's programs received rela-

tively little attention during that school year. The Portland schools

serve about 75,000 students. The school district is decentralized and

the Portland performance contracting programs took place in Area 2,

which encompasses most of Portland's inner city. The performance con-

tracts reflect in large part the interest of Area 2 Supervisor of Re-

search James Holmes. Having become intrigued with the possibilities

of using performance contracting to increase instructional effective-

ness, Holmes implemented two contracts last spring and four contracts

during the five-week summer session.

The contracts were all relatively small, and were initiated in the

spirit of experimentation. Two of the programs were "bi-contractual"

(district-teacher, teacher-SES), two were performance contracts with

teachers, and two were contracts with outside suppliers for materials

and equipment only. Despite its relatively humble scope, the Portland

experience is interesting because of its variety and because Holmes

conceived and implemented these programs with little or no knowledge

of Texarkana, the 0E0 plans, or plans in other districts. Aside from

looking at basic instructional effectiveness, Holmes' intent was to in-

vestigate the willingness of regular teachers to gamble with their sal-

aries, and to investigate the effect of performance payment plans on

their initiative. In the materials-only contracts, Holmes was especi-

ally interested in the provisions that require the district (hence, the

teachers) to guarantee instructional hours; he speculates that the reg-

ular staff tends to short-change pupils on actual reading instruction.

As for benefits derived directly from the suppliers, he feels that the

consulting aid was almost as important as the materials and techniques.
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The spring programs were pre-tested in December (the programs

started in January) and post-tested in May. The summer progress were

pre-tested in June and post-tested in September, even though the pro-

gram ended in mid-July; Holmes was not interested in achievement gains

that are not carried over into the fall semester. He also hoped that

the delayed post-test would encourage teachers to volunteer some follow-

through activity during the intervening months, but very little materi-

alized. ITBS was used for all testing.

There was no performance contracting during the 1970-71 school

year. This is partly because Holmes became Area Administrator for Area I;

besides the fact that he is now in a different area, his new job de-

scription gives him less freedom to implement. He welcomes this state

of affairs because it is giving him the opportunity to analyze, this

last year's experience, and to prepare a proposal for a much wider-based

performance contract for the 1971-72 school year. His role for next

year will be to recommend, but not to.implement.

The paragraphs below outline the six programs in moderate detail.

Boise Elementary School. The first contract obligated Audio Visual

Supply Company to set up a reading lab consisting of two kinds of EDL

reading machines, the controlled reader and the audex. The district

paid the contractor $1157.30 for a five-month lease plus materials.

No fee was charged for the 45 hours of training provided by an EDL con-

sultant. The lab was intended to serve one hundred 6th, 7th, and 8th

graders at Boise School in classes of 20 or less. The district was to

supply the room, the furniture, and a full-time teacher. At least 80

hours of instruction were to be given each pupil.

Historically, the expected growth in upper elementary grades is
about eight months per year. Portland tests its Title I youngsters
every other month with ITBS. Test results are fed into their "Instruc-
tional Management Information System" which provides diignostic infor-
mation to teachers, principals, and counselors. Teachers also make
subjective assessments as to grade placement. The output of the system,
which seems fairly well refined, facilitates both subjective and objec-
tive monitoring.of changes in the students' grade placement and growth
rate. The system also plays a major role in the Portland schools'
transition to a continual progress, or nongraded, program.
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The objective was to obtain an average 9 months' growth for those

pupils receiving at least 80 hours of instruction. Up to 90 percent

of the contractor's fee would be reimbursed to the district, depending

on the extent achievement fell below the goal. As it turned out, the

overall average gain was about four months; the contractor was not re-

quired to make any reimbursement because absenteeism was so high.

King Elementary School. Homes had drawn up a proposal for a simi-

lar contract with the Open Court Publishing Company. At stake would

be a $1505 fee; failure to provide an average 10-month growth in 7th

and 8th grade reading achievement would require a proportional reim-

bursement of the fee. Upon being informed of the forthcoming Open Court

program, the five reading. teachers expressed the opinion that their own

program was just as effective. Holmes then offered them the same con-

tract and the teachers agreed, requesting that the fee be earmarked for

instructional materials rather than for their personal use.

Expected growth without a special program was three to four months,

Accordingly, the teachers adopted a conservative strategy and decided

not to spend much of the fee until the end of the program. This was

prudent since the students gainer' only about four and a half months;

the teachers had to return about half of the fee.

Woodlawn Elementary School. At Woodlawn, summer session reading

teachers were offered a continuum of options under which they could

risk their entire $700 wage, a small percentage of their wage, or some

amount in between; the maximum fee allowable under the payment formula

would be $2000, but performance losses would cost the teachers money.

None of the teachers were interested.

About this time, Open Court Publishing Company had been pestering

Holmes for a foothold in the Portland schools, so he talked them into

writing a salary-guarantee contract directly with the teachers. Only

one teacher was interested, but he was able to persuade four others to

go along on a team basis.

Under the final arrangement, Holmes wrote a performance contract

with the five teachers that would impose negative payment if there was

negative gain (a real possibility since the post-test was scheduled

for two months after the end of the summer session), but would pay them
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up to $200 per "weighted" pupil (this is explained below). In turn,

the teachers wrote a contract with Open Court under which (1) Open

court's methods and materials would be used at no cost to the district,

(2) Open Court would guarantee the teachers payments at $900, and (3)

the teachers would turn 80 percent of any payment earned in excess of

$900 over to Open Court.

To compensate for increased instructional workloads associated

with groups of pupils with remedial needs, the number of pupils used

to calculate payments was determined by the following formula:

WP = GP /(AL x NP)

WP = weighted pupils,

GP = average pupil grade placement,

AL = average reading performance level,

NP = number of pupils.

The amount of money paid by the district to each teacher was deter-

mined by the following formula:

Payment = (WP x AG x 10) /NT

where AG = average gain,

NT = number of teachers,

10 scaling factor.

Boise Elementary School. A similar arrangement was set up between

the district, one teacher at Boise school, and the Audio Visual Supply

Company. In this case, the company guaranteed $500 of the teacher's

salary, and any excess payment would be shared equally with AVSC; the

teacher thus risked $200 of his salary but had a higher gain potential

than did the Woodlawn team. Apparently, 25 percent of the teacher's

guarantee went to the company's consultant. The reading lab was pre-

sumably equipped with EDL reading machines.

Sabin Elementary School. No teachers were interested in perfor-

mance contracting at this school, so Holmes contracted with Larrabee

Associates for equipment and materials only. The district leased a
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Hoffman reading system from Larrabee for $400. If the pupils averaged

less than twice their expected gain, the entire $400 was to be reim-

bursed; otherwise, there would be no reimbursement. There was an extra

consultant fee of $50.

The expected gain was calculated as the product of the pre-test

reading achievement rate and the number of instructional months. This

basis seems unfair to the contractor in view of the two-month delay un-

til post-testing.

King Elementary School. Holmes found one teacher at this school

who would put her whole salary on the line. The contract was the same

as that with the Woodlawn team except that any special materials would

be provided by the teacher, and there was no one to guarantee any part

of her salary. On the other hand, she would not be obligated to share

any part of her earnings with anyone.

San Diego, California

San Diego is another large school district, serving 129,000 stu-

dents. The San Diego schools have engaged in an extensive planning

operation in connection with possible performance contracting programs.

Their plans are of interest for two reasons: The first is a rather

sophisticated approach to defining contract payments. The second is

the use of a nonperformance contract as a prelude to a performance con-

tract. San Diego began planning for a performance contract during the

1969-70 school year, and developed three programs for possible imple-

mentation in 1970-71. San Diego attempted to get Title III money from

the State of California but ran into several problems. One of the prob-

lems was that they had intended to contract with the LSCs as "consultants"

on a sole-source basis. A legal opinion, however, ruled such a proce-

dure illegal. Consequently, they were in a position where they had to

redevelop their programs on the basis that they could be put out for bid.

As already mentioned, San Diego performed substantial and sophis-

ticated analysis of its objectives. One of the defined goals for a

performance contract was to reach all disadvantaged children, not just

those on welfare or from the very poorest areas of San Diego. Another

decision San Diego reached was that it was interested only in firms that
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were "producers" of educational materials and not with firms that were

simply users or implementers. They felt that as a contractor was likely

to fail in his first effort, a "producer firm" could more easily reor-

ganize or.alter approaches.

The basic definition that San Diego adopted to define achievement

goals was based'on the total distribution of achievement test scores

in the districts. San Diego decided that it did not like evaluation

schemes based on average student achievement as this might allow some

children who responded well to the program to be balanced against others

who did not respond. Therefore, San Diego developed an evaluation

scheme based on the difference between the complete profile of the tar-

get population and the overall profile of the district of San Diego as

measured by the Stanford Achievement Test. San Diego's performance

contracting goal, under this approach, would be to reduce the discrep-

ancy between the two profiles. This would require that substantially

every student in the target population would have to improve. In de-

veloping this approach, San Diego had the assistance of Eric Lindeman,

Professor of Education at UCLA, who assisted with the profile analysis

and developed several computer programs for implementing it.

During the 1970-71 school year, San Diego City Unified School Dis-

trict let a contract to Educational Development Laboratory/Coast Visual

Education Company for installation of its "Listen-Look-Learn" instruc-

tional system in selected kindergarten and first grade classes. The

program was to be evaluated on the basis of pre- and post-program ad-

ministrations of "My Skills Sheets" recording the achievement of the

behavioral objectives of the program. Put differently the program was

essentially to be evaluated on the basis of a criterion-referenced or

learning mastery criteria.

A second interesting feature of the program was that the last clause

in the contract stated that:

Educational Development Labotatorias/Coast Visual EdUcation:
Company agrees to enter into an achievement guarantee contract,

. if the program is extended for a 2- 3,-year period prOVid-
ing the mutually agreeable conditions can.be arrived at and

achievement guaranteed contract can be agreed_to
that:would be appropriate for inner city children.
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The addendum to the San Diego-EDL contract contained nine condi-

tions for a performance contract. They are quoted here in full:

Conditions to be met by San Diego to qualify for entering into
an achievement guaranteed contract would be the following:

1. Mutually agreeable historical base line data be established.

2. A meaningful and appropriate research design can be mutually
agreed to.

3. The basic instructional program the Listen Look Learn. Any

additional materials to be used will be mutually agreed upon
by the Director and Director of Educational Planning, Coast
Visual Education Company.

4. All teachers teaching in the designated schools and who would
normally be teaching kindergarten and first grade classes be
given an in-depth orientation of Listen Look Learn and the
professional option of teaching the program or transfering.

5. All teachers accepting the assignment to teach Listen Look
Learn will attend the scheduled teacher pre-service and in-
service workshops.

6. The students of any teachers unable or unwilling to success-
fully implement Listen Look Learn will not be considered a
part of the guarantee. The teachers and students can remain
with the program but the results of their achievement will
not be guaranteed. A teacher's competence in implementing
Listen LookLearn will mutually be agreed upon by Director
and Direttor, EducaiiOnal Planning, Coast Visual Education
Company._

. Funds be appropriated for a full time project consultant for
years two and three.

8. A reserve of back-up teachers and teacher aides be trained to
substitute for regular teachers and aides when needed.

9. Students to be considered for guaranteed achievement must be
in attendance 80% of the duration of the project for any given
level of achievement guarantee.

San Francisco, California

San Francisco's school district serves almost. 94,000 students in

124 schools. It has the planning and evaluation services typical of

school systems of this size. During the 1969-70 school year, San Fran-

tisco became interested in the Texarkana program and didthe -Actual
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planning for a possible program in the 1970-71 school year. This pro-

gram was never implemented, however, becar.se during the initial plan-

ning phase it was decided that the impacts on the San Francisco school

system would not justify the likely benefits.

Virginia .

During the 1970-71 sctool year, the State of Virginia sponsored a

seven-program demonstration of performance contracting. Sponsorship

involved the initial planning of the project, recruitment of LEAs inter-

ested in participating, initial contatt with contractors and general

assistance in contract selection and negotiation, and sponsorship of

the evaluation. Sponsorship did not involve direct contracts between

the state and the contractors, selection of the contractors, or manage-

ment of the projects. The local LEAs had direct contracts with the LSC

but these were coordinated. The same LSC operated in all seven dis-

tricts. learning Research Associates (LRA) was selected by a committee

of representatives of the LEAs involved. The evaluation was handled

for all seven districts by a contract with Professor Woodward of the

University of Virginia in Charlottesville.

The performance contracting demonstration was part of the Title I

activities in the State of Virginia. Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion Mr. Woodrow W. Wilkerson became interested in performance 'contract-

ing during 1969-70, and decided to have a Title I demonstration during

the 1970-71 school year. The Department of Instruction selected the

participating districts by choosing three regions with a.heavy concen-

tration of Title I students. These were Southwest Virginia (Appalachia),

Southeide Virginia (with a heavy negro population), and the eastern

part of the state. In each of these areas the counties with the highest

poverty populations were determined and the choice was made by drawing

the names of the counties at random. This led to the selection of one

county in each area. In order to get a sufficiently attractive finan-

cial proposition for contractors, two adjacent counties to each of the

counties selected were then designated. This involved the program in

three adjacent regions in the Southwest and Southside of Virginia. The

city of Norfolk made the seventh project.
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In developing the project, Virginia had available the services of

a management support group, Education Turnkey Systems of Washington, D.C.

This support group assisted both in developing the program, Ilk ich was

embodied in a request for proposals sent out to contractors, and in de-

veloping a contractor selection procedure. The State of Virginia used

a competitive source selection procedure because it was ruled that the .

sole source arrangement would be illegal.

Originally, Virginia hoped to have programs in both mathematics

and reading. It became difficult to implement this and the program as

implemented involved only reading. Virginia also hoped the program

would operate exclusively on the basis of content-referenced tests, but

it turned out that this was not feasible so that the program involved

in the RFP covered both achievement testing and criterion-referenced

testing.

Also, Virginia had originally thought in terms of about $100 per

pupil with the teachers to be paid out of the school budget. This

budget was cut to $85 per student because the delay in getting the pro-

gram under way meant that it could not operate a full year.

Virginia had hoped that the program would involve reeding and math

specialists at the state level with the reading and math specialists

at the local level. The State Department of Instruction hoped that one

outcome of the contracting process would be development of behavioral

objectives. In principle; the decision to go ahead with the program

having been made by the State Board of Education late in July meant that

there was ample time for the development of behavioral objectives.

Textbooks for the program were of some concern to the State Depart-

ment of Instruction. There is, however, provision for experimental ma-

terial. Thus, the program specified that it would use either state-

approved texts or that permission for use of material on an experimental

basis would be made.

Virginia continued to use its management support group during the

implementation phase of the program. The services of Education Turnkey

Systems were made available to the participating LEAs.
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The experience of the Yuba County Schools, headquartered in Marys-

ville, is an instructive example of "over-engineering" projects. Yuba

County schools served, during 1970-71, as agent for a consortium of 13

Northern California county school districts that wanted to improve mathe-

matics instruction. It was decided to try a performance contracting

program. The result, in the apt phrase of the Educational Marketeer,*

was that "They Gave an RFP and No One Came."

The RFP called for a program to increase the positive attitude of

mathematics teachers. Payment for the in-service project would have

been based partially on standardized testing of student achievement and

partially on "improved" teacher performance. The "teacher improvement"

was to be measured by a system to be designed by the Yuba County schools.

Mr. Allen Buckner, project director for the proposed program, confirmed

to us that the RFP was circulated among 48 institutions, agencies, and

private companies, but no proposals were returned. Some potential bid-

ders stated that the intangible "teacher evaluation" turned them off.

In the opinion of another contractor, the proposal or the RFP was so

complex that it would cost more than the contract price to prepare the

proposal.

The preparers of the RFP sent out a questionnaire to see why there

were no responses to the RFP. The questionnaire contained eight items,

which were as follows:

1. Funding level unsatisfactory.

2. Accountability requirements.

3. Insufficient time for development.

4. Insufficient time for implementation.

5. Specifications generally too restraining.

6. Possible, olitical ramifications.

7. Behavior modification requirements.

8. Other.

Vol. 3, No. 9, February 1, 1971, p. 2.
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The responses provided little constructive help to the preparer of the

RFP for his future efforts. The two items checkdd most often were (3)

Insufficient time for development and (4) Insufficient time for imple-

mentation. The next most checked item was (2) Accountability require-

ments, followed by (1) Funding level unsatisfactory.

The RFP was uneven in terms of content. It was difficult to de-

termine the objective or the goal of the program. The contract price

was $38,000. The performance contractor was required to physically

cover the wide geographical area of 13 sparsely populati northern Cal-

ifornia counties. For this reason, transportation costs in performllg

the program would have been a significant part of the program cost.

Another interesting aspect of this RFP is that the nanagement demands

seemed to overshadow the educational content of the RFP. Seemingly

excessive safeguards were set up to insure that every step of the con-

tract throughout its life would be subjected to intensive work perfor-

nence and cost audit. The contractor was required to develop a work

schedule delineating each task. This work schedule was then to be used

to plot work accomplished and to show the actual cost in terms of ex-

pended energy and resources related to the specific tasks. These were

to be measured in dollars or hours. The periodic reports by the LSC

included a monthly planned value of work sched4ted and a monthly planned

value of work accomplished. In addition, the program variance was to

be calculated. Program variance was defined as the difference between

planned and actual energy and resources expended to achieve work pack-

age tasks. In this case, however, all was not lost. The Yuba County

Schools Office proceeded to develop programs involving the training of

500 mathematics teachers and covering the 13 northern California coun-

ties. Thus, it could be said that their effort in developing an RIP

was not wasted.
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Appendix B

ILLUSTRATIVE PROPOSALS
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PROPOSAL SUBMITTED TO

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY

IN RESPONSE TO RFP FOR TEXA1KANA DROPOUT PREVENTION PROGRAM

BY

IDL/McGRAW-HILL AND ARKANSAS SCHOOL SUPPLY, INC.

FOR

READING AND MATHEMATICS COMPONENTS

August 13, 1970
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The performance, experience, and accomplishments of the Educational
Developmental Laboratories, Inc., a division of McGraw -Hill Book
Company, in developing a laboratory concept and a systems approach to
learning can make a direct contribution to the Texarkana Dropout
Prevention Program in its goal of preparing selected students to
develop and acquire the skills and competencies needed to change their
pattern of unsuccessful achievement.

EDL/McGraw-Hill and Arkansas School Supply, its franchized representa-
tive, propose to act as Contractors for the reading and mathematics
components during Phase II of the Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program.
The intent of the Contractors during this one-year period will be to
change the achievement patterns of students selected by the Texarkana
Local Education Agency (LEA) in an educationally significant manner.

The unique concept proposed for the Texarkana Dropcut Prevention Program
will involve a laboratory approach specifically tailored to meet the
needs of the selected students. An optimal environment for learning-
growing will incorporate the EDL systems to provide essential components
for academic success and the development of skills and competencies
required to make these students capable of competing with their peers.

EDL Philosophy of Instruction

Since its inception in 1954, Educational Developmental Laboratories has
devoted itself to identifying those elements of learning needed for
successful achievement and developing techniques and materials that
will enable students to develop those component aspects of learning
into high level skills. This unique approach to learning has enabled
EDL's programs to provide teachers and students with tools of learning
that produce results demonstrably superior to those produced by more
traditional methods. EDL brings this history of performance to, the
unique challenge offered by the Texarkana Project.

Learning involves many different processes of seeing, hearing, per-
ceiving, assimilating, conceptualizing, understanding, and reacting.
These processes are so closely related and interrelated that it is
impossible to treat them in isolation, either from the standpoint of
measurement and evaluation or from the successful application of
instruction. Further complicating the learning pattern are such indi-
vidual variables as maturational level, state of physical and mental
health, modality preference of learning style, mental capacity, and
present state of conceptualization.

EDL is aware of the multi-faceted nature of the learning process and
has designed instructional programs with these considerations in mind.
The EDL instructional materials selected for use in the Rapid Learning
Centers were chosen by EDL consultants'to provide for the interrelated
treatment of these multi-faceted elements of learning. It is the blending
of these interrelated components into a system that produces a dynamic
learning experience in the laboratory setting. EDL research has shown
this concept of dynamic interrelated learnine materials to be more
effective than the one-dimensional approaches used by more traditional
methods.
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*stems Approach to Curriculum

The curriculum proposed for this project assumes a systems approach in
which provision is made for the interdependency and interaction of
teacher, student, instructional approaches, materials, physical facilities,
and schedules in a manner that provides the most motivating and efficient
learning atmosphere possible.

Affective RelPted Instructional Features

The laboratory structure designed for Texarkana students will provide a
unique set of physical and psychological factors which will combine to
Increase the students' ability to learn and, thereby, attain the educa-
tional goals required. Among these features are the following:

1. Motivational Aspects of the Program

The instrumentation inherent in the systems approach to teaching-
learning has been proven to be e:ftremely successful with under-
achieving students who have been unsuccessful in their academic
careers. Male students are particularly motivated because of the
active rather than passive role they can assume during the learning
process.

2. M iti-sensory Implications or Multimedia Instruction

An individual's preferred learning style may favor visual, auditory,
or kinesthetic inputs and responses. The multi-sensory features
of, the proposed system provide every student with the opportunity
to capitalize on his preferred learning style. The multimedia
instruction, provides visual instruction through books, projected
material and tachistoscopic exposures; auditory instruction through
tape recording and supervised sight-sound lessons; and kinesthetic
instruction through manipulative materials.

3. Individualization of programs

With the variety of materiart and learning sequences recommended
for the Texarkana Program, each student will be able to begin
working at a level in which he can be immediately successful. This
pattern of success is strengthened as the student progresses through
cycles and levels of instruction at an individually determined rate.
Activities involving small groups and individual students are pro-
vided so that a balance or instructor-directed, student-directed,
and individual activities can be attained.

4. Identification Figures

Instructional staff will be selected for their ability to empathize
and relate successfully with students of this population. It will
be particularly important to select staff members who can provide
their students with a positive model. It is fer this r!,:isarl, awng

others, that, the Contractors stipulate approval or staff members.
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5. Ungraded Program Content

All materials used in the instructional -systems utilize adult level

content of ungraded nature. Student learning growth is related to
skill achievement only, as it is important to present a new instruc-
tional model that students will not identify with previous, grade
level oriented, models which they associate with non-success. It

is only through ungraded program content that individualization of
instruction can be effected as students entry level and rate of
progress cannot be restricted by traditional grade level designations.

6. Positive Reinforcement of Successful Responses

Instrumentation and prOgramming used in the EDL instructional systems
provide immediate positive reinforcement for successful student
responses. It applies no personal bias to negative reinforcement
of unsuccessful responses so that the student ego is not threatened
by teacher disapproval or correction. This factor is essential for
success with students whose experience with academic failure is
Identified with teacher disapproval.

(NOTE: Upon request, EDL/McGraw-Hill will supply a bibliography of
published research that supports the statements concerning
Affective Instructional Features.)

Summary

-In summary, the proposed educational program will provide an environment
in which a student will be able to examine his abilities and deficiencies,
reassess his own potential, and begin to grow toward his desired educa-
tional level. It is the contention of many psychologists and anthro-
pologists that achievement motivation is prerequisite to success for an
individual or for a group. It is important, therefore, that students
who have little background of success on which to evaluate their own
worth or their potential be placed into a wholly new environment, an
environment in which they can succeed with a set of meaningful tasks.
Development of dormant, academic achievement and qualities of leadership
and an understanding of goals and the relationship of goals to abilities
will lead the student toward self-actualization.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE EDI TEXARKANA DROPOUT PREVENTION PROGRAM

EDL/McGraw-Hill and Arkansas School Supply, its franchized representa-

tive, propose to act as Contractors for the reading and mathematics
components during Phase Two of the Texarkana Dropout Prevention

Program. The intent of the Contractors during this one-year period
will be to change the achievement patterns of students selected by
the Texarkana Local Education Agency (LEA) in an educationally
significant manner.

The Contractors propose that a relationship be established between the
LEA and the Contractors in which each will provide and supply that part
of the total program requirement for which it is equipped and prepared.
The guidelines under which this relationship can be achieved arc as
follows:

Curricula

The Contractors will select the curricula for use in the reading and
mathematics components. The learning systems proposed for use arc
individualized, skill-oriented, multi-media systems which provide the
instructional staff the opportunity to diagnose and remediate the
specific areas in which the student has skill deficiencies. The indi-
vidualization inherent in the systems will allow each individual student
to progress as rapidly as he is able, while the structure of the inter-
locking aspects of the program and the evaluation tools built into the
system provide the safeguards required to assure educators that wide
areas of skill development are r91 being ignored. The structure of the
curricula selected and thg.rationdle of each component of the systems
are provided in AppendiWA.

Instructional Staff

LEA will select teaching staff from its districts for training and
continued teaching activities within the Rapid Learning Center. The
participating teachers will be compensated by the LEA according to
existing contract schedules of reimbursement with the district from
which they are selected. Ten English teachers and ten mathematics
teachers will be selected and, with the final approval of the Contractors,
be scheduled for a five-day, forty-hour training period prior to installation
of th,. systems. Four additional teachers will be selected and trained
concurrently to provide a corps of troined specialists who will be able to
continue the instructional program if dny staff mvmhers are unable to comple.O
the year due to extended illness or normal teacher attrition. The twenty-four
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teachers trained by this process and the twenty who will participate in
classroom activities during Phase Two will form a nucleus of trained pro-
fessionals within the Texarkana districts who can be used as resource
teachers or staff development consultants during subsequent phases of
the Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program.

Curriculum Manager

The Contractors will select a Curriculum Manager who, with final approval
by the LEA, will become a full-time curricu\im consultant to the teaching
staff. The Manager will be paid by LEA but be responsible to the
Contractors. The Curriculum Manager will be trained by EDL stall in its
Huntington, New York, facilities duiing a two-week period preceding
system installation and will assist EDL staff during the five-day teacher
training session. For the duration of the contract, the Curriculum Manager
till work in the Rapid Learning Centers with the teaching staff. Approx-
imately one day each week will be spent by the Manager in each Center to
direct student diagnosis andplacement in system activities and to
supervise classroom management of the individualized program.

Staff Training

The twenty-four Texarkana staff members will participate in an intensive
forty-hour training workshop prior to the installation of the systems.
This training will be concentrated on the areas of specific curriculum
selected, rationale and philosophy of the systems, and classroom manage-
ment. IntensNe instructional segments of the training will be inter-
spersed with hands-on training with the instruments and equipment used
as instructional tools. The district teaching staff will be compensated
by LEA for all time spent in training workshops according to existing
contract schedules of reimbursement in effect within the district. LEA
will provide suitable spice and facilities for the training workshops.
The training schedule to be followed is provided in Appendix B..

Performance Objectives

The Contractors will provide performance objectives to the Project
Manager and to LEA. These objectives will be used as interim and final
measures of student achievement and, therefore, system effectiveness. The
objectives will be selected film those relattql spvcificully to the system;
and will include such mensurLment hook a., Redding Efficiency Checks, eyo
movement graphs as meawred by the Biometrics Reading Eye 11, and achieve-
ment tests that arc a part of the evaluative structure of the systems and
components. The achievement of these criterion referenced Performance
objectives will constitute twenty-five percent of the measurement of the
performance guarantee.
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Student tutor. 1,01,11._ be selected from the total sample for two purkoscs.

The primary function of the student tutor program will be the advance-
ment of achievement levels for both seletted tutors and the remaining

students in the laboratories. The secondary function of the student
tutor program will be the establishment of an ongoing intrinsic reward
structure for students who haveshown strong growth patterns. Students
'can be selected from witin the lab to devote a portion of their
'laboratory period to one-to-one tutoring of their peers. Students,will

be assigned as tutors for two-week periods, with the right of reassign-
ment and wit! be paid an hourly fee for their. work. Student stipends
will be dispersed through the Program Fiscal Agent of LEA and with
monies supplied by them.

Dropouts

All students identified as potential dropouts by LEA and scheduled into
the Rapid Learning Centers will be accepted for inclusion within the
student sample that is used to determine the educational performance of
the Contractor's instructional systems. Although LEA makes a five per
cent dropout allowance in the RFP, the Contractors waive the right to
exclude any students from the sample, other than allowable dropouts
defined in Appendix C, as they realize that the goal of the Texarkana
'Dropout Prevention Project is to improve the learning achievement of
all students, not just those most likely to achieve.

Performance Gruarantee

The Contractors will accept a bonus payment, a standard payment, or a
penalty for each student according to a schedule of costs for programs
and materials attached. A fixed cost for programs.and materials will be
assigned to each student and will be represented_ by two achievement

points (one for mathematics and one for reading) for computational purposes.
At the conclusion of the contract period, computation of Contractor
payment will be based upon the achievement points generated according to
the following schedule:

1. A one achievement-point standard payment which implies no bonus
or penalty to the Contractors will be allowed for each student
who exhibits a growth of one to two years (1.0 to 1.9), based
upon standardized test scores in reading and mathematics, with
concomitant achievement of criterion referenced performance
objectives for either or both subject areas.

2. A on achievement-point penalty will be assigned for each student
for each subject (1 - reading; 1 - math) who does not exhibit a
growth of one year (.9 or less), based upon standardized test

-6-



results, with concomitant achievement of criterion referenced
performance objectives for either or both subject areas.

3. A one achievement-point bonus will be assigned for each student
for each subject (1 - reading; 1 - math) who exhibits a growth
of two years or more (2.0 or above), based upon standardized
test results with concomiLant achievement of criterion referenced
performance objectives for either or both subject areas.

4. A two achievement-poi nenalty will be assigned for any student
dropout (see Append' c C for definition of allowable dropouts).

An example will describe the point structure;

I. 300 students will be scheduled into the laboratory.

2. Assume 288 complete the program. Twenty-four penalty points
will be assigned the Contractors for the 12 student dropouts.

Reading: 3. Assume 170 of the 288 remaining students achieve a growth.in
reading within the 1.0 to 1.9 range. No assignment of points
will be made.

4. Assume 72 of the 288 students achieve a growth of 2.0 or above
in reading. Seventy-two achievement bonus points will be
assigned the Contractors.

5. Assude 46 of the 288 students achieve a growth of .9 or below
in reading. Forty-six penalty points will be assigned the
Contractors.

. Math: 6: Assume 161 of the 288 remaining students achieve a growth in
math within the 1.0 to 1.9 range. No assignment of points
will be made.

Assume 63 of the 288 students achieve a growth of 2.0 or above
in math. ixty-three achievement bonus points will be assigned .

the Contractors.

Assume 64 of the 288 students achieve a growth of .9 or below in
math. Sixty-four penalty paints will be assigned the Contractors.
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Under the assumptions, suggested only for the purpose of explanation

and deicriptlon of the example, the computation would be as follows:

Bonus: 72 (reading) + 63 (math) = 135 bonus achievement points

Penalty: 46.(reading) + 64 (math) = 110 penalty achievement points

Penalty: 24 (dropouts)

Contractor bonus rcints: 135

Minus Contractor, penalty points: 110

25

Minus Contractor penalty points: 24

Contractor bonus payment: 1 x (fixed value of)mint

Extended Day Activities

.
The Contractors will train additional. dittrict staff or staff selected
by LEA, at cost,' fOrevening:,operationof Rapid-Learning Cerrers. This

will alloWmmore:extehtlVe of the facilities for templet of adults'
Selected by LEA.. The small additional cotts Of ,consumables used during
these additional sessions will be borne by. .Ek

.bonOs in
addition to standard
paymeqL

Star j_inar

The proposal as defined abOye.-and inthe attached-4001dices will toro400.--
the.structure? snder which Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program can
maximize student learning in the areas or.*eadInTandHMathematici.
Contractors believe'ser.W9POY illtheeffiCOOY of.theproposedjnstrUCtional
tyitethatHthey'are:Willingasti rbpOrisibilityjOr:the growthAn .

learning for all selected itudents:: .:,The Contractors believe that the'long-
rehgepurpOset'of the,,TeXarkana*O0oUt:Preverition Program will be best
serVed'thro..sghthe:imMediateettablishMent ofla'Olan that will develop,
ongoing -expertise ofthe:participatIng distriCW,personnel.

Ter, debar amount assigned er.T.h bonus or penalty achicvcincnt-,refer.to
separate cost analysis.
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vyhe EDL Learning,100.System

Since its founding in 1554, EDL has been committed to the development of
improved'materfals and techniques in many areas of learning. Its goal has
been to make possible swifter and more thorough learning,. to facilitate the
development of each individual's maximum potential, and to make possible
the fuller realization of the talents orteachers. Because of its basic
Importance to tto, learning process, reading became the primary focus of
EDL's attention. Heir to thirty.years of research and development in
reading technology, E0I. first concentrated its efforts on the use of
instrument techniques in the development of perceptual, functions 1, and
comprehension skills: Subsequently EDL's offerings were expanded
include new or improved methods of instruction in study skills, vocabulary
development, listening and reading comprehension, and skimming and scanning.

In 1963, President Kennedy stated in his message to Congress, "A free nation
can rise no higher than the standard of excellence ;et in its schools and
colleges. Ignorance and illiteracy, wskilled workers and school dropouts,
these and other failures of our eduvtional system breed failures in our
social and economic system: delinquency, unemployment, chronic dependence,
a waste of human resources, a loss of productive power and purchasing
power, and an increase in tax-supported benefits." Such an expression of
grave concern, coupled with the ever-increasing dropout rate, produced
action by several sectors of the economy. In addition'to federal and
state legislation designed to combat the problem, private industry also
took action. .

it was at this time that Educational Developmental Laboratories saw the
need for and committed itself to the development of a total systems approach
to the teaching of communication skills to mature individuals, whether
teenaged or adult. It was not only thought that a systems design would
prove to be the most economically, sound approach, but also that it best'
furnished an opportunity for inclusion of techniques pertaining to the
development and augmentation of the cognitive, affective, and conative

processes. Therefore, the program wa &signed to provide sequential,
integrated instruction in all of the communication skills. Structured
material was included to develop learning readiness, and to help develop
rapport between teacher and students, to arouse interest, and to encourage
active participation. Concrete guidelines in the areas of dccision-making,
self-realization, and self actualization were carefully integrated into
the components of_the program. Because the prospective students might be
assumed to have had wholly frustrating or defeating experiences with the
traditional methods of education, the system was designed to utilize
innovative techniques to provide a dramatically new approach to learning,
one through which the students could achieve success.

The resultant system, Learning 100, is a multimedia,multimodal, multilevel
communication skills system specifically designed for use by the uneducated
or undereducated young person or adult who is unable to function effectively
-in school or in the working world because he lacks basic literacy and is
deficient in communication Skills. This total systems approach to basic
education combines audiovisual and instrument technique s with a variety of
printed materials in interdependent, interlecking cyclti of int.trortion
designed to ficilitote the accnmplit.hmcnt of specific learning in the area%
of reading, writing, listening, spealIng, obnerving, and in the thinking
skills which underlie these acts.

tf?4,1.: ,ame
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The system is designed to help the potential or actual school dropout
and the adult whose employability is threatened by lack of competency in

reading and 'in listening. For many of the target population the motivation
to remain in satool or return to school has been nonexistent. For these
individuals, traditional schooling has been associated with frustration and
failure, ana.as a res0t, many have developed deep-scated hostilities to
formal learhing situations for these persons, learning 100 provides
.dramatically new techniques and approaches throueh which they can achieve
greater proficiency in the communication skills "la thus utilize greater
potential for social and economic adjustment.

A multimedia laboratory approach :s employed in order to initiate and maintain
student interest and to provide the most efficient and effective medium, for
the presentation of each skill or concept. Because of the precision and
control they afford, instrument techniques arc used to provide instruction
in perceptual and visual-functional skills, word recognition,. and reading
fluency. The inherent interest provided by the many audiovisual approaches
employed creates a highly motivating and stimulating learning atmosphere.

Different media are used to present concepts and ideas and to provide,
sufficient reinforcement so that even very slow students are afforded ample
opportunity to learn. Instruments, filmstrips, illustrations, and recordings,
as well as a multitude of printed materials, are integrated into the program
in order to provide many avenues for the development of the skills necessary
for fluent reading.

Unusually heavy stress is placed on the use of audiovisual techniquei 'since
most undereducated students have relatively 11-mited.tdOcationateXperlence
and becatise these techniques offer the potential for.maximumenrichmentAn
a minimum amount of time. -

The initial stages of reading are fat morecritical jor;the mature; tudent
than for-the:child. Since this student Often has little or'nO,sight
vocabulary and is lacking in word attack methads..hsve
often produced instant dropouts because these ttudents-rapidlrbeeeme
diScouraged end:frustrated'whenconfrOted-:with -the,',OndletS:repctition of
11Meaningles0 words which:chateeteri.zefthe initial stages' .of most ',methods

of_reading instruction. .- Provitions Were:madeAn Learning 100-to make these
early stages highly interesting and engre*Sing.,

Aud-X Instrument Use

The Aud -X,. a new audiovisual teaching device, is used as a'rapiC'effective

means' of' establishing an init ia 1 sight vocabulary and:- teaching- ,bas ic word..

attack skill's. This autoinstructional device. appeals'to theauditory and

visual Senses , as it 'presents the, graphic representation of a "-:target word

simultaneously With Its spoken form. ..The printed , word is-thus introduced:'

to the'stod0t, who 01r00dY:pasicsses an-extensive Oral=aurarivc4buli.ry;,

in a manner that permits iriduCtiVe association: . ".

.

;Since aural context .is used as, a setting%forthe'words,t6.1)0 Presilted:
:graphically, - words. can be taught.in the.ciinlext of language

"litternS',. the ':content can be interesting., and varJed; and conieptOnlly .

much:. more in 1(Ceping t the experiences and need's Of, the mature ,student .

The petal tammunientien i!ate..is. More like that experienced .by: the student

in s speaking Len trig 04 t 14' s keeps: :him more !WIWI act i ve and

ilinestedi= In, add_ition,, , the :i4Pn019'0' .,w011:1 is more cash

tiZ tantiCrX1.1
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comprehended by the learner.when the words being taught are presented in an
aural context which employs familiar language patterns. With aural context,
the listener-viewer is never permitted to regress visually to prior words,
nor is he.alleed to form the habit of relying on rereading. Rather, he is
presented with'communication and ideas that arc orderly and sequential.

t.
.-

The Aud-X introduces each word with high visual impact causing the listener-
viewer to fixate squarely upon it. Consequently, the word impression is .

more distinct and potentially more stable. The words presented on the screen
are graphically isolated in order to prevent conflicting overlapping retinal
impressions. These normally occur when new words are being apprehended as
part of a printed context, during which the reader will involuntarily and
continuously shift fixation position while recognizing a single word and,
at times, fixate inaccurately above, below, beyond, or short of the word to
be learned.

There are two distinctly different methods by WhiCh new printed:words are
presented and instruction in basic reading skills are carried out by the
Aud-X: the Story mode-and the Word Study mode.

. In the tory mode, each.lesson is.divided into two parti:::presentetion,oU
four or five sight words (tafeet words). in_tho:ConteXtof*higiltY..a.n9rOsting
narrationJollowad by deveirpment of comprehension Skills throUW,Opirator

.

guided activities.

During thct first part oI the !esson the,narrator pi.aounces the target word
each time it appeats on the screen. Halfway through the story, the narrator
ceases to pronounce the new word. Instead, only its graphic representation
appears'bn the screen during a pause in which it vould have been pronounced
by the narrator. In this way, the student seizes and uses the printed word
in. order to complete the continuity of thought.

The second part of the lesson is devoted to the development of fundamental
comprehension skills. Narrator-directed questions develop the specific skills
of recall, inference, following sequence, finding main ideas, classifying, etc.
The student completes exercises in a workbook and receives immediate feedback,
which not only provides further instructional material, but also helps him
evaluate his progress in applying the skills he has been taught.

In the. Word Study mode, there are two areas of attention: the Presentation'
of sight words and the introduction of fundamental skills of phonetic and
structural analysis.

In Word Study lessons, new words arc studied intensivply with emphasis on
graphic or sound qualities. While the majority of Aud-X exercises use
context to make words more meaningful, the major emphasis is on the sound
sight relationships of words and word parts. Now words are often compared
with, or built from, known words through the utilization of previously
learned-phonic principles. Students are-encouraged to attack these new
words independentty, when the necessary skills for unlwking the words
have been previously taught. All new word% arc reinforced through
activities in the workboo4, to whichthe studunt is directed frequently
in the course of each Weld Study lesson. As in, the Story la;sens, these
exercisesare narrator-corrected, thus providing immediate feedback.
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In addition to the Aud-X, two other instrument; are used in Learning 100:
the Tach-X and Controlled Aeader. These instruments have been widely used

by educational ins utions for over fifteen years.
4

The Tach:X, a tathi toscopic levice which utilizes specially prepared
filmstripsis usecito develop high levels of visual discrimination and
visual -memory; skills which are essential to the act of reading.

In Tach-X Training, symbol elements, numbers. and letters are flashed on a
screen in brief, timed exposures, generally ranging from one-tenth to one-
hundredth of a second. Immediately after each exposure, the students name,
draw, or write what they have seen.

Tach-X Instrument Use

Tach-X Training is characterized by the following:

1. Timed exposures require that the students alert fhemseives and
focus their attention. Consequently, they dovel. 4 the capability
of seeing in an active and agyressive manner.

2. Training with exposure speeds which arc briefer than the usual eye
pause reduces the time required by the students to react to and
retain accurately what they have seen.

3. Exposures at speeds of one-tend.' of a second to one-hundredth of a
second (the most frequently used Tech-X.exposure speeds) do not
permit the students to move their eyes over the exposed material as
they ordinarily would.' Thus overlapping impressions arc avoided
during this training, and the students arc permitted to realize
order within the exposed material.

4. In the course of the Tach-X Training, the instructor constantly
emphasizei the need to recall the exposed material in its proper
spatial relationship (in the case of a single clement) or its
left-to-right order (where several elements appear). Thus the

..students develop a strong sense of order and organization in all
that they see.

Since the usual response:after each tathistotcopic exposure is
that of writing or drawing what was seen, the'students learn to
scrutinize grkphic structure in a minute and careful manner.

In addition to developing-competence in visual disirimination and
visual memory, Tach-X Training is most effective in teaching numbert
and letters per se.

In'sumarY, the ultimate goal of Tich-X.Training is to establiSh in the
beginntriw.reader the discriMination skills and visual memory which are
necessary in order for him to acquire an extensNc and stable. sight.
vocabulary, end to maintain accuracy, in recognition and recal1when he
becomes involved in, fleent silent reading.

00din9::
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Controlled Reader Instrument Use

The Con trolled Reader, a specially designed projector which utilizes
specially prepared filmstrips, is used to develop good directional attack
and fluency in reading.. During Controlled Reading, a moving slot travels'
across the screen, covering and uncovering material as it goes. With no
chance tolookback or pause, students quickly develop better directional
attack, whiCh results in more efficient reading as well as more orderly

. thinking and more thorough comprehension. . .
:1

..

Controlled Reading Fluency Training is eharacteri -d by the following;

1. As the students follow the rapidly moving slot, they develop higher
levels of visual coordination and motility, skills essential to
comfort and ease in silent reading.

2. In reading the story as it is unveiled in a left-to-right manner,
the students continueto develop the kind of directional attack'
that will yeild more orderly perception in reading, and thus
increased potential for better comprehension and efficiency in
reading.

3. With no opportunity to regress or reread, students learn to
approach reading with orderliness and organization and with
growing confidence in their ability to read and understand.

. .

4. Since Controlled Reader filmstrips are written with a strictly
controlled vocabulary, students are never presented with unknown
words and thus experience no sense of frustration as they rcad.

5. As they follow the story at rates that encourage maximum attention,
. students develop habits of concentration that are fundamental to
maximum understanding.

6. As the students read within the moving slot, they arc being
accelerated, but at the same time they arc prevented from "jumping
ahead ", Consequently, they simultaneously develop thoroughness
and rapidity in reading.

7. Because the stories are presented at rates'that are slightly. faster
than those at which the student would normally read, he is encouraged
.to perceive and associate more rapidly in all of his silent reading.

Since each Controlled Reading Story lesson involves word study,
preview techniques, and a comprehension meawremept,' students are
broadened. in their approaches to- reading,- and in.the kinds of
cOmprebension.theyseek to &live from rending...

In summary, Control led Reading is designedjo provides formof reading
training that insures the .reinforCemcntor:many of Ahe.skills of reading
that lead*atudent to fluency and :efficiency in reading.
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Multinodal Instruction

Multimodal instruction is used to compensate for the relatively limited
education of the undereducated, underachieving student. The concept of
learning stile preference, its causes and implications, is presently a

topic of.psychologi:al research. However, it has been empirically demon-
strated that some students learn m6re effectively through an aural-oral
approach, some from a visual approach, some through kinesthetic activity,
and others through an analytic approach. The use of a multimodal approach
enables the student to capitaiize on preferred learning styles and to
develop greater praficiency in modalities in which he is less competent.

Multilevel oraguaza
The multilevel organization of Learning 100 provides for individualization
of instruction as each student can enter the program at his level of need
and progress at his own rate. Since negative self-image is endemic in
almost all underachievers, the learning enviroftment and materials art
structured so that the student is prevented from failing, thus breaking

the vicious cycle. The system consists of "readiness" stages far non-
readers and six graded-levels of instruction.

Non-xeaders enter the program at the readiness level. Ten readiness sessions
are devoted to building basic auditory and visual discrimination skills;
eye-hand coordination; directionality; the ability to name, recognize, and

'copy numbers and the letters of the alphabet; the ability to pay attention
and follow directions; a positive attitude toward learning; and other skills
normally associated with the "readiness" period of reading instruction. A
basic sight vocabulary of ninety words is established.

Students reading at the equivalent of first-, se and -, or, third -grade level
enter the program at these levels respectively. At these levels, the major
stress is on the acquisition of visual-functional and perceptual skills, and
,extensive sight vocabulary, independence in word attack through phonetic and
structural analysis, and basic comprehension:and study skills vital to both
reading and listening.

Students.reading at the equivalent of fourth- through sixth-gradc level enter
the program at these levels respectively. At these Icvels,students arc
qssumed to have developed adequate aural and visual, perceptual skills and
some independence in word attack. More attention is devoted to enlarging the
sight vocabulary, to enriching word knowledge through awareness'of multiple
meanings, and to developing analytical, critical,-appreciative, and selective
reading.skills. In addition,. instruction Is provided inthe advanced reading
comprehension skills, listening-auding skills, and study skills needed for
mastery of content areainformation.

Autoinstructional Technlquos Yip

AutoinstrvAional techniques increase both involvement and learning time for
each student by permitting him to respcnd to every question and exercise,
and by furnishing immediate reinforcement. Many of the materials and
techniqUes are self-Pacing so that each student can Progress at a rate which

Is suitable for hits. ,

individualized instruction

'Personalized instruction is possible because the instructor has many
-oppolAPtuniiies to work with individuats or small groups during times when the
mejority of .students are involved in independont learning.

Besdin
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The adult-orientell content of Learning 100 was specifically developed to meet

the needs and interests of the target population.
4

There are mare 116 six hundred specially prepared reading and listening
selections in three topic areas:

1. Adjustment to Everyday Living

These selections arc designed to facilitate personal, social, and

,occupational adjustment. The majority are personal narratives, showing
how, vario.:s individuals met and coped with their problems.

2. Living in Today's'World

The selections in this group were prepared to fi!1 gaps in the student's

educational background. Information in the areas of economics, arithrietic,
social studies, and silence helps to provide a flundation for the attainment
of elementary and secondary school equivalency.

enrichment Through Reading

Here the student finds that learning can be enterWning as wit as
informative. He reads Or hears stories of adventure, suspense, and

'humor. He encounters some of the great literary classics, which add
to his insight into human behavior and his. understanding of the basic

truths of life.

Cycles of Instruction

Cycles of instruction, which constitute the organizational pattern of the
Learning 100 system, introduce and reinforce learning through a carefully
planned sequence of activities. A cycle consists/of four parts, each of.
which contributes to the development of specific skills, abilities, or
concepts. Within each cycle, the student first receives perceptual accuracy
and visual efficiency training. Next, he participates in activities which
enrich his experiential background and prepare him for subsequent instruction.
The third part of the cycle consists of a skill-ibuilding sequence which
Introduces and reinforces vocabulary, word recognition, and comprehension
skills.

Finally, all the words, skills, and concepts taught during the skill-building
sequence are applied by the student during independent reading activities in
the fourth part of the instructional cycle.

Part I - PERCEPTUAL ACCURACY AND VISUAL EFFICIENCY

Each cycle begins with a brisk five minutes of instrument training to develop
high levels of accuracy and efhciency in the visual-functional and perceptual
processes which initiate reading.

Part 11 - eumpin EXPERIENCES

A teacher-guided group disiussion mal:es pose.ible the estahiishment of a en..41x:

experiential haaground which will Nerve as a framework for the in..tructi,;,Al-
cofitent to follow.
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Part .SKILL
.

BUILDING-
Small groups of students move through a series of interrelated activities
which assist diem in the acquisition of new vocabulary, word attack skills,
listening arid reading comprehension capabilities and fluency in silent

reading.

The skill-building portion of the cycle is subdivided into a three-step
reinforcement cycle:

Introduction of New Words and Skills -

First, four or five new words are introduced with an Aud-X Story. Next,
four or five additional new words and skills of phonetic and structural
analysis arc introduced with an Aud-X Word Study lesson. Story words are
also reviewed.

During Step One, attentict is focused on the visual and auditory qualities
of each new word. In addition, its multiple meanings ate explored. Each
new word is repeated from 15 to 40 times: at first with sight-sound
synchronization, then visually only, and the student is asked to write the
word, in exercises, at least. twice. Skills of phonetic and structural
analysis arc taught through comparison with previously learned phonic
principles, or through stress on the word's graphic qualities.

Word Recognition Practice

The three parts of this 4hase are -,achistoscopic training, attention to
structural changes, and Processing training.

Tachistoscopic training serves to drive down recognition time r' the cycle
words introduced in Step One. Under instructor guidance, stud...zs see how
nouns and verbs vi-e changedby the addition of endings. Processing training
gives students practie in recognizing words quickly when they are part of
running context (w icii includes previously learned words). During Step Two,
each cycle word is repeated again from 10 to 25 additional times:

Fluency Training -

During Controlled Reading Lea-Irving, the student re-encounters the cycle
wordsic story context. He will encounter them from 2 to 4 additional times
in the filmed story and comprehension questions.

'Thus, during the three steps, the student sees each cyc le word from:40 to
80 times, but in so many different media that he is.unaware of the number
of repetitions. He also sees the word with many inflectional endings-end
has a chance to learn its, multiple meanings.

Part IV - APPLICATION AID ENRICHMENT

The cycle Culminaes In a varicty'of activities in which the student applies
the skips and vocabulary mastered during the skill-building segment.
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Continuous evaluAion procedures are provided at frequent points during each
cycle so. that the instructor can quickly and easily identify those students
who have mastered the skills and concepts necessary to continued progress and
can detect those who need additional ht!lp before proceeding to the next
segment of instruction.

Guidance for instructors is provided in the comprehension manual of procedures
and detailed le.ion plans which are an integral part of the system. These
provide all nr the background information and daily guidance needed to conduct
Learning 100 classes. Explicit procedures coupled with the many autoinstruc-
tional activities make it possible for a teacher with little or no experience.
In reading instruction or basic adult education to administer a Learning 100
program successfully.

. Comprehensive skill development is provided through instruction in a broad
array of communication skills judged to be essential for successful functioning
in a technological society. As a result of careful analysis of the processes
and purposes of reading and listening, the twelve areas listed below were
isolated for attention. In addition, provision is made-for instruction in

.the allied communication skills of speaking and writing.

The program is unive in the specificity with which the various communication
skills and subskills are developed. Because most undereducated students lack
proficiency in basic perceptual and visual-functional skills, intensive
Instruction in these skills is provided, establishing a firm foundation for
tater instruction. The word recognition and comprehension skills developed

. at each level were selected on the bass of their importance to older students
and are introduced in a developmental sequence.

1., Perceptual Accuracy - Identification, recognition, retention

2. Visual Efficiency - Binocular coordination, motility, directional attack'

3. Word Knowledge - Word meanings in context

4. Word Attack Skills - Structural and phonetic analysis

5. Comprehension Fundamentals - Recalling, understanding, associating

6. Interpretation - Inferring, predicting, comparing, concluding, visualizing,
sensing

7. Analytical Reading and Listening - Form, structure, detail

8. Critical Reading and Listening - Relevancy, accuracy, validity, significance

9. Appreciation - Sensitivity, interest, taste

10. Reference Skills - Location or information, use of materials

11. Silective Reading - Shimming and scanning

12. Reading and Study Habits - Approaches, attitudes, interests, goals



:HSTRUCT1ON AT THE RA (READINESS) LEVEL

The Readiness program was designed for the student who has acquired few, if
any, of thpskills of literacy.

He generall$, lacks skill in noticing small likenesses and differences and
In remembering visual forms. He therefore needs intensive training to
develop visual discrimination and visual mcmcry.

Although he lives in a world filled with sound, he rarely listens with
comprehension and has, in essence, "tuned himself out". He thus needs to .

learn how to listen attentively and to remember what he hears.

Illiterate students generally have poor eye-hand coordination; many even
have trouble holding and guiding a pencil. They need specific instruction
in forming letters and numerals es wall as in recognizing and naming the
numerals and letters.

Left-to-riglt directionality is not an'innate skill, but-one which must be
developed. The non-reader needs specific training in order to develop the
left-to-right directional attack which is necessary for fluent, efficient
reading.

It is vital that the student have the experience of reading meaningful .

material during the beginning days of class. Thus, the establishment of a
sight vocabulary is begun during the very first cycle of instruction, and
the student soon finds that he can read simple stories with understanding
and enjoyment.

INSTRUCTION AT LEVELS AA-CA (GRADE EQUIVALENTS 1 THROUGH 3)

The technioes and training procedures of Levels AA-CA build on the basic
skills introduced and taught at the Readiness level.

Continued attention is devoted to the expansion of sight vocabulary. Beginning
on the AA level and continuing through the CA level, particular emphasis is
given to developing independence in word attack through phonetic and structural
analysis. Upon completion of Level CA the student will have been sequentially
introduced to an array of phonic and structural onzlysisskiiis which will
enable him to independently unlock Most of the Words he will encounter in
day-to-day reading.

F'lce context plays a role of prime, mportance in any activity involving the
of words, students receive intensive instruction In how to use context

.ues in unlocking the meaning of words and in understanding both oral and
written material. ..

On Levels AA through CA, students arc givr...% instruction and practice in
progressively more complex comprehension skills. The important skills of
-understanding main Ideas and making inferences arc introduced early in the
AA'leirel and reinforced in subsequent instruction.
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Other interpretive skills such as visuali7inu, predicting outcomes, and
determining cause and effect arc developed sequ..-ntiolly throughout these
levels.'

. o

It is also'irrportant that students become fluent and efficient readers.
Beginning at -the AA level and continuing through the CA level, several instroTent
techniques are used to develop skill in processing ideas and to build fluency
in silent readir$3.

During these levels students also receive developmental instruction in those
writing end speaking fundamentals which are practical and applicable to
everyday living and %:/orking sitUations.

INSTRUCTION AT LEVELS DA -FA (GRADE EQUIVALENTS 4 THROUGH 6)

Students who enter Learning 100 at Level OA or above have as goals either
entering the world of employment or completing elcoentary equivalency and
continuing their education. Therefore, the program is broadened to include
a wider variety of communication skills instruction that is directly related
to the immediate needs of these individuals.

The instructional program e =..evels DA -FA is organi?7d into four parts, which
require the same time intervals as the program at Levels RA-CA.

At these levels, continued emphasis, dictated by student needs, is placed on
developing high levels of accuracy and efficiency in the visual-functional
and perceptual processes. There is also continued emphasis given to the
development of common experiential background and to the improvement of oral
language facility.

On'the fourth, fifth, and sixth reading levels of Learning 100, a combined
recording and workbook approach is used to introduce and give proctice in a
variety of its'. ,ing, reading, and writiag skills.

At these levels, the Study Skills Library is used to help students develop
the reading skills and approaches they need in order to read effectively in
the content areas. Lessons programed for independent learning provide step -

by-step instruction in the areas of interpretation, evaluation, organiintion,
and reference.

During each cycle at those leveis, students participate in teacher-guided
activities designed to refine their ability to use context and to improve
their spelling ability. Independent activities are provided which' stress

.dictioneiy usage.

As on the lower levels, continued stress is placed on developing fluent,
efficient reading and improving the comprehension skills.

LEARNING LABORATORY
""t

"In essence;' Learning 100 converts the classroOm into a learning !aboratory
in which each student is encouraged to assume responsibility for his own
daily activities and the progress he will make. The program is arrcn;ed so
that the student is exposed to a variety of independent, small-group, and
teacher - directed activities. Students move from one learning activity to
another, coTpleting prescribed cycles of in:trnrtinn in an orderly,
sequential m.nner.

Reading: 11
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MATHEMATICS

t

Sullivan Associates' Programmed Math
.

The EOL Lab*was conceived as an environment In Which the adaptive merits

. of the students would be utilized to the fullest: one in which advantage would
be taken of the Wide-ranging practical knowledge and life experience possessed
by these students.

It waslelt that the use of a 'programmed approach to the teaching of the.
computational skills would satisfy these ttudents' cognitive needs, which seem
to require extensive use of concrete, examples in learning. Since many of the
target population have difficulty in succeeding when the learning activities
are of a contemplative rather than active natuet, it was felt thata programmed
approach, demrnding constant involvement would also provide an avenue in which
immediate success could be attained, simultaneously satisfying another rather
basic need: that of immediate gratification.

It was also felt that a structured, tightly programmed approach would rapidly
enable the student to operate within the confines of a known situation, thus
eliminating the unexpected and the unsettling prospect of Inappropriate behavior.
.It Is also widely accepted that a programmed approach provides a maximum of
positive reinforcement and conversely, a minimum of negative reinforcement.. The
self-instructional aspects of the program also significantly reduce the prob-
.ability of error and subsequent disorientation and discouragement on the part of
the student. in keeping with this philosophy, the Sullivan Associates' Programmed .

Math series was selected as the basic vehicle for developing the computational
skills. .

. .

.
.

The.program provides'sequentiat instruction in the batic oper dons of addition,
subtraction, Multiplication,and division, and application of 1e concepts and
operations throUgh accompanying word problems.. Objectives were established in
.each area .and a series of steps constructed to lead the student to'perform the
objective. These steps were broken down into frames and arranged in a logical

. sequence prOgressing from the simple to the complex. The programmed units were
then arranged in book form according to the principles of linear programming.
The teaching technique employs an explanation of each topic,, using completed
examples when appropriate, a gradual reduction in the number of cues from frame
to frame, until all cues are removed and the student is required to work an

example
without aid. Each frame is slightly more difficult than the preceding.

and incorporates concepts and principles previously introduced, leading the
student from the simple to the complex; from the known to the Unknown.

'Features of Sullivan Associates' Programmed Math
8

. .

The multilevel structuie.of the program enablei each student to begin at his
level of need, regardlesi of grade- or age-level differentiation and to progress
at his own rate.

.

Self-pacing is made possible through the use of individual programmed workbooks
.which allow students to work entirely on their own. The programmed format

provides maximum opportunity for satisfaction of individual learning time tables..
Each frame is self-correcting, enabling students to receive immediate correction.'.
and reinforcement.
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Criterion frames appearing at the end of every six-page lesson unit serve as
a self-administered review test. Periodically criterion frames are provided
Which are teacher Corrected for evaluation purposes.

Progress tests are provided for each programmed workbook, in addition to the
unit tests appearing in each programmed workbook. There are six progress tests
for each workbook.

A:diagnostic placement examination, an achievement examination, and a final
eiamination in word orohlems-are included in the program. The placement
examination provides the instructor with a means of placing students at the
correct level within the program. The achievement and word problem tests are
designed to be used after completion of prescribed'units of instruction end
provide a measure of student progress. Since they are diagnostic in nature,
they also reveal individual weaknesses and can serve as a guide for corrective
or remedial instruction.

The following summary delineates the continuum of skills presented in the five
programmed workbooks.and reinforced and extended in the accompanying problem
workbooks.

Book 1 - Basic Addition

Units 1 5: formation. of the' numerals 1 through 9; concept of number; numbers
'as abStractions for concrete objects; counting; adding as a means of counting;
horizontal adding of two numbers with sums no greater than 9; review

Units 6 - 10: review of number-set associations; horizontal adding of three,
four, and five numbers with sums no greater than 9

Units 11 - 13: vertical adding of combinations of two to nine numbers with sums
no greater than 9; formation of the numeral 0; association of 0 with the empty
set; adding combinations of two to nine numbers plus 0 with sums no greater than 9

Units 14 16: 0 as a place-holder; the numeral 10; concept of place notation
through association of numbers with'columns of "dimes" and "cents"; simultaneous
vertical addition of cents to cents and dimes to dimes; transition from "dimes and
cents" to "tens and ones"; adding combinations of two and three two-digit numbers
with sums no greater than 99 where no regrouping is involved; review

Achievement level.- At the end of Book 1 the student is able to add any coMbination
of numbers up to 99 where no regrouping is involved.

Book 2 - Advanced Addition
.

.

. .

Units 1 - 4: review of the material covered in Book 1; place notations for
numbers through hundred thousands; adding numbers of up to six digits with sums
no greater'than 999,999 where no regrouping is involved

.Unit 5:.place notation Yor.numbers in the millions; adding numbers in combinations
of ones through millions where no regrouping'is involved; employing one-to-one

correspondence with sets of objects'and the concept of regrouping to work out the
facts of addition'for numbers in the teens

Units 6 -'7: extending the work in regrouping by association of numbers with
"dimes" and "cents"; transition from "dimes and cents" to "tens and ones"; vertical
adding of numbers with sums no greater than'19v regrouping in numbers up to 99;
carrying the ones to the tens column; vertical addition of five or more two - digit

.HathematIcs: 14
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A
numbers ana of combinations of one- and two-digit numbers

. .

Units 8 - 12:' tarrying 1 in each place in adding combinatiOns of numbers
through the ten thousands; carrying 1 in one to four places in adding combinations

'of numbers through ten thousands
.

Units 13 - 16: carrying 1 in one to.six places in adding combinations of numbers
through the millions; carrying up to 9 in one to five places in adding combinations
of numbers through,the hundred thousands; review

Achievement level - At the end of Book 2 the student has mastered the concept of

regrouping. He is prepared to solve any problem requiring the addition of whole
numbers.

Book 3 - Subtraction
.

Units 1 -2: subtraction as the removal of objects from a set; subtraction as the
opposite of addition; horizontal subtraction with minuends no greater than 6;
vertical subtraction with minuends no greater than 9; exercise with 0; 0 as a .

place- holder in subtraction

Units 3 - 9: checking subtraction by adding; subtraction from numbers of up to
seven digits where no borrowing is involved

.
.._..._ .,

Units 10 - 11: regrouping in subtraction introduced as boriowing; subtraction
from numbers. of up to three digits where it is necessary to borrow twice; subtraction
fromCnumberd of up to four digits where it is necessary to borrow once

Units 12 - 15: subtraction from numbers of up to seven digits where borrowing
from one to six times is required; review.

Unit 16: special problems involving two or' more consecutive 0's in the minuend;
review

Achievement level - When he has finished Book 3, the student is prepared to
solve any problem requiring the subtraction of whole numbers.

.

Book 4 - Multiplication
.

Units 1 - 6: multiplication as repeated addition; multiplication tables through 9;
0 as a place-holder in multiplication; multiplying two-digit numbers by one-digit
numbers and checking by repeated addition; multiplication of numbers through the
.hundred thousands by one-digit numbers where no carrying is involved; multiplication
of numbers through the hundred thousands by one -digit numbers where the product has
one digit more than the multiplicand

Units 7 - 11: carrying in the multiplication of two-digit numbers by one-digit numbe
multiplying by one-digit numbers multiplicands of up to five digits where carrying
is required firstbnly once; then from one to three times.

. .

Units 12 - 161 multiplication of six-digit numbers by one-digit numbers where
carrying is required from one to three times; multiplying two-digit numbers by two-
digit numbers where no carrying is required in the addition of paitial products;
carrying in addition of partial products in problems invelving multiplicands of up
to four digits and multipliers of up to three digits; review

Mathematicr;l' 15'.-
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-
Achlevement,leve14- When he has finished Book 4, the student is prepared to
solve any problem' e"quiring the multiplication of whole numbers.

e .

Book 5 - Division

Units 1 - 8: division as the operation which shows how many times one number
Is contained in another; division as the opposite of multiplication; short
division'of numbers through five digits without remainders; short division of
numbers whose first digits are similar to the divisors; checking division
by multiplying; the remainder; short division with remainders'where no,carrying
Is involved; short division involving carrying

Units 9 - 16: long eivision where no borrowing is required in subtraction; long
division involving borrowing in subtraction; long division with remainders; review

Achievement level- when he has finished Book 5, the student is prepared to solve
any problem requiring the division of whole numbers

EOL' Mathematics Series

As the basic concepts and skills are presented to the students, instrument

training will be used to refine an quicken the responses of the students and to

provide motivation and variety in.appropch. It is recognized that there are many

weaknesses in speed and manystrengths in slowness.'

However, since the predominant culture places a premium on speed, -as well as

accuracy, in mathematical computations, specific attention will be. given to

developing adequacy in these areas. The EOL Arithmetic Skills Program will

be used. This program may bitermed an "arithmetic fluency" program, for it'is

'devoted to the development of heightened perceptual accuracy, more rapid assimilatiok

and accurate retention of arithmetic 'information, and automatic responses to numbers

and number ficts .

The instruments and materials that constitute this program arc used by the teacher
to present challenging timed exercises that keep attention and interest at a peak.

As a result,. students learn to concentrate, to think and react rapidly, and thUs
acquire more complete mastery of the basic facts and processes involved in

computation and problem solving..

The. EDL ControlledReader will be used to present arithmetic number or story
:problems at controllable rates in either a left -to -right fashion or line-by-line.
The teacher may stop and start projection after each problem.has been shown, or
she may present problemsContinuously at automatic rates of from 15 to 130 lines

. .

per minute.

The special masking device on the instruments (used Only with line-by..line'
.projection) allow the presentatiOn of segmenti of a line, making it possible to
eliminate answers when cheeking.student progress and to vary the:type and diffiColty

of exercises.

Riessalani Frank; "HolOing the Disadvantaged Pupil to Learn More Easily,"
SecceSSful School Management Series, Englew000 Cliffs, N.J.:, Prentice- Hall, Inc,

19.6.6 P.

4,4

Mathematics: 16
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v.
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-.... .

When the arithmetic problems are presented instory fOrm, the left-to-right control.
Is used to 'enceurape more sequential and orderly intake of problem information.

I

A t'f
The EDL Arithmetic:Skills Program focuses on the following major areas:

'Arithmetic Number. Facts

Controlled Reader training with number combinations helps students to master
completely the basic facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
When number problems are presented at timed rates, drill is transformed from
drudgery into fun, and the amount of drill time necessary to build instantaneous
responses is greatly reduced.

The Arithmetic Number Facts set provides practice with the basic facts of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, 11 addition to exercises in counting,
numbers -in- series, facts in mixed order of prdsentation, and two-step problems.
With the exception of the filmstrips on counting and series, each filmstrip
contains exercises calling for both oral and written responses. Oral-response
exercises, which are used for rapid, continuous oral dri are followed by
written-response exercises, which are used to measure individual student skill.
Each written-response exercise duplicates in different sequence the keceding
oral-response exercise.

Rental Arithmetic

. .

Controlled Reader training with mental arithmetic drills helps students-develop
mcireaccurate number memory and quicker reactions in computation and problem
solving. When problems are presented.at timed rates, the amount of drill time
necessary to build instantaneous responses to number relationships is greatly
reduced.

The Mental Arithmetic set contains hundreds of arithmetic activities and games.
Included are exercises with domino-like groupings and random dots, lines,
number-in-series, number recognition, vertical addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division,' fractions, decimals, per cent, equations, as well as games requiring
Intensive concentration and story problems stressing retention.

Arithmetic Story Problems

Controlled Reader training with story problems heightens students' ability to
_quickly determine the process needed, to estimate the probable answer, and to

solve problems competently. It also provides reinforcement in the ability to
-------read problems more effectively, to gather -and retain facts and information, and

to comprehend and interpret correctly in arithmetic situations. Thus, the
objective of story problewtraining is to provide simultaneously reinforcement
of problem solving ability and instruction-,in how to read arithmetic information.

Students al'e given practice in solving problems mentally and with paper andpencil..
14ith problems calling for MENTAL COMPUTATION, students mentally arrive at the ;

answer and then record.it. .-Inrublems requiring WRITTEN COMPUTATION, the question
Is given first so that the,student can determine'the process required and the facts:
to record. Problems can be solved immediately or after a complete exercise has
been projected. To encourage careful,'accurate rending of.each story problem,
a.number of "reverse" problems have been included. Reverse problems arc those
that arc foreign to the objective of the filmstrip.
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The arithmetic story problems are organized in sets according to grade levels.

The story problems are typical of those presented in standard arithmetic tests.

The problems were written with due attention to the vocabulary and readability

factors that influence reading difficulty. Thus, the 150 filmstrips contained

in these sets present a continuum of exercises' which allows the, teacher to

select filmstrips at each itudint's level of achievement.

amml- Electronic Futures, Inc.: . SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL BASIC MATHEMATICS

Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics is an individualized system designed to
teach fundamental concepts., operaticos, and skills in mathematics as well as

to extend the learner's understanding and appreciation of mathematical ideas

beyond the fundamentals through enrichment activities. The program incorporates
:ideas from the structure and methods of inquiry inherent in the discipline
of mathematics and is based upon recent research findings in the theory of

learning,

Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics consists of both a "Fundamental Mathe-
matics Skills Program," concerned with the introduction and development of
commonly; used concepts, operations, and skills, and an "Enrichment Mithe
matics Skills Program, " which focuses on less commonly taught -- though
'highly interesting and useful -- concepts, operations, and skills.

All elements of the program are designed for use with the EFL Audio Flash-

card Reader. The system provides a self-instructional format through which
individual students can master both concrete and abstract ideas in mathe-
matics by means of the flashcardz and related Student Workbook.

.

,.,.

;Self - Instructional Basic Mathemitics'tonsists of five program levels, each
of which is comprised of Audio Flashcards, Student Workbooks, andan
accompanying Teacher's Manual. .

..

Level One.focuses on concepts, skills, and operations commonly taught in
Primary grades; it provides instruction in number concepts; sets, addition,
subtrattion, multiplicatiOn, and division of whole numbers 0-10.

Level Two, designed for intermediate grades, includes advanced instruction in
number concepts, addition, subtraction, mUltiplication, and dtviaion of whOte
numbers 10- 999,999.

Level Three, designed for intermediate grades4'1Ocusei on common fractions
and Includes fractional concepts, renaming, and the four fundamental prOe-:
eases of additton, SUbtraction, multiplication, and diVision.

.

Level Four. designed for use with.upperAradeastreases decimal an

includes detimal,ceneePts and the four fundaMental protessei as they are
*lied to decimal fractions.

. .

LevelliVe, designed for all grades, includes, instruction in the:following:..
Tinseilqualities and Inequallties,-GeometricFigurea, Linear Measurement,
Equatfons,,Lines, One,Segments, Rays and Angles, Triangles, Rectangles, and
so#04 Perimeter, Area,. Circles, AndAtatiO end'PropOrtion.'

.

:

: MC-total sYstim,: therivilltch covers over twenty major mathematical 'topics
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found in the elementary school curriculum, contains 7 sets of Audio Flash-
cards accompanied by Student Workbooks and Teachers' Manuals.

Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics makes use of the EFI Audio Flashcard
Reader as a self-instructional tool. Each Audio Fiashcard in the program
has an audio tape bonded to the back of the card. When the card is in-
serted into the Audio Flashcard Reader, the student presses a button and the
card "speaks" the audio message which has been recorded on the tape.

The Audio Flashcards perform several very useful functions:

1. New concepts and skills are introduced-through a combined audio-
visual presentation.

2. Questions or problems are posed through both the audio and visual
_media.

3. In some cases, tactile responses are suggested. In other cases,
verbal student responses are required.

4. Reinforcement cards for drill or review are provided.
. .

5. Cards which ask a question of the student may be pulled out of a
set andbe used for evaluative purposes by the teacher.

Certain cards withinthe set direct the student'to _turn to:'.Pectf101349e
and exercise in the workbook for further review, pOctice, or extension.

Self - instructional Basic. Mathematics piesuppoSWIUttle'orno reading ability
on the part:of students either children or adults.'.,SuCcessfUlcompletton
of the program is not dependent upOn such. ability.

The combined audio-visual:kinesthetic approach of the Audio Flashcards
enables the student to work independently. of the tepcherIhrough considerable
portions of the program. The Answer Key included in each workbeek enable$
the student to evaluate his progress as he proceed*, For more Comprehens1VO:
evaluation by the teacher, achievement tests are included in the Teacher's
Manual.',

Summary,
.

The mathematics components, rapid drill on the Math Builder instrument to build
speed and accuracy,'programmed instruction to build conceptual development, and
self-instruction multi-sensory skill development for.intensive reinforcement,
will be prescribed for individual students as their need dictates. The inter-
'dependency of the materials and the availability of the related techniques
provide a structured skill development system for learning.

,
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APPEND' X B

Schedule for Teacher Training



.

TEACHER. TRAINING.

Teacher Vraining for
system) and the math
Builder) use will be

the communication skills component(Learning 100
component (Sullivan Programmed Math'and LPL Math
conducted by EDL personnel. ,

.

The initial training period will consist of five consecutive. days.
Facilities for training will be provided by the Texarkana Executive

Committee. Training will include the Project Manager, all Curriculum

/Onagers and Assistants, and Resource Consultants. The following
training schedule will be adhered to during the five day initial
training period. Twenty hours of ongoing in-service training sessions

--orvisitations will be conducted by EDL or authorized representatives.
The Resource Consultants will act asconsultants to Curriculum
['Wagers as required and will assume responsibility for assisting
EOL Teacher Training personnel during ongoing in-service training
sessions.

. .

EDL Lab Workshop Schedule.

First Day,

.1:30 Introduction to WOrkshop

:45 I. Introduction to the communication skills ,

component ".

. A. The need for a hew approach to
communication skills instruction

,'-lr.--Considerations in planning laboratory
activities

19:00 "'1;"i1. Key features of the communication skills
components
A. Comprehensive skill development
B. Adult - oriented content

C.' iultilevel organization'
D. Systems.approach

... E. Multimedia laboratory appraoch
/

. __F.- Multiinodal. instruction
.

.

/' G. Autoiiistructional techniques.
.....A., Cycles of instruction

.. I. Continuous evaluation.
...... J. Guidance for instructors, ,

.'

.

. : , . .

- _

;

'.- ';- . III. Goals of instruction at the lower levels
.

...,.-... ',:--;:....---;:-A.--Readiness program stresses skills.needed,
.. by.non-readers .,

....g

. .8.. Basic program builds on skills of
. -readiness program
.

.9:45 Overview:- Nature of Programmed Instruction
Related to the Teaching of Mathematics

I

:



II 10:30 IV. Instructional procedures at lower levels

A. Demonstrate all activities of a !owl'

level cycle-

. .

12:30 Lunch

1:30

. .
;:, 2:0t1 . _PractICe in inStrument'operatiowk

first rotation
Group .1: Aud-X
Group 2: Tach-X
Group 3: Controlled Reader

--Praciice in Instrument operation

..
second rotation

Group .1: Tach-X .

Group 2: Controlled Reader .*

Croup 3: Aud-X

C

AI. Introduction to instrument operation -

eye movement recording filmstrip

Practice in instrument operation -

third rotation
Group 1: Controlled Reader

Group 2: Aud-X

Group 3: Tach-X
.

Refreshment Break

a

cc

v.`

3:00 V. Part I of instructionl cycle at lower
levels - Perceptual Auracy and Visual

-Efficiency
A. Tach-X Accuracy Training
B. Motility Training

-C.Accelerated Discrimination :Training11,11;.

4:30

.

Croup I: Tach -X Accuracy
Group 2: Motility Training/Accelerated
Discrimination
(One participant in'each group Plays-the
-role of 'instructor; 'the others act as

---students. Roles should be rotated so
that each participant has anOpportunity
to act as ins:ructor.)

Study Assignment: participants are to read or.

"'`review "Overview" and "GettingStarted" sections
of Manual dealing with Part i in preparation for

role-playing session on second day.

Second Day

1:30 Role-Playing Session: Part I - Perceptual
Accuracy and Visual Efficiency

nhiaschedule.;shOws groups rotating -every' fifteen minutes, in
eideed. Oat, ,each lodiVidual -WillHhaVer.arioppOrtunity

may be.

preferabia.:to. al loW.'eaCh irouplto. stay 'With. instrument
. r., ...,

J0r,,Ahder4tititt,45 Minutes;:
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. I

9 'VI. Part 11 of instructional cycle at lower
' levels - Building Experiences

. .
.

:.9:45 i Orientation to Sullivan Programmed Math

.
. :

10:30 .Small4roup DiscUSsion: Part. 11 z Building
.Experiences ... .:

.. Group 1 .

Group 2 .

Group 3
Each group is to prepare a report of -

:problems and recommended. solutions to' be
presented to all workshop participants .

`during the subsequent session.)

411:00
.

Group Reports: Part- 11 - Building Experiences
'Problems and Solutions , -

11:30 VII. Part 111 of instructional cycle at lower
levels'- Skill Building . .

'A. Introduction to Skiii-Bui idihg Sequence

-12:15 .. Lunch-

1:15 1): Aud-X Story mode

%,. .

: I:. Aud-X Word Study mode
. .. . . ,

.; "..-1 .3:1'5,...-'llefieshrhent Break ' ;. , .

3:30.-- Instrument Operatiod: Rotation ofgroups
.

each 15 minutes as shown on preceding
afterhoon ....,, .

. ". ri, . ,
.:7"--4:15 f Study AleIgnment: Participants are to read .

' "Overview" and "Getting Started":sections of
, .

, ,:... .. .

Manual for Aud-X Story and Word. Study.
.

Third Day ,..

. . .

QuestiOn and Answer Period: Aud-X Story and
Study .

. .,. .:.,:

0: ,lach4 Word Recognition :Tra 1 Ong -

.100 ' F. Controlled Reader Processing Training
:*

! -.77 .

10:00 F Controlled Read! Fruenc 7 al 1.

y .

10:30
A

: :

11:30

rig! ;''
s .Qmestion and Antwer Period:

Recognition,' Processing, and
,

PrograMmied Materials,
, , Managemeht of Pupil Time'

12:t5. Lunch.:.St .

:

y r n ng

Tach-X Word : .

Control led Reading

Teacher's Role,,

r '

i
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1 :15' Role-Playing Session: Part III - Skill Building

First' Rotation
Group 1: AudtX .

Group 2: Tat..h-X and Processing

. Group 3: Controlled Reading Fluency , .

. .
(During the Tach-X and Processing segment,

/. AMC participant in each group should take

the role of instructor.)

..'

.

1:45 Second Rotation
. Group 1: Tach-X and Processing.

.Group 2:. COntrolled Reading Fluency

Group 3: Aud-X

':2:15 Third Rotation
Group 1: Controlled Reading Fluency
Group 2: Aud6X .

. -- .--Group 3: Tach-X and Processing
.

I

'2:45 'Refreshment Break ,

3:00 question and. Answer Period: .Classroom Management

-During the Skill Building Sequence

7!"fo..;.

3:30 instrument Maintenance Session First Rotation :.. ,.
Group 1: Aud-X

Group 2: Tach-X and Controlled Reader

Situp 3: Changing Processing Motor

(Each participant to learn to maintain'
each instrumecitard change the processing

motor.) ..

3 :45 Second Rotation
. Group 1: Tach-X-and Controlled Reade

"r-777.-Group 2: :Changing ProOessing Motor

Group 3: Aud-X
.

4:00' Third Rotation --

Group 1: Changing Processing Motor

Group 2: Aud4
Group 3: . Tach-X and.Controlled Readee

.4:15 'Study Assignment: Participants are to read

-"Overview" and "Getting Started" sections of
Manual for. Tach-X Word Recognition. Processing.

and Controlled Reading Fluency Training.

Fourth. Day.:

8:30 Part Pi Application. and
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10:00. Discussion of Differences in Lower Levels

.10:30 'Math Builder: Integration into Total Program

.11:15 . *instrument Maintenance: Rotation of groups .*

each 15 minutes as ,hewn on preceding afternoon

12:00 Lunch

1:00 IX, Instruction at higher levels'

A. Student population

B. Needs of students .

C. Introduction to instructional Cycle'

X. Part 111 of -instructional cycle at higher
levels - Skill Building
A. Listen, Listen and Read, Listen and

Write

_3:00 RefrcsIment Break

.3:15; 8. .Study'Skills Library

4100 Study Assignment: Participants are to read
-'"Overview" and "Getting Started" sections of

Manual dealing with Listen, Listen and Read,
. Listen and Write, Study Skills Library.

fifth Day,

8:30
: .

. .

. .

9415

9:30.

,

. 1 .

10:115
ir

Question'and Answer Period: Listen, Listen
and Read, Listen and Write, and Study Skills

Library.

C. Word Recognition and Spelling

D. Controlled Reader Plucky

Programmed, Math:: Student PlaceMent and Structure

of Progress : --
.

Role-Playing Session: Part III - Skill Building
(Highe Levels) e .

Group 1: Listen, Listen and Read, Listen
and Write ...
Group 2: Study Skills Library.
Group 3: Word Recognition and Spelling

...
Group Rotation

-Group 1: Word Recognition and Spelling
'Group 2: 'Listen, Listen and Read, Listen
and Write . .

Group 3: Study Skills Library

I
.61
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Group Rotation . .

Group 1: Study Skills Library
Group 2: Word Recognition and Spelling
Group 3: Listen, Listen and Read, Listen

4 .and Write

11:45 Xr. Part IV - Application end Enrichment'
(Higher Levels)

A. Application.and Enrichment activities
common to all levels

B. Comprehension Power Development
C. Aud -X Word Attacktiview

12:15. 1.0hOh

1:15 X11.. Classroom Management
A. Scheduling considerations
B. Class size
C. :Grouping
D. The classroom
E. Daily schedules
F. Recommended placement procedure
G. Record keeping

H. Evaluation
1. Secondary school implementation

.

3:15 Refreshment Break

3:0 WorkshoP.Summatiomand.Evaluation

A:30 Workshop Adjournment
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Description of Target Population:

end

-41efinitions of A1lo0ablt. Ompouti



TARGET POPULATION

Phase II (1970-71)

During the second year of the project, Phase II, 300 students from
grades seven through twelve will be selected to participate in the
Dropout Prevention Program. Tentative selection of specific students
will be the responsibility of the LEA or its representatives.
However, final student approval will result from joint collaboration
between the Contractors and the .LEA. During the first two weeks of
laboratory activities, student rescheduling will be anticipated.
Theiefore, the sample of students considered to be enrolled in the
project will be those on roll the first day of the third week of
operation.
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-Certain students, however, may be selected as participants Who are not'

qualified. The Contractors or the authorized representatives of the
Contractors will have the right to question the selection of any stu-
dent whom they believe to be inappropriately selected under the follow
ing list of reasons for exclusion from the project:

1. Mental Retardation

No student will be considered appropriately placed in the
program who has an IQ of 75 or below. Individual intelligence
tests (WAIS or Stanford-Binet) will be administered by the
school psychologist or counseling staff to students whom the
Curriculum Manager believes to be below this level of comlietence.

. Physically Handicapped

The proposed learning laboratories have been designed for use
with individualized, largely self-instructional programs which
can incorporate upon whateverindependence of action and
direction a young adult may have attained prior..to entrance into

;' the. system and subsequently build upon this independence and
self-direction. It is imperative, therefore,.that students
using the system must be of a general physical condition which
Will allow independent activity. Serious hearing or visual

Impediment or severe' loss of motility would be reasons foe
exclusion of astudent. It must be noted, however, that many

__physically handicapped individuals are able to cope successfully
with their handicaps. 'Therefore, each case must be examined
separately and judged according to its merits.

Emotional

Students who ,F.ndicate severe eMotiOnal,Maladjustment-HWill be
referred to Lhe schoOl psychologist or COUnseling'Serviee.
if it is determined that tilt emotional problems are:suchthat
the student may be.consistently disruptive:Ao the extent that
110 will interfere with the rights of other students or that
he may endanger the safety of others or cause harm to hiMself
or others he will fie-excladed.
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4. Persistent Disruption

Itmist be assumed that many students from the defined popu-'
lation will begili work in the program with established patterns
of poor school and social behavior. It has been the experience
of EDL, however, that students arc highly motivated.by the use
of the proposed systems and that behavior patterns will imporve
.appreciablywith time. If a student is consistently and per-
sistently disruptive to the extent that normal laboratory
Activities cannot continue or if the student'is destructive to
.equipment and materials, the Curriculum Manager will be allowed
to ask for a review of the case and possible dismissal of the
student from the program.

The four causes for dismissal from the program listed above will not
be debited against the Contractors. In all probability, these causes.
will be detected within weeks after program installation. Alternate
students can be drawn from the alternate pool of student who have
taken the pretest if the substitution is made prior 0 November 1,
1970. Achievement gains. will be computed for these alternate students
on a basis of the time they participate in laboratory activities. The
potential achievement bonus for these alternate studentsiwill bi equal
to that for originally selected students.

Proposal Definition of Allowable Dropouts

If a student withdraws or is withdrawn from laboratory activities for
the reasons listed and defined below, tlo debit'against the Contractors

.will be assumed.

Suspension from School'

If a student is suspended from activities in the public school
installation which he attends, his continuance in 'LEA project
activities will be at the discretion of the Curriculum Manager.
If the Manager believes that the 4tudent will continue to bene-
fit from project activities he will have the right to retain
the student in the project.

2. Marriage

. -Ate student is married or becomes married during attendance
In the project he may or may not be able to successfully con-
tinue the program. The Curriculum Manager will have the
option'of asking the student to leave without debit against
the Contractors if it appears that home or marital responsi-
bilities are interfering with the student's academic. erformance.

3... Extended. Illness

If extended illness prevents a s tudent from attending labora-
tory sessions the Curriculum Manager, at his discretion, may
ask that the student be dropped from the project without debit
against the Contractors. Under this category are pregnancy,
contagious disease, alcoholism end drug addiction.
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If funding to the district is cancelled prior to completion of Phase Ii,
any student enrolled at the time of project cancellation will be considered
to be a student in good standing and payment for achievement guarantee
and bonus will be computed on the basis of that part of the instructional
year completed under the project funding.

Excessive Absence

If a student is absent from laboratory activities fifty per cent of the
time or more his case will be reviewed by the Curriculum Manager and
teachers to determine cause. This review will be the basis for eventual
decision as to responsibility for the student's disposition.

Summary

With the exception of the types of cases defined above, the Contractors
agree to be held accountable for a;l'students on roll the first datof
the third week of project operation.

F
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ADDENDUM TO PROPOSAL .SUBMITTED TO LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY

IN RESPONSE TO RFP FOR TEXARKANA DROPOUT PREVENTION PROGRAM,

BY EDL/McGRAWHILL AND ARKANSAS SCHOOL SERVICES, INC.

FOR READING AND 'MATHEMATICS COMPONENTS-

Contractor PrommiaEprt 1, rage 4, Instructional Staff

The staff levels are adjusted following consultation with the

LEA staff to include the:following:

. Base contract (secondary):. S teachers (1 per installation to
teacher reading and math)

5 paraprofessionals (to assist teacher
ini5 labs)

Addendum contract (elem.): 2 teachers

1 paraprofessional

Total staff.: 7 teachers

6 paraprofessionals,

Note: The staff level adjustment includes an.elimination of

Student Tutor and a Clerk for which a cost adjustment was made.

It is anticipated, however, that volunteer student tutors will be

used within the programs when available and when appropriate.

Part 1 page 6, Performance Guarantee

The perforMance guarantee epecifieditithin this proposal refers to the

ISO days of imitruainh specified within the REP. If, ,in fact, fewer



than'150 days of instruction are scheduled during the period of the

project for whatever reason (other than fault of the contractor),

the performance guarantee will be prorated. That Is the guaranteed

performance'levels will be reduced proportionate to the number of

days of instrudtion. (Example: 120 days of instruction. Guaranteed

performance level would be 120/150, or/1/5, of the original level.)

Bonus Recognition Payment. If a bonus payment is due the Contractors

following analysis of performance data, the Contractors agree to

return all, less an amount ot'one dollar, to the LEA. The Contractor e.

interest in identifyinga bonus factor is for the purpose of

recognition that a better-than-acceptable level had been attained.

Part 1 - page 6 under Performance Guaraqtee (After first eareera'nft

Add: The contractors agree to accept pre- and post-tent scores

administered by the educational auditor as the basis for
0.6

establishment of results pertaining to that portion of the

performance guarantee, to'be judged on the basis of a standardized

test.

/ Part 1, oafte 6: .Dropouts

Add: The contractors agree to comply by the. definition of a "dropout"

as specified in VI-A.1. of the RFP in total, consequently withdrawing

the contractors' definition scipulsted in their proposal (AppendiX'C,

pagel Definition of AlloWable DroPontS4
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The contractors at the same time agree to maintain responsibility

for all allowable dropouts. (as defined in RFP, VI-A.1.) follaing

the initial two weeks of operation.

.

Appendix B: 'Schedule forleacher Training / Ongoing Supervision

Teacher training will:be conducted by Mr. Chides friend,'EDL/McCraw-Hill

Director of Education, in conjunction with the Project Director,.

Dealership Consultants, and Dr: Charles_Hennigan, EDL/McGraw-Hill

Regional Manager.. Initial training will be for a-period Of 5 days.

It is recommended that, in Addition to the 7 teachers and 6 para-

profesionalsithnt the 10 LEA Turnkey staff and appropriate supervisors

and administrators from the LEA staff be included.

The Project Director, an experienced Learning-100 teacher and teacher-

educator, will be on a full -time Wells on site for continual management

of the project to maintain maximum efficiency.

The EDL Director of, EducaLion and/or the EDL Teacher-Education

Coordinator will visit the project site to evaluate progress on a

six-week schedule to assure continuilg suecentsful operation of the

learning centers.

Dr. Charlie Hennigan, EDL/McGraw-41ili Regional. Manager and DEalership

Consultants will be available for continuous and iMmedinte assistance
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ADDENDUM

SEPTEMBER 1, 1970
Page 4

as required and as requested by the projector director.

In addition, the. total resources of the_EDL/McCraw-Hill '7,rganization

and that of its parent McGraw-11111 Book dompany vill be made

available to assure success of the programfo'r all concerned.
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'ADDENDUM TO COST PROPOSAL

EDL/HcGRAW -HILL and.

. Firm: ARKANSAS SCHOOL SERVICES, INC. Date: September 1, '1970

I. Total Costs

The total maximum cost for the complete contract (seiondary and
.

elementary) will be $147 871.20 based on nyv student/subjects

at an average maximUm cost of $ 166.15 per student/subject. The

base contract (secondary) maximum costs are $115.747.96 The

addendum (elementary) contract cost are $ 32,123.24 Should 'the

number of student/subjectiexceed.the above named units, additional

units would be pro-rated at this figure.

. .* 650 student units in Bonus Contract Secondary and 240 student units in

M. payment for Drop -Outs Addendum Contract Elementary

.

I

a. Formula for computatiop

Total Cost Lease Cost for esuiPment + cost 'of

+fixed11011S....0..11A

b. Bonus:
Lease coat -elornt + cost-software

$44.62*
*

Secondary: 600 student units

Lease cost-equipment + cost-software
. .gisamtaraL inu.d.o.L. mits

c: Penalty:

Samg &s in itcXista...00***

b $38.64**

*.a Bonus is allowed for each Student in each subject area who has achieved
2.0 grade level improvement from pre -'to post-test.

* ** PenaltyPenalty is accepted for each stv.dent in each subject area who has
achieved .9 'Or below grade level improyement fiom pre- to port-text.
Same penalty amount applies to each "dropout" as defined.



OF COST

Fixed Charge to. LEA

Director
($15,000.+ $2,250.00

.1

fringe benefits)

Clerical
($5,200.00 + $520.00 fringe benefits)

Student Tutors
(20 (PI $5.40/week for 30 weeks)

Installation and Refurbishing
(priced at cost to.this level)

Teacher,Training

Consultant Services

Proposal Preparation and Evaluation

Travel EXPenses

Product Charges

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES:

Contractor Owned Product
EOL'Consumables
Webster Consumables

Contractor Owned Product Under Lease"
EOL Non-consumohles

1/3044,181.00)

Webster Non-consumables
1/30132.401.

EFI lion-contumablet .

1/31$9,310.00)

$ 17 250:00

5,720,00

3,240.00

4,64o.00

6,000.00

2.000.00

3 122.00

$ 47,972.00

$ 6,578.50

$ 8,9o0.50

$

'44.13

$ I7;811172i3

11134972:00

$ 8,900.50

+ 17,874./16

'TOTAL PRODUCT CHARGES: 26,774 9

*These prices are based on a straight lease plan. The Contractors are
willing:to negotiate a "lease-to-purchase" plan if desired by LEA.
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Basis For Achievement Point Values

The total cost of Contractors' Product Charges, $26,744.96, wi 4 be the
basis of the guarantee performance and will be related to the achievement
point structure described on the basis of $44.62 per pointa. If, in the
computation at the completion of the contract, the bonus achievement points

and the penalty achievement points are equal, it can be assumed that the
Contractors ac:omplished the student performance as specified; and the
total $26,774.96 will be paid to the Contraciors by LEA. If the bonus
achievement points are greater in number than the penalty achievement
points, the Contractors will be paid $26,774.96 plus $44.62 multiplied
by the number of points accrued. If the penalty achievement points are
greater in number than the bonus achievement points, the Contractors
will be paid $26,774,96 less $44.62 multiplied by the number of points
accrued.

Payment Schedule
. .

Fifty per cent of the Fixed Charge, $23,986.00, will be paid the
Contractors at the signing of the contract; and the remaining fifty
per cent, $23,986.00, will be pald the Contractors on or before

December 1, 1970. Thp cost of Contractors' Product Charges, $26,774.96,
will be placed in an escrow account by LEA; and disbursement will be
made on or before July 1, 1971.

Summary

Fixed Charge $ 47,972.00

Product Charges + 26.774.96

GRANO TOTAL: $ 74446.96

$26,774.96 4 600 points (2 pointi for each of 300 students $ 44.62
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Dorsett Educational Systems, Inc.
Goideby Airport Offices

P. O. Box 1226
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Loyd G. Dorsett
President endheirman

Donor= EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM% INC.
GOLD511Y AIRPORT NORMAN, OKLAHOMA BOX 1226 405421-9999

August 15, 1969

Edward D. Trice, Superintnndent
Fiscal Agent
Texarkana Dropout Prevention Project
Texarkana, U.S.A.

Dar Mr. Trice:

We are pleased to submit herewith our company's proposal in response to your
June 10 Request for Proposal relative to the Texarkana, U. S. A. Dropout
Peeniiibon

We hope 'the proposal adequately conveys our depth of commitment to the
success of this project. Fleane be assured that this commitment is so profound
that we will take any reasonable risk to expedite the initiation of a program
an critical end urgent, using technologies so ripe for application.

We look forward to your reaction to this proposal, and will be very happy for
the opportunity to meet with tne project staff to disown any aspect of it in
more dcuil. Please let us know if we can provide any additional information
at this time.
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lii thIs coatezt. we would like to submit our own obsorvatlun arid
A nhfp,a,g New Approach to Ediieatiøi,iI IUIIOVIhQIi coavictaon that the concept of aching pnvsta enterprise to usl# with dro1

e.,sntioo whil, the stodsnt isatsil in school, with the performance ui
cantles. being contemplated, may verywéll be the r.ost Important singlede

"The p4acade has seso two maov plies. ot mcclii !egldaMost dcigzi ysicpmsnt in An ducationloday.
bnprovetb. quality of Am.dcetsdàcellon. the tJeatonal Dolanse Idia- W. jlis.ed that we has', biso inVited to.ubáit spec
.J,i* sad the Elem.nterys SeccndaiyEdus.Uon Act. paul. We beliime that we will show on the following pages that we are
The pdmliY pups.. of both nets was, qolt. Masply to nash. more unlquel3P qusW.'d to perfcs'm this work, asid that we ste iba3y commit
ivslkkle tot ood hcsthmn they would othirwieibeabis

Sines both acts specifically piohiblt.d the us. of these fUnds for

roerasi school opesettoaw, it was obviously hoped that the .t ailability of ox-

us -icusy- wasild eeooit in wld.spsesd educational Innovation. It wa also

hor i that the prospect of iacesassd school purchasuig power wotsid incuor-

age prnot.onty publslusrs but also hhkchnology camp. : .

such ac ekctsonks and aeroqisca fom,. to torn their ''1-th,n he the -

penbicuis of
PART I APPROCU TO Till OBJE.CTI'1

As e.i be ospected Ii tbswt*kingI of oar bu.psiestoanta.prt.a :

.o., ,. Ia,. tao. cistern pro p,-
A. THE PROBLEM A!D ITS IMPLICATIONS

that SsUI appliances to the conoruies market tinda to oversell new ideas sad of the Problem

are products to .ehools. A co. mpoint liWitbe the jroaifaeatoaotiem Th. problem to be solvedin Tezagksoa Is no'. an unfainihu one.

pie labs under NDEA; ltcoiild r soziably be ges Cuitluafly and economically disadvantaged students here, as elseWhere.

few of these thital"ion, have been oblakied foe schools which ce.ald bee. US upenenclag a ielative lack of academic succom and are dropping

put the money to castor more pressing purposes. A lIst of other oversold OUt Of SChOOl These itudenta coma to school with a memorably lower

aid und.r.sngineu-zd products woJd have to Include most teaching ma. tO IsSZfl than their peers and very little in their background or

chines cc ths early few yw of the deride, mud more recently, computer. ho.. lit, to help them keep up, or catch up, with the Ieech.rpneed

.sslsteu! Ina$iuetius. seanpoof normal clusrocs. insheetIoo As they peas from on. grade t

Further coespowiding th. problem, there is no mechanbot with the they 'all farther and luther behind their dironoioglcol grade

which the adieu's public school system can speak with one voice In dtftnlng boil s. miaSured by national achuevs.nsnl tests Given the sveeuuctau.

its needs lit the field of educstionaltecbnclogy in thi Doll.. Da. lag body of knowledge to be taught, the lss.room teacher Ii hard

bar 4.-ito-ed s, praised to handle the latructional burden foe the s.erage and above

to the private ecteepam sector Given the that there will definitely .tudints, sad simply has no maurces to provide for the di.d

be a market Ice whichever fum come. up yilth the best product, pr vansaged student what he needs moss es soon ash. can gstlt, indwidu

-Jiesitatingly commit thousands of msa.bow and mWIonc of dollars th. mined attention and individuahed ir.structlon

i of new weapons systems. In the absancs of a similar adurelorde. Paced with this problem arid 'is apperert need to continue the

whucatlonal 'v,tema the private sector hashed policy of social promotion the typical teacher - consciously or not -

to devlop hardware and hops that schools will perceive a need for itt tendS to give p on the slower disadvantaged student, and the stadsnte

they've area it. IlistceIcsUy, decisions to develop a given item have__ in tWit tend to give up on schooL By the time they reach 7th grade,

bated either on Intuition or the most peecadone kind of market research. they will be a year or more behind grad, livel in virtually every subject.

One hi only to attend thsehIblts ita m*v.ducdtiossl convention mccli sod .apeclally,ln reading teid math. Their situadoncaunlnusito dsse -:

- 4ASA or DAVJ toobserve the astonishing number and variety of products notate until, it the 9th grid, le,.l they are two to two and. half yams

that this trici and error method geaemtes Regrettably, there isa self'defeat. Theteaftir in the well.cliosee words of the Request foe Propet

lug element In this situation, since the sheer quantity of sources of educe. a! 0either they tll drop out, stay in school but hold back the seat of

tional hardware discourages the typical educator from committing any very the cla, be set back several grads. with the younger children (cneathig

considctabae posticn of hIs capita! bu4iet to any specific Item or system, social problems), or become social puihouss"
The result Many con panics offering many products, some ucellent, souls Compounding this problem In ieurkana, se In oUter clue, Is the

iaigrnai so. uselem, but none selling emy much tilgeacy of the school intagratuca problem which will issult this year In

Given this background, it would appest that most of the urns hi the a mktweofwjdent populations differing In medisu achievement levels

irid generally refateed to se eduionaI tectmotc' am motsec.ed as much bp as much .90-70 psiedntiles

.mi t, tinmisi tia.ta. tale. some new resource Is brought to bear on this problem, we

Mother aedos legislative eftcet has been made to Involve the private would ee thai the Tuatkani schools will experience am even higher

,.ctot in the educational problem hi recent years, I. e., the estabulslinw'nt of dropOut rat. than the himorical Iti over the nut two to three years

contractoropented Job Coipiulei$us Much i. .u-anest We prc',,oee to provide that resource

flawe in t'tis concept. F.- ow pwpoees, It seems rife to asy that the cost- Th. problem as stated In the Request for Propoeal Isa familiar one

.is fL'led Ice nature of this format provided neither sufficient Incentive nor to ow conpany One of the ares In *blch we have built ate veputs

i iclent control to tones the application of the best educational leclunola. lion IS ID the development 'if matetads, systems and techniques for In

,w aisiJable The result all too often has been more of the earn., 1 e, dividuslistug instruction for nenibers of disadvantaged popus thins.

,.hr dose of the sine lectu44exthoo atment that hadn't worked Noth in our espetience stests any conict with the analyses

)' chooI Further the rslsttvelj Iabor.mtansIve techniques used in liii ecntein.d In the SF? in tact quite the contrary Tb. only mjor study

ci J.b Corps urban center has added to the .biedy hblh, per capita cost we know of dealing with a capital intensive mdnidualized sell pacing

.eunng one Corpsman, a tact which bm not gone unnoticed by Congress. imleaction system for a disadvantaged population war conducted by

r also be added that the Job Corps necessarily attacks the educational ow firm under S contract with the Job Corps in 1968 Our rstearch

c -i after It Is aireedy neu'y too late; that Is after the Individual has ii findings at that tune reutfoece the approach now being proposed for the

dy 'topped out of school. 2
Teambana schools.
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High1igtt& of t wdy wnich is described snorefuIIy In Pitt U of
th, '7O'OIJ inrid.

1 ift one phise the expcflmcntsl design, a mean achievement
gaut of 2.5 grade frvels was duvcd in two weeks othalf.day
study.

2. Corpsmen given a choice ixitwern usiiig a teaching machine or
using a prordnmIed test'ook prefegved the mathLne by a ratio
of to 1.

3. The expe ert.d deargn was in one phase sufficiently non
labor.iineasive that one paiaprofeulonai was readily able to
handle the neesear ad.'ative workload for a group of
thlsty4ix Corpimen.

While there car. be no a prior sarussnee that bringing the potential

diopout up to chronoloica3 grade level in reading and math will in It..
sell guarantee a lower dropout rate, it isa reasonable hypothesis and
eminently de.erves testing. s will be discussed moss fully hi the body
of the proposal, we also Intand to Impismeit and evaluate other bold.
izig.power programs such as counseling sesdces, voc,ticâta! guidance,
home study programs, and so on.

A recent navey in Oklahoma indicates that 44.15% of the drop.
cuts cited "LICk of Scholastic Success" as a major romon for dropping
our The guarantees to be written into the Thmebana conttsct should
amiss nicceus hi this area. However, 51.49%tave (Mis primary rss
suit "Lkof (Memsat". On I.CSntSTUdIIIIIlOSICh ill he uniquely

ieuponsree to this problem, cad ourin nalcaDy.aot*vetlonil leasumg
systems will go along way toward recapturing that nt'mt

LIm1tthifloIect
kin recognised that what I. sm4ht.by the Program Is not memly

therapid remedy dionaldeticlandisofsbout2%ofaaod
student body, but the dsmonjttationthSt a private ca.i*n

has .itbv developed or selected media and matedala which can rapidly
achieve this remedy, at low coat and ,.apablo of great capsnsion In appit.

cation without estensies use of .pcclslly teaMed pràf.idOceM.
It inthis cemapsay's hope that.. system for effectively reducing tim

educational deienc1as of public school itudeats.d rsw". coat
may be desoesteatud at Tuarkana. Th. svaMetion of ismonshi. cost
may be aUcted by conI...isf fatam, bet It aiM cistern bier
some relatMeshly to the present coda. Some sducrs have st-d
that educational productivity cannot be lqg; in feet, that ,reduc.
Uvity par dollit must shrink with inflation, so that to obtain mere ida.
cation th. only answer is more funds.

This of cowie is not the cow for moat of the national tots! of
oods and services where hieesndng the use of capital hemp ba.sJ

productivity. Dorsstt Sducstlonal Systems, Inc. has developed a high.
cspltsl4ntemtve learning system which produces lesenLng very rapidly
with good scholars, more rapIdly then usual with lees qualified students,

lid will work sflEtively and at reasonable coat with the very slowest
students. The prices bid are not intended to be .,aasnlative of the
ivisap, cost of providing learning to average dadento Ins welleetab.
tished system, operated it no risk to thaeducitiosmliqL-1--t$on. It is
believed that present costa could be actually reduced, or more likely

more learning could be prodded mote .qultsbty at no mose cost,
when new educational technology I. widely applied.

Further, It in bcllevsd that by application of media which em not
inachtoitlstic in today's society, a greater portion of the entering
school population can be motivated to remain In the school and obtain
a complet. education.

What doss it cost to educate an individual, compared to his sop.
post by welfare, unemployment payments or confinement In penal
bwllhit4.? lbs welfare and 'Ison pcpulon is o,urwhelmlngly
from the Ica educated portIon 2 our cltlunry, sad although Uare is
no assurance that hid ecb IndvlduaJ been painstakingly given a

maximum chance for education the erison end welre roIIs UCici

been smaller, it is difficult to believe that some i.ort of iew' weI.1c1

hove been rcccried from a more intense educ io .. ''lm,r,.

curly If a more cost.elfective educational meanS is avilah!e.

favorable ratio, whatever it might have been, Is poiaitk and 'ei Cod!.!.

Investment is indicated. This is presumably one reasos' hy In i.,'

liv dropout program is so important.
Here are some of the Imphoations we see in the ptojee, not n

aidlyinanyorderofimportance
e It provides a new model for private entc!pna to work in prr

nem'sblpwith!ocal'scboo)s.
. It attacks the problem of achievement "slipp.ge' early, wind

there Is still some considerable hope lot educatitnal retr.ev.
It will, because of the guaranteed achievement approach, be ur..

of the very few no.nortsense demonstrations of the res.il
which can be expected from th, application of th. best eduru
lionel materials and techniques now available.
It points the way toward a system for pennitthng local schoc
oWds* to siibconteact for educational amine. as
the food ssivlces, transportation service, arid so on

e At the time, It will petm't school officials to Lngs us and
encourage educatiocel innovation, while insulating them to
some extent from any controversies which may arise from pee..
noes to conform to teadiliorial materials and methods.
It ma provide em emtisal7 new freedom ef chonc for the stir
dust, for his parent., and even for She sehoclithemselves. It
lithely feasible tO prajact a system hi which not on y lb. po
lethal dropout, but even the "Iverags" student 'n a Loy to be
come a wage.emner, could opt for an accelerated learning pro

leading to a General Educational Development certifIcate
ft will also lead toward a sounder alternative for the enafour
parent, who otherwise might spend his hard-earned moneyt
send hi. children to-one or another ofthe "sdUcatlànuil fr5
chisu" springing up around the cowiby Thu should no' be
taken as a criticism of any specific school of th' nature V,c

simply Intend to convey that there Is air Inherent pr blest in Lit".
foot that them I no effective control o'm what or howther
schools teach, and it would appear that there is considerable
- that they may teach insppropriatitoples concspls,nd
even attitudes toward schOol.

Finally, thee. axe the economic implications. It is not hard tc
me how a relatively small infusion of funds for dropout.
prevention In the schools could be extremely more coat-effective

to our society than a continuation of our present level ef sup-
port for the alrdy dropped-out. Hopefully, an Investment
made In education ut this stage will be repaid many times over
In terms of reduced costs of later unemployment. -

Dcaett Educational Systems, Inc. considers Itself uniquely qua.
Iliad to develop, opeilte and demonstrate such a program. One of our
mibsidlsrisa (the EVCO Division) was selected by the Job Corps to con-
duCt, the de(InIUve.vu,s.ch study, on the application oaxo.tal
Intensive approeche. to Individualized instruction for disedventaged
pcpnteUoa In 1966. We have very recenily developed and are hoar

marketing a considerably more sophisticated drtine then ares avallatilt.
In 1966, Ia., the' M86 audiovIsual teaching machissi. Fortuiloluly.
this learning system has just become aralisbie at the esact pornr in tim.
wham the Te*arkana schools have requested private e.1t&qnse to pro

pose a cepital.intcosive, lndMdualised. vif-pacin( technology to ppl.
to the dropout ptoblem. To ourcertain knowledge, thtt Ia Iheonly'i,'
pteduction system meeting the requested criteria if psper-snd-pen.
type programed Instruction texts are eliminated as being unmottratti'it

- relatively teaèhe,4ntenalve.
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Thwsct wilt propose the fosceM applicstlon of this completely
nc lrstnin ystem never efoüid withpotentlsl dropouts which
wifJ reiy primarily on nay crduIly designed and progaam.d Individual
siiovietialreponee ed1a. Motivation tar Intense student cooueotea

tion on material presumed and reinforced rapidly sad effeetivelj will
be mstain& by ineseani system andpvm design, and by sd.i1e

of new bebar lly.bmsd ma tonsZ procedures known so

gency fnanecnent.
Douwtt Educational Systems Inc. Is In .,.rIsDy post-

lion to appreciat, the suplications of the mothatiossel effects of the

contiaeney-m'nIbt system (or the peouc1 tonlirmplsted by the

1ex schools. The founders of our £VCO disUlon. Dr. Jemso L.

L and D. B. Cornell, were co.fowsdr", with Dr. Lloyd Itosmi of
the TMI Institute 1*19*51. it wa there that some of the first applies--

of she motivational techniques of continr. vttanagement pro.
ceedinp from the work of Pretn&k at the Cniveceu .t Thseowi were

employed outside an siperimenlel envixonmniit. This pmject seems

psrti&asly relevant, since the population Ira,ned V.tte undriachieving

adalarcevgs whose profiles closely milh th uf the proposed Tea-

arka.na topulation.
For the pt two yeses staff members at oiw e.VCO divIsion have

operated laboratory school in Albuquerque 4Mode?n Methods of In.

sthactlon) us which they here pioneered the coiwept of guaranteed

achieveinesit. More ricendy we have opened a similar center Us Nor-

man. As rW be dIscussed in detail in Psrt II, our corporate philosophy.

hbocry and energies bare been dedicated to the de'çs and de,elopmint

of educational material said systems mach are contmplatsd by
the texarkiusa project; I.e., systems that ace Indwiduallaed, self-

uctiaasal, .elf.pschig, relatively capltal-intenaive. sad Intriniccally

ntotsvatiocal.

B. APPaOACH
Our bosic approach will be the imnedlate application of an hapeetant

w technolo diet has only very recently bcoma widely aveilabla; I.e.. the

j.o-vssusl trathlr4 macblue. £ few coi'imer,*a should be made her, about

audiovIsual tmsdilrg machines, which we defln,a is:

1. Intended fc individual rather than grasp use.
2. Pzseutlng both sound and visual display, rather than elthsc slant.

3. Automatically disalmiosthig the correctness of responses.

Only a hait4oren companies have mad. as many as fifty audlo.vlmasl

teaching ac$chlom by this definition; Dorsett his inanutsctuxed oem 500,
including oem 400 of the model we propose neing In Tezarkina the M86.

Certainly at the most, only few hundred mach devices are In experimental

use todey sri the world, and very few models are In current production at

reasonable cost.

Although the machine. themselves are new, the tsduvoloa upon whids

they are bemd Is a proven one. The use of Individual sound filastilpe car-
teinl' doe, not lack for proof; three decedee of sialid academic e.id lndilsI
szperien.e Pas prcve their value. The eft.ctivenes of programed Inebuc-
tional tec.unquo, Is also fully validated; ten yems of wide use of papsr.snd.

per:cii programed texts or machlr.e.manlpelatsd printed or projected text
ave shown their valise when available In the 'iglit subject and at the tight

But the effective combination of these techniques, the hadlOvimaal
.-.a&.ir.g msehin,. has riot been available until "ray recently. Ooriett Edu.

scrm Systeura ii rrepaced to risk its corporate rerutatson, and conceivably

:t. rii.a, or. sb' 'rb of this newly available system 10th. extent of eta-

wh.olp ir.tructional approach azo,snd it. We expect that the Tea.

i .a oi.t i..rning csnlers wsh become both a provinggraund and a

'bo'ecnse ftw this *rnponant new insbuctional technology.

'5s 5..'. I5s n.,..4 iWilølS Cr.... I.., IsI.,.w .t 'I ssi.s, ii we
*u'5.ssS LW"Sl Cs.',.. *15. p...s. r..l t. Is. s..s5S ses 1555. JS

we hiSc .hs I.

BESICOPYAVAILABLE

Insolence, It I proposed that a student will be sated beforeen

ninis] teaching machine wtii& oIlJ present colorful, well progranitsi. esh
dated audio sad visual frames which will freqisenuy eLcit spcdfic bu.

peompted responses. Two ss of about 20 mInutes each wIth 10 mInute
informs] buesics far gethlorcing events will make up a "lesson hour". A

of highly eancentiated and highly motivating activity with carefully

JIslWd effect, of ssd sod d.ibated practice will remit In rosy rapid
Laahig of matedal pointed sowsad specific earning dash.

lbs esposinice of Doesutt in its operation of Draughoss's School at
meobmihe, (a wholly owned 4y now changed to Doesets Terlinical

L.gJL.l. Inc.) which far seems! yes has used individual audk.-vkual in-

in 111k Tethnkel institute, a asbsidiauy organIsed by Donett in

ISM; in Hills Ieeu Unlvssilty a nonprofit aiate whose boode are
manly owned by Dorsstt; In emseal Colleges of the UniversIty of Okheioma;

In the John F. Iesnsdy School in Norman; In the Modern M.thoda of In.
iactins whoot In Albuquerque; In five school of the Catholic Archdiocese

in Wwhtoss. D. C., said in the Dorsett Lesesdag Center opened earlier this

pear, dl comfum our eonfldeaice thatrapid homing and high motivation can

be oblalned. In eddition, we believe that deliveries of devices programs

So the Unlemaltiso of Tease, Oklahoma, Wisco,lIsn, Beyloe, Bowle Stat.

Coflup, Mseyland;' the U. S. Pos Office; the D,..rLerst of Agriculture,
U. I. A.LD. (st to Columbh' Univessity said American University of $lrut,
Lebanon); Stockholm Public Schools, Sweden; ftadlo Corporation of Amer.

Ice; Prentice-Hell; two ha,olng cansers; a hospital; a Texas School Medis

Csuur and othose; an midst m porchase orders, will result In useful data.

en our dune. by Cobimbin. USC, UCLA said others bare found no

In fort we haow of no other indwalusl aud us] udeelcis
thu puke of the florists MN ($200 plus $100 eiceconbnctl which

in qimatity production and available for defoary born la.,.utol).
Althss* we Intend that sudloikeal teechieg machines will be used

far the majority of the mumactional burden, we recognise the cosi
of esatabs printed teat techniques fur some purposes. For

a1pk, it can be satctpaled that some of the ftLC student. wil be reading

at grads keels well below 7th. For these student., we Intind to at tint use
a etmewbet higisar minhire of the progTemed4nebuctlon booklets developed

fee we in the Job Corps by our EVCO divtion in math, d by others Us

din So being the. up to the 7th grade level, at which point the cudlo'
i esMtsts lD take ovec a psissr extent,

These Jab Coups booheeteso, eraSable at aeintivel low cost born the
U. S. Oeomnteent,d sanbm Shoe Is an uaezpectssfly high parceistage of
unusually disadvantaged students, it would probably nut be onomka to
convert all of them to the audio-visual format to suppleust'nt availabli' audio-

visual material.

As regards the majority of other non4ntbok printed materials. how.
ewe, we feel that this I not what is vahled for in thu Texarkana project. Most

such materials have been readily available for ems ycars, and many are in

fact in use Us the Texwhana schools; but the dropout problem Is still with us.

We would submit that a system which Is Intended to improve reading
ability dthmaticahly should not depend on either the student's present skilLs

and initiatives in reading, nor should it rily on the Intervention cf a teacher

to p out more or less conventional reading material. In fact, we thank
such a system II doomed to failure. Further, we see no reason to Lach other

skills, for npk'mathensatic.;in a rurmstbd whoti)ron the ability to

read.

We suggest that what is n..-cded is an audiovisual upp;oa!i that has both

educational rrtcnt and the advaritagu' of being intrinsivally nutati.rnat. l
is what we propose to provide.

But we do not m.an audio supplemented with manipulated vit:al m
terlal such as workbooks. Were this effcvtive, the seIf.improsiment re'covd.

lapse and radio broadvasts that a'tcnspt to leach, even with qualified and
motivated students, would have atP.ie%ed their modest guels. They have not.

And the admitted benefits of automuatically-stoppcd audio tahmes or ro.'urds

fall short of the full impact of mat audio-visual teaching nsuhitic tetanulugy.
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L Plow of wis
a. proves tO be imprsctic.ble. we wouid then prpoie ti.. U.-:

0.. of Ike - ways is which osr.oILt dlftns p,beid CinUOOfl or wlielsd mobil. thsrUum'. ad

. o Jacent to unds of the four schools, to be inMalh'd &t is... i.n

say1'y d lu(løna. !i.MJj barr' the sy we we pro. tflckjte espense If necesemy.
in -iei' sr!2I ond, and bpa Use .qtdpmwt we Another desirable outeqrne of 11w decrntr.Iitvtl Ii

wer"p4 inboth 0.1 ' av's SC in the 0mm school can then be

wee. to we W. .4 th5 ancilbey pTOIMs descasbed on page 3 of

Atinthossut II to the Request fee Proposale
.. of_ .4 --, -- to Us. p.oct i%W SISI that w do

we ouM mock profee to l.4e daceWUbed luir' of lb. not think the inudset'g environwet is a trivisi con,idrmtic'o.
Rapid L-..-1.4 Cs at in ths shook they wW s Ttoe sills U'sS. O 01 another of ow learning centres have Iour.d

0. i--- oueds, Us. rnudto s's obvious. No ndiJakMto that a (Win lemoing twk takes 2tt to 3 these so lomg seli.n per-

- w be u..weq e p...em will be ISQUbUd either firmed lam typical pibilc school oo*onment so It does in aur
fee the 160 4rot hell and Intl. utu ksuttloutI ' UsCUsU.L Wi f.eI that this Is at inod ptiafly MThitabl. to the
- will to and ow bode coat eiuu .oqshw. Induced by cunsislently sppll.d contin-*

fag _ 3.4 pp _ r'--1 $j we ncy aanagsmeut erhdad' We witk consciously it cahibittog

wUs not be we14 up loose how cttbethadst'b s pdey to urloumsis of pwp, and when Use studentpeecet.an that-. .4 oww be evs'4i t otntoi we we actu.Uy on binode, be .ssppoetl and weeks St lb a' purpose-

either1. Use school ..ttEq ii in Us. lW. ft thosid be Al,dI4)', we will do everythIng WIUSISI tusoon to iuialce thr

thin coUsbe.t vii not be ps.4 along to the con- WMI0a from routine school sethitlss to lbs ILCa "th,ough

them we .11l be peid on Us. bod, of dock-Usa. in Iks the 100kMt5" type e%PIT*snce. wIslisby the tosdent will ee -.,
.4 on Rat invii week to*. bussUL of b1ãnd &i011 belis'Ion. neck so how-not4o study and how-to-

"-1. ,, we be per .41 Use,.4 pliy the gwes To thin sad we will MIre our staff distttwI

.d es of Use ILC vii be spread we, pee' f in blesses eta p.Uct coins. We will also want to
a 1.. would gwlss.bs dMI sew studsat.. completely espoesibi. from routine icisont

0. in theses the .4. awivitowhile they we In the RLC; in order to kelp .nfoece thin .

Is '.well - Us* pAfe. of Us. prvàest, wold be isdstlsa, we n propwe that anytime one of Our students
by ' Us. sweuhal dupr'ding Ik'et of ins. called out of SIt. RLC toe any ewen. that no .

:

ft in ow Us's '- to ask. 1k. 1W cose$ so sInus' im1 cur scesuatlag Ice that .4snt for that fullday Finally,
:

Mw. whws.4y .4 "ow1l'. our ite'e.4 we vii Want the prtvllsp of dim'Usiig students from theproum'.
poem will leth upon so. peWi either a If.4 so they dimw$ our controlled à.vkwiiunt. Wi do , -:

Ito removal of the -; do vii sins lI.* way, consider the to be. uselaus problem quantItatively.
ois :a' vSIaiul .'Iji. pubIs.. Twthss, in vii bs.d 0. our ;_-_ .la

to.. pna4. oluneun wt Mwcaram1.
Us.b.Xnd finally. It will mak, foes mute meaningful ..pertotitttal

Ce i55 Pododdesn and model tot replication in other cosiuwdiles which will

in dIILUll) impernut thu a fine
often not Isv. an .mpty school building avelIsNe to them.

WiMw owdee be utn-Usrodmtog.4 noa-i..tsM. To thin,
Our peslImlny dinewdoas indicate $be s'.hility of suit-

.4, these will be as testIng dwtng bin thin week of alien-
chit mue for branch PLC'. Within these of tb four schools. An ' 9w Will be s'nd issuablEa of P00-900 eqowe feel would be profaned at Wwhinsgtoe,

Us. d5P..4 iscb 5"'t wii Islet Isa ISoJidad P.College Hill, and Llbeetylyhas. .4 approitoately twice U'J

isutMI of Us. psispoat usd pidlosoOhy alIke Rapid laweonount will be pvId.d in a tempoemy steel building or mobile
Ces1 Mw gkg four d1ys 1 the week becou. to be located on the Atkins. IIh and Jefferson Justice

. vii be ...isp.d Is ilimins breNII with the .4-a .pu.
W1IIIJ1 T#t ladti&( the Domain MIS. to selectIbese ares' will be modified toe tempesatute, acouatical and

for slawing. in look it single.IleUng contiol- It should be .phaslzid at thin point that what-
cousUlt iwe ,.4 to knows' in the useltabi. free-

ever qme. is piusided will he mad. more attractive Ut pert for the
W' 110 SIlly tawydQt to the asdointrig rule

of motivating the Cutter students to stead sad rs.sin it
. during Mw that week wW be edminsU0n of a 6-laute

L (I.e Y 3 for ow conoepilon of. typical Center.)
MA... A A1 ..4 WuLA ii.

Os. of the testier's of Us. Centres will be cupst. It in .ieeat,bie0uadis0msic.thatnotadyWiflfloe alnleuwctbre-.
O to have a h* rdMiou w lengthIer .4

. od. but student b.hsvlousl level will be usabtentlally sflsclsd

S _ iiisilN maseaby tise eppeellace. resilience, and acoiisticl1y quMng offsets of
Ito sidle ci thoss lthdaMI will ho inalpied sow Us.

carpeting. Adequate ..._rro. will be esSsb'.d toe maintenance
iraskid to 0.41. our Rapid Looming Centermanage. to

due to w .4 damag. due to accidents- vandalwd. Another
ShillS a that .pptoulmsboO of opUmum entry leini foe etchfeature of the Center may be the Installation of Ft#s$sreo en-

nsM, ,bldi could be tuned to Use Tuwke PM stationat mod
limes dewing the school day. hi thin contest, It should be remees.

bend that study will be es.plstlly indIvIdualized, with psnea

atntiy nd and that lectures aid poup disciwioflu

will be awe, small, .4.4 risf.iusmeat oontiaendw 01

bre Obviously, s'sy peoc.dwe which depends primarily upon

She opseod prasunsi chIU of .miju. impoet.d pioles'icnd in not
-

Out which cut be rapidly widely diesidsd.
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It is aMieipaled that Fumy. it not mina. of our students

wadine below the 7th gra le level. Althou;ds our over-

an approach will be heavily audio-visual in nature, thus min-

imax:no the effect of readi.ig problems. it is of nouns
obvious that the production of reading achievement is critical

to -.e.e success of the p7.,joet. and this area will receive first

Mention in the ienter.

2 Level

As diicusud previously we will Initially also utilise the
Job Corps Reading System. including progressed insuewtion

hue:bleu. available from the General Services Administration.

for our has* sewing program Therefore. the first event of
the second week in the center 'Ail be the administration of
tbe appropriate screening inttty rent *taped on these

remelts. each ,in.liveiuel will lei entered at the apiwoprbte
love: of the Reviing system. iSee Appends' 2 for the student

now wither this sy 4ern.1 semiotic the Job Corps
neadieg .equeiv. 0: the.. Inic.a t.-reeninc itA4 inJicate

n,+-d for it. they be for :chez. .c. more athaid.erl reading

hott. er,,74 -. -on and audeJ-visual. Nr
cause t t the arnixwanee et reatiNi skills to other sulsoct-
=suer, encitallez bntirnetit 1.'worc1probierrei.

we snit use both of Ow two study-hours in the RL(' ft
madieg.uutruction until net student has demonstrated a mire..

isms of 7th grade achievement. At this time, the second
hour of each study period will be converted to math instruc-
tion.

Here spin, the Job Corps system will he used initially.

The appropriate screening tests 114,1201. 2. and 3. and
MPC22, 23. Ind 24; will be administered and each individual

win be entered ire> the system at the tippeoewiate !eve,. Mee

Appendix 3 for udent Cows in the math system.)

3 Progress Checks

herbs checks will be given at frequent intervals, per-
haps two or the,* par week per subject. Frequent progress
checks me important when administering programed instruc-

tion materiels, since some students will tend to ter to go

through the materials too test. and will simply turn Path to
"got through the book". This behavior will be recognised
through observing law aeons on propels checks. Others will

lay tho hard to get sorry step wetly correct and will often
go through a lemon two at more times in an attempt to get
the best pasible Noma on post-testa. A large deviation from

the tress time neceseiry to complete a lemon will pinpoint
this problem. Tice ailf-pecirs astute of the programed in-
structional materials to be used will virtuaily gutnnto that
the students will be scattered throughout the come lashed
at all times, 'and that progress chicks will therefore be taken

at random and univedictable times. Since we consider feed-

i4a..:k Stool these progress checks to bee vital pot of leaning

efficiency. we intend to more them immediately and toe the

rti.dta to astir new course material.
Without the use of some re of motley .wice. this

etou:d obbious:1 ,;quire a great deal of the cen.it insna.eer's

:i.e.,. and ec.Z.. :t-.d tc se;fi. the overall piejca in dit direr.

-...un of a 1..lier.lquesine . stem.

rain siew.leii to tilee probity. will he the use of the
. Dorsett nib st.h.ii:e. a 4.:ali tat ortzle which pm.
dices a vio record of student Eh an IBM porta.

rc....ch earl ...Lien ,..an -ei quickly evaluated visually by the
Instrwiet %nowt. fAffp011.1.. The card t also available

foe tranueithil, to the central RLC for later use in the intend-

B-5 4

ed itertiendysla, which will be wed to pinpoint weaknesses
in the overall system for future refinement and uprstling.
(See Appendix 4' for additional information on the Tele.
scholar.)

4. Intermediate and Advanced Levels

As students complete the Job Corps weeding and math

systems. or as their screening tests show no need for it, they

will he given mon advanced cliignoetic instroinents. and di-

"Mad to intsamadiate or advanced levels. The ituimments

piesently contemplated for this puiposi we the SRA limic
Skills bt Arithmetic sad IRA Raiding Record.

The Warty inetnectkmal media at the intermediate and

abashed keels will be audio-visual teaching machine'. At the

Intermediate level, moat of the work will be in the area of
aurobi bets and vocieubry 6%1 and mice.. At the ethane-
ed level, we will on a recently-produced "Trouble-shooting
Math, Grades 7-12" program presented on the Down MS6
machine. This program was originally developed for Job
Cone needs in a mimed-pencil programed instruction for-
mat.

It would, by the way, be an error to attempt to corre-
late too closely the study times and costs of bested uncoil-

trolled anecdotal succemeson in the Job Co:ps. ?etc:imagery

e c h o o l s , or prieste tutor canton. with the prn?....ted Texar-

kana program. Where student selections from th' entire pop-

ulation hosing educational deficiancles which *re negatively
skewed, as at Texarkana, ate compared with 'clewed pro
grams with special selection and motivation providing highly

positively skewed groups, there may be an unfavorable

thence in shady time for given achievement.

At the advanced level we will also select and cermet*
the individual student to select, how a liege library of 36eans

educational filmstrips In the fields of ruttlismatio and ten-
tage wig. la Appendix 6 we hem thcioded a listing of some
of the resource esotenal available for individual red imbue-

don on the MN, with a preliminsry indication of the titles
which we feel should be Included In a minket= library.

6. Graduate Level
Upon completion of the advanced level, defined tenta-

tively as two grade levels ackisvensint in both reading and

math, an evaluation will be made of the student's program to

date and, at his option. and with the recommendation of the

RLC manager, and approval of the Project Manus?, he may

May in the RLC program at the graduate level. It is et this

level that we feel we am most likely to make the essential
purpose of dropout prievention. We could citet additional
reading and math instruction for this higher achieving stu-

dent, as well is additional subject matter in other areas de-
signed to maximise the chances of continued success in
echoed. graduatios, and a subsequent role so a useful member.

of society.
Some of the areas Poposed to be covered le, the Rapid

learning Centers in addition to reading and mathematics
include:

1. Study Skills
2. Commulcations Skills

World of Work

4. Career Counselling

S. Dress, Comportment, Personal Appe.ar.ice

schematic representation of a typieJi .tudent flow
through the RIX, then, may be arranged shr-wr. in rig. 2.



= it will tie Dureet4 ationto operate the Cestorig DJJ
5D5 ivT5vc tipsJ1 S soon they an lit efficient

upt-rtiin whkti thoidd he wIthin 60 deys train the beln-
ni at anL It te hoped d u.p.cled that s4a..4

met bu pidly. It is prnpff that lii
the t 150 4.nI. (ci 400) .t.d to be u1
4.4mg Pb.. I hive ii ban jit.d to the Cwt.s end in
pmt dened due to completIon of work end sacs. twill.
ties nato and cics. fwiè from the snts Vsmidniddttlonid
stodunis o'er this -bar wIll be Mdgtied d psymen
med. thsrat'e, uatli the ivedahup funds hive been Sally

3. I.Ipseat1 huaW.,
Mqerllled caller, wean putp1auhIg a decentreiloed Rapid L.èb

Centz iyste'n. O phiining cs6s for tone centers, to be torwed at
W.dsimgtoo. C"Uru 1110. Iãbcst,.Bylau, end us the AI*IIunSH*/,

Junior )I cmmpm. Tb. mat di.. d will have spare
ad cqiilpmsái for $0 tIi.dciiI. led the l far 40. The physical or.
Isogsaad, If and be 'e 2-hone thifte. would pw,l4. s nxtrnum
IL cs(.Lll, if 300 stodáts withost t.4b. iap.nuion. An anigm.

at 100 ii ct.pectail at y given thne.
Ia .14W,.. an a. pmposbijt. an the Denies cia.i a c.nteul,

sp,du1lziig RLC aba. special peca will be conducted hid new ma-
tidal. .111 be evalsatad. One ci00. apsetul programs will bus
hendIPUan of the ci a.IUdS suedI'ig de,faus and equip

aunt. II and enngian pui...i...,--l..Ls IDetfoctk with the
SW tarp Ipr Vii i.-. d dkdon*1 a stan I
the prnsm be t-wi,d be lab of * four

The : this an propuubeg toe 1.15W io!Iat4oi ins

1. '&obeebe'& be. ,blal4sp. dsr, aid ,ldkgiet caa
I. RDLAUDXMSk$

s.VIs.8eran
b. llaMs1p./Raeo.ds

AX-CA
AX-CRVA

c. Waifleok,
3. L Co005d linde,

a' Dr I1 fk4l...
5. lhssm.Cillfoss

a. AudIo lied lOe.de 6)
b. CoaIwek...inn(Lanli.n48)

s i. Randiuig ruos.i
7. I±!±1(ltadan

a. Tips Rs11ued 'obs.tsl
b. Ac,ilfa A, ao Mulsipimsee.flukii.

a.

Each SIC bemich wii haves eetfconta1.sd operatlonul caps.
billy aid alA conSul. the fohowlng buic equipment:

1. Tan tIUsudloMs.l lashing macbias
2. Two record pSayere (us$0 stopping)
& Two aiö tape (auto Mopping)'
4. O.i lam Teebmlccke projector
S. Ply. "r,s.,thul testing davis..

Set. I'tgtae I for our conception of what a typical SW alU look
like. The only major piece of equipment not thown ins video
tdpe fl camera which will be used In both otit cm
auidi*io.wjkihs proçams aid to, relnfwa.aaout .nnta be our
corttlnga.cy management system. mis equipment alA be rotated
among the tote branch KLC'..

IIOTE ____
aiding propea, wIDisy , bead t lit lbS ILa.ab -linejgMa, aua 00 Jti$.r*in -41ucha,M being aid. I,

b.Mstedule

Thu inesvct!nal mateeleis to be provided in ash bronchU,:
.f050,

1. Jab carps Seeding system
2. Job Coiea Mithanatl spits.

LJobCoup.Lengi.pArtesyg.
4. JobCsepsWoddotWo,ksyules
2. landIng ComprehensIon (hnge-j Iautiuétion book?M

ped by Donuts'. RYCO dMuion.)
This , wIll ha used inItially be ID pemsat format
oia.unfl booklets. E*bePbapio(tIm*LC's, It sill.
be coneastid to en audloed fos.at tar Ore with t)ie
MM. Thee m.tuinJ. have producsd eacullunt reusli with
ftC4IkepoplstIOflL -.

2. ToubkiiootUig MaUi, Gaudss ?-12(Dae.tt!lvco):
This odginahy developed and vshdswd to,

Job Corp. popubetlens It wee later re-ndldut.d witbuth
iwsee of Indian Attain and In a begs public sdwM dli.

toeS. Itbsvsryrece.tlyb,sncon,lujkom
andpeueil format to an eeila-uud (comet toe me
theMiS

hugea..,i S and I a. entasly propetetsy with Dorsttt s.ac
we do not intend to sues. them fop.i dinibuflost tot
lust an. yes. Ho other t*a to our ktuàIm. bee didoada

I Lnjg710 Ssthtg (LSI,Iae4
2. L-aing 100 (IDL)
IIo* Kin CCC theotigli 1ff (IDL)

10 How to (cody and Stody Hab00'bwiklIr (IRA)
11 Oneking the Cods (.41iig Wmhb.i&) (ISA)
1*. -bt II Gas, (Wesbean. IRA)
U. csmpIwsAualskguD.vsopms.5g15(g)
14 osNanborPouja Scsi, (IRA)

IL MsIhtapss(si.djo .sp (IRA)
IL Filmunip., '.sltng(svunI pro4ucueu Appsndls 5
17 Filaslelps, Mathematics (aural produce,,, see Appi

1)

11 Dress, Apppmustu, Mskeup boobleti(NlIldy, MrGiitl
asn,etc4.

10 Cocoumer i4ucallcn (J C Penney's Uw-"qsl D*vIi
20. AudI Was (Teorhing Tape., Inc., imperial Tapes)
21. Pbansyb Records (Caudmon. Spoken !ta,pop
12. .&oasps films (lam), pflmai*y on physIcal ed

don and spOrts for an In Us. con .tsnagi- .

23. ___
24 Spriaghoads to Rending (John Wiley)
25. Vocstloàl Phoning Inantos ISRA)
21. OOrupstioáal Exploàtlon Kit (SM)

The above bdlofmatarlais should us thought otis
beet, complement for a 20-student 1W. Abudgetsey reseie wi
b materials whicmaiig4n
lug Phase I of the project. We now espoct to obtain nno or r,;o
of .sch of the foilowing Items as they be om ail1 and
sultabi. softwar, becomes avalkiW, to, th.m

1. CBSIVlewlez AVS.10 audio.vlsu.J

2. Boig.Waniur System 80 audks.visual te.schingma ne
3. Educastling "Educasuette audio teaching ma.hni
4. Parer. 505 andlo.vlsusl teaihing machine
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mptes

1. Pvcar..d ht#.ructkoo
Cia %CO gall, amortodby Dr. Já.sL. Erma, bbeti - p.4 le the itI ...sd heua.

hew (P1) end lesth &1I:L.., f5 the às. We
how the quobty of the Pt we hmaàmiupod end
hoer evaltad th. quality end applicebWty at Pt avad.ble
frss.thsa.uaoes. Joboa.th. ofthIsqufsFet.ohbpnst- - tos
ewe far niung groimed toitouoa treto Ii the . -'--
p RLC srvka.ewent, to ewe of lb. Job

residles sod math Iuuoms whkh weo duodupsd at
ccmskierubt. op.u.a to the toa end now us sodlob.

Ma.W..&*Jlyfrweth.WI.. -I.-

2 tndlsidualbod AUdO.VS.M la.teuctlon
Few wondd ugus with the uue.doa that, sill other

Ibtogs beIng .qusl. en41oeIa.al htoarthon thoald be mod
whenevei owibl with dodnntngsd pepihIonutncs thea.

cvpo typically ealilbit both reading dhollty end readIng

There ft oboeCamidsobte body of iduodonal rue...Jm
Indicating that atudrols kent moss bum en avdlovireal pee-
o.nsaom when some wet of active respor... required.t"
Aid, there ft ttt. doitto gudng the sffertivenno of b.
r.dtot. arm aatu-.ahc ermnferesmeat of eareect osmosis to
ny out of lnetvcticnu Isqusaee.tl)

It ft dtcoft for us to oec pliostes the hpestence
which we attach to the fact that us are psopo.irig lbs to of
ITt diced eyslean that capittibos out just this. tech.
niqUes. cue Dorestt MOS adlo4isual (erthing meddos. Of
cur ow kncwledg, thi. Is the only ecmr*abI, didsi cc
tne rkel today that is bath in production aid Inezp.*
enough to be mmel Lfl aifficlent quantity to esriy mitch of the

tnsthietluutsl burton, a. distinguished from a I*bcrstciy mod-
iloreinlosity Item.

As noted esLi; we .zpsct to mite this mirtitiw a.ths
ptlmuy soutce of ie*uctlan at the Inlarnadlate atdthar.c.
ed beds, sod if pirmisios ma he obtained to colusit Job
COST. reading and math peogeams to Ibi, format, at the bade

a. well.
Add to this the ewetility ofshe being abl, to use the

our.. device to Individualize the luteuctional ties of hundreds
of egistlog oducItlOttil fin*stvipa, end we submit that we will
being to the Tnsoskma p,oect en Inouvcdoud syatem Un.

sesilebis Crate eny other loiters and osse which will P.alp us
mmea.urahiy In ,itaeing the achievement .t the goals
ntedantheReqmiutiorProposl (Aefett.Appendiz5tot

samp.ig of the geeat.voswty of off-ths-ibe filmstrips
tictt we can use to ndtvmduslizs mipp1emeay tustiuchon

reultr.g, math, stdy skill,. vocational sits, ito)

........
a. Contlr4ssty Management

All Itoetosit faCtor In the ricma of VCOI

Dessert's lwnlag centees, and Iii the s&jeitlonat is.
and dendipmenl performed by LVCO tar vw

)U5 go )tflCnt girwies, to been the ryste'matic tip.

sachiiiqu3 of "tlnganq
mesiagemeet."

1

* . .." * .. La...w t
t*t a. A. w. . . *. i._is.'*t. aa. .. .t'aU4ie,IttW P'. iSIS

ti. Mø.ws irn fs.a5 5aeuloa Pt. Si.i Sp L.A. t1Sw'S
04 *MIt.It'tP, S C. P..... S,*$*fI tISS. a.. Slit,

tht*, ft thould ha nosed tiut °ob spphct
lice of this technique (hued on some of the work at
Prewick it Miusut) were that made M s TMI Intli.

his 1N$-IL Thic woe-profit In-
.ce UodatWDr. JoasLewe odD. I.

Cern of ZYCO od Dr. Lloyd L. Ucw (now of
who db.J.4 lbs end to pub

ud .- to theM. (Fare tislerd$scussic.

The uIi_..J_& few the of oevthq

-. qulta!Jsdlyot.sth
to complito Pt sequence, which, e-

1yMs.bmedtobskngodlsdicua. To
Itwea feted that

, ethUas could be ia which lbs shisit
to is. going this,igk oPt a.

juee.. Thou. aelkitias aIled I phabWtyislo.
be opseWedby a eon Wvds, khi the.

ioouts peuai them ot lbs eta "ii.
.,.swest .sn&. Onesen 1,I..erMuri.l. -probshl.

bsb.el.a is U.,qUAud, ft can be iand to reto&n the
lswsoprobsbllily bshuftr ci _1ng to

This oysta. . w.uls pft Many whi

that this ft how they's. atuspa managed bihaytee,
it*.boyfttoth.atthb.auifMs.dit1th.4..

h-prohsbasy bsbulsw, and to take a
"puformosies contend", either writsun urwehalised, In
which thi- student ag&s I pi-ttarrn a certain .un',..a
ci Iow.probsbi!imy beltaviue In retrn for (he onrid,r,.
lion of being permitted to engagi! in a hWher.pi'cbsibilicy

bebovior 1r . g..iIit.l 1q.iitl q l'hese tshni.
ques. when sppled iyucmat.vauly aild t'OstslstPttIy. ha'
produted psstiular)y drerna'.ic results with disadcn.
(aged population*. ISis attachments for eumpiet,. t

noted in Part II uf this proposal, we anticipate using Dr.
l4omme - I consultant in the held of motivation in the
Tewkann pT1. We have been advised that the West.
loghouse Lwning Cswpoiatior. Is not sut,mitth,g a bid
In soy uvent. (lwri would have been no conflkt.ot.
Interest problem tote Dr. liomme and Dr. £mans mini
lain I continuing pruft'esiunal dialoguc, and slice Dr.
Homme has an un-going consulting agreement wtI, Dcc.

eett and has cewiuuted with us on scmvral projects in tile

pesU

Anuther pie-eminent educator who has worked en-
Ienshs4y in the tit'ld of mittitsikin is Professor II. I'.
Skinner of harvard. Apvipns at muUvjticn in the : I

1k school setftng Piofesior Skinner lte wrttii-n S.

will spend noun abtorbed m.play 01 in waehinj tiv's
or television who cannot oil still inschoot for rnorv Ih.an

few minutes tivftr, viape hi-comet Lou otr,r. tu hi-
diniud On,: .i.&Jt- iájttL forms of .ttsr" PS ittqt to
fri.iqit't all on l.a., tarn"J and nu i".' hs JIM.icari-d 0
form of .ontttil lv tils U1P10 iii' *.r,.ik f_i (ti.

dum"" 1V have j,,t,d l't'fi-epur itiiur ti, .r.i,p'

Pate with our firm in lilt i'itr'.,na -ruj.'i. Hi.., .t .. f

hiu perception üf thi- ismi"irlat.t' of th. l'rti3cet. .iihis
respect (Or the cum 4i-ni.-t. of Dr. I.tan md 1k. tini.
me, we hues' 'very reason to twliiwi- he will rss Lu -

PertMpalt' to whau-ircr e*t,1;I II fca'iblc. :
S
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b. RiwiM ystsm

A Jiattecton chasM to . bstw...
aid a s,.. The b justI imi-.a qofiL._J..ot

f_ p.fci a - bil.... Ii 1.
baa ,.11jst, V wil -' too llUt - aye.
teas for erNuai iMt ails,

the - fur the bac &1L_d..
thud, Ia. a _ -

1. UnIt Athisrat
rot thai porp....ws - to .b talus. to.

a m .
COaS to two d'Ld.l (lOenil iM
a aitbe.._.Utla to Spy iM-. the - - m b. rd

oem a -'-y aiblostul could
a leek amy oily to th. i.,,.... a

utoy s ci $3.00 wuold aol as
'iid - - tiM. Far le-' -- en soltelteeni i ass oIthtoa., the

is to ADjem'. bos& To&Iis Leon.
anles, ott, 1000.)
3. Oio&svul Acwt

Pot a _ .toel'. iiuvus* , we plen

to - the ILJI $

we am sbt mos far
iMs $100. Aiths vs sq uht uwthtok-

on thispiba,w.d.owaipsutt.psuidda
's iii" teeth. aucoud or

tout echoed, - thot the u dl .e
lane to p4 forth ut to gut eriMIo for.
p.snierfvluads.

OØvlouily the im$sme'aims of eny i$WNd
$tu - mum $ oomln4 rose aaiuy squtvsisnt
suet be i vim the Rourds of Idtaralo.
throug2i the Ripisuuntaloenor *pnt, but It is hop
ad that ths typical characteristic of private business

operation will be purm,:red. We lielleve some vat.
ItionposslNtheemb.zpandedin.
to th. school district.. (See Appesids 10 foe one
o our coultaM's affirmation of the de*.bl!Ity
of rewsrd y,tom1. Dr. Kmg formerly dlzscted the
Guthrie Oklahoma Job Corps Center.)

We may abe employ a more valUe, but In
many cams very oftsctive system foe povidingad.
ditloserl motvatlon; a pr.. chat to dbylsy In.
dividual prose.. We have prealouuly tand vial a
system with other dimdvan$apud populations, sad
ar, aware of im isles .nd limitations.

4. Psestil Involvement
We secu thedtltesdty of irhligaid gutlogcites.

live vappoet from the psran ci the RLC population. We

aseerthslsuu .apuct to ltpleraent a outesark sitost, nt bat

by's leading suthorites be the find of eacotiI.
iM - with ths who -ivat pro.

5. Voo) Cosmulteig
The central unt.utod hypothesis of the Tezarkan RLC

weoqta that IimPI.Id-'b,III orbavemsat will hiaio.4h
to seduce the diopout prbI. We hopes the coming.
mouths to damm.trst. thu this 1Pm Lest. workable hypoth-

. hit weutosbiliad aogoo, aspodantitup Airiheriad
weskwim rath mdrvimadbesot t"dunt population to help
ba blentify at beston, employment gosi that Is aslhtle sad
arhuraic. ad then work vial him ad chow him bow It
could aebaIly be ."ed We foul t)jt vs baa an oIIlgae.mi
to the pi&t, to the to the coamunity, sad to the
takrlLU,ao 0,. him atisatonemO,,option then fr'fl

5. Ipench f_....ant
Thu :_ most Jses..i helms. of auoo palpating

foe a f_uuhie he.ra..lon on other, at S job inter.
view . fost, peesonal appearanc, or pocs, todudag
di,dmo3bas, bs, nail., end or on, kifonnotlon on which
am ho luuteud by stead gad endlovtoai pi mad

eased lslps,and uet -4
Of a - iu.diag ,±±y is ''le, bathesunofcos.
act to speaking end wu5.ceabohud preatacistlo.
iswtomakeagoodMspreu1co

it boot aajv*.d lot riØoasl or altiad s.cb pat.

teem be abadaded for to family or f1 I3kso core.

muatcilces, but quadsnthly lbs appropriate use of a

b-----Vb. 'uv'- of splash seguhe in Pepertor relation-

chips with pb1Ic sad co-wusIstu If dii shevists spssth

p.Ua., Is not available, oral conenunicstlea to 'odeen sam.

loss may I. poor, wad pear kileipeeronsi relations rar.ilt
ha -t' speech, thure Is Vera a very low l,,.l of in

f_walker baby tanvnitted In svaiyday onubips, arid in

fart aloe persons of limited verbal c.pabUIty find i dMcu!t

to nspie very precisely merogra of high lnfcrmliin COn-
tat. in thIs content. "atformatton" Is useil In lie technical

sense; Vie meauresnrnt of which indicates lb. detee of wi- . . -

lIbsiliond of the message. Cleacy i spoken mw.ng. ecngin-

lap sadse ci technical $uims,or evan common English irwUs ......

lii content without coiMilurabi. semantic lzucvre. would

he audi sore difilcult to undsrstafld thea the avail brief.

to friends or tamilymember,, the maIms of which
is pratoldy even upaiasit by cisciamsimioss lad the of
oils., mum If di, achil.wa,d. am todhtinctl; pronounced. -

of the 'uUr L.uowlng of forelgu words

by the $ng laigasags. the teegialer rules of pronunciation

mor weiss. problems to speakers.. The einb.nua.

mint of aipronowaclng word. whicl. see In oi'.'s reeling -.

'qcabulury list not the spokvi iocab.L.ry i eo:mon, 14

this cams Is isanorenary when thc .I.VIM is Tr.CIoyed.

Tbep lard .mlnslkga c.:s-at

to aessiges of rv1atiety hiala . . .....

the words tbemar'ves 'ave lug, wr .r cot,. L.

seam low

,--1. 1P4 . ...... ... ,..n.uss. oi..., .se.w.. ss.
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P.S eumpe.Qwem.aoupe.SteI 1e1f4154 dtpkthor4s . ..ch . .

seu eauis.uneeM .hen is eating wfth the echo facuI end a tgthrspô
,ot sbetousfrom resebel m &cumstiadi v01h7.L. echã.e ths gash of th. dropout pisvsrtion pro.
"r dIpIsdiossg a,,kUi upwud jaw .o,sjat. bet If it

--U-.
.

SOOjdI gb IffIst. lb. atItSUSIM '1 b01 we hesel rid the ImpeetseicS of hooking the Isaching staff
cou2d erily be UJ' hot" with hSS IPISCII dtt If itfiOS In the goals of the project from the outset. Lt Is pclaiIy

or c2tsu on'ept*bk and to ordbary cItumsces .. support
wouid no doubt be perfibh. Ist out of content, that n to

. anydwig Ismed In the convantlesal
y when oqs,eyLng rector mfoumatóon because it u unot.

peded, for ezample wtihm $ list of stock quotations, the I sh to beRSfft.

S. Related and AncrUasy Pvosms
stood.

Doiseft .whes to Cersho s*idcrsts to live Dosseft has avafamble a number of AV4esponse learning

promo. for Its %t86 AV11s which would be useful to up

.oudbe coped if thor edurostoit kills ave limitet m' pb0ymmnt an .1 haIr math Sod Nedmj ,kWs oftd.

OSouM a useful pert .r thh prepseaton would be the pins. id educationallY disaitvaiitnged mid ur..emptoyed rnein

tke of more éaeefuly krm.d speech. It I. proposed that this bits of the cornwilty. Some, I fthui: lia

w.aTy will p!)vidr s.4lhe AV tivathng ca:htro ptom.'rs toning, shape. color and sound ducnmlnaton. see not en the

e' weI us Install it a!e rapenas sevital tape rirediii srid pro- attaChed hit. Not .11 profiumi on the hat are avaflablc from

a.ns in in attempt to dernn1xie If rapid p.jr.ec n isnprov entory. Dovett wsU therefore be willing and ep.nal)y

.r4 p2utciatlou e lished. t qualiflad to Operate one or more Commr.ty £.earnlg Cen-

.0 ZpCC that ie1*ltid 10 tern. or the RLC(S) a Such Center(s) durk1j norsachoc. hours.

ry effect upon U. The low cost of the .'..VTMs wc.'.ld auggst that adrninit4

: tie. aid other problems might be simplified by establishing

Mother .pptoath to speech Irriprosement aIR bivalve, such Community LearnIng Centers with.L-ar but amte

quit. simply, giving the students the opportunity ID 111$. Wi facilities to the ItLC(s), perhaps In existfr.g smirucipsi i,bra,y

wjI use the Inforci.,.ewg" mea for this purpo when branches, orezisting community service c'ntors.
stodenu 4entit dw rppostwl'ty to talk to eaci othef Dorsett win bid on cperaton of prrgrama for disab

a4of our staff eeahtglnr,habllity behavIor. learners, menial.rcurdees,aduju, secant dropouts who wish

As this occurs. we should observe a riamber of eiy use a GE. dii diantagrd youths who wish to prepare
fbi tvjrodicte. For we niche: for cullege and others, either ur. a perfot-inance basis us pro

I flev.Ioa a bitt urderstsndar.g anioug teacheu end vIousIr outlined, with adjustm.r.t for le..inez chaiactcr.ttãcs,
RL.0 staff i tr the pning petscnal coixvrna of or through one of its wholly owned rbetdjy schools or

iP.dents in thy srgit pouiat!Iio. learning centers at rt'gular low hourly rates.

2 Provide an opportunity for student, to express per Donest will propose that during the course of the con.

sonsi frustrations and facings toward the Uithtioo. tact a study of the charsctârtitics of the "target population"
ii school environment. of the proposed schools' Repid Learning Centers be conduct.

a. Provide a sc: In which the students can freely ad to determine Us actual lsvIg of abiJity to Learn, on recog.

discuss their fsebrgr toward the RLC program. aired scales, to evaluate meerisot creasing general moth'a
4 Provide an opportunity for the i.ottntnal dropout lion and job asptoatlon, and to find means of lifting the level -

to have an open iialog.ae with members of lbS
. of achievement to full potential. -

-;

"eslabli*imcbt'.
As deecribed above, vs feel that the RLC system we age

8 Deielop a fuler unduswsduig among diS MC
proposing to the optimum cOnfigulation of physical la3 out,

population of the desirability and need for corn
sneterisis, arid l.cftrdqu.. to meet the stated ob-

muocaung at-al! I.veIs speaking, writing and, of
jactierS of the Tuskens drapout.pnveithon pcoeet, based

ecadrr.
t But the at f-thcani of

7. Claseruoto Brtnavior Skills Is no static. By awarding the RLC contact to our .
One let of lenniLit aiilts we iacsct to teach in the Ceo- finn. the PrOJ#Ct management i.SuVes itself net only of the

.1? is certain &mpovrd.. ajiroom behavior since we have design of the Initial system but also an onge.ng edu..at unai
,'ower',al tta.Iing tool sad technique v.e hope to PSOVidI

reseasris program which can be counted or to update e4u p
s'rne early esternil !UJiTI of scholastic Iwcgres$ ibis meat, inareriolt and achflkluclihnz.gIio..' the lfOotl
a w.clude brighter' attitudes in reçul.ar chiues Pot cc project The .'t'rrert that piosd.'s the usur.an..c if iouv

vni4i, we eipect lust tavPet .ppreal end support of the
5 our ft staff and cor..ultsng grc..i. desrnht-d n

C.r'te nugP !o110a uiion a nou.abl mpr.is'ntent In aadn tart it of this proposal
ed o:Ia' of serhcr.rennfurvir4 sets. These wc,ld Include

t only an incrosse in the emission of noninally mpecthil
rupoee Mtlhod of Cost Reibnaement

.t 'iieratt ( es Mi ni' '0 Sis P We recognize thenecessity for keeping Ut, technita' 4nd
.'0w I understand") bu also con rerba! behavior Inchdu4
ippropr.ate facial expIrsIon eye contact sadsnore frcriuent

We dunk howeveris might ciii sh
reader of the technical proposal if he were awre of the guts

C 14 plTtIClpMtiUn
ii compensation method we art proposing Aecoidunglv we

see peseldiag the following proposed guldeluics but ha.... Li. l

10 ihetiguresbisrik.

4.r 4 4 4



Dos,stt Educational Systems, Inc. oposes to base It.
payment. cm a base Is. of foe sorb nI.eubjsct.

inval incisors at the C.nten t.s on efflclsncy fsctoe
obta.d by vWbng acorbid bows p used. Is,uI inaia.s
(GU) by the ortust boom of dy at the Center isqokud per

For .iamj#. d a thaduit acblevsd on. side level In-
in msUia..' in 100 bows of stidy, payment of

_____ base fee t. nomkml bows didded by
th.lOohowsorc ,wooldbeorciv.d. blithe
took o* 70 howe? would be ucd. A sheller
cemputsUan would be requbod for odd arnowiti of athlew-
mint. U a student .dvanc.d 2.2 pid. ievels In Rending
Acbbesunemt In 200 bouts of study. DonutS might orceus

2.2*0 )(2.2z hr.)
200 how.

An sitemat. baser sppvozlmatlon to the above formula
mh avoid. high paycieta for exceptionally tepid Ioni,
but causes the coriboctor to risk ttirg very little payment.

$5 oCc%O$ if tee lose *ady, would be:
pu Fad. lnaws, less in. number of study bows

reqi*ed so ethie,e each grids. P cv e*emp¼, If one gradein.
In math wore àbtslneil hi 100 bows ady, cm

.1? idnutlOO,or? ,woiddbemede. W
either Isemula. limbo might be eblidsed for du lowest .id

Uider appropriate etecemainom Dcn.tt will sccs$
payment schsthdes of either lyP.

IXAMPLE OF REIMBURSEMENT COMPUTATION

1ta s mae!. p_pment eniui haste. smi s oniwi
tameS $50. aid SO nemlotuisunspu yude!.wi

Pu**nv MsTwcm
ISSI*Seos

p_CU
ammul
tess. p_CU

Nsnoluuy
s PUGU

cm assess
MlIal*?S alTNOSor sue sew nse., _

sit I sit I aim

NOisu Pps aem cm . al pus.
. Ptees 7 tu. r.

__. ne
Pa of utln si...nssa.. .on as.

rat1lhm,IImes. Cno.pa..mawI
(I2aN0tfl.2*SoIwU)

iou torus
cm lice tene.5S

The feruing cecteactot payment soamel past...., ord
bore $10 ond.IOhowsperpade

kid askla_aat would apply cedy to these student. .
dom selected from the eaths pcpsleho. of 160041
.ducmion.fly undowhlreb thadsm dasulLid in gsne,al by
in. last pain of the 2.qtsest for Proposal. In the event these
-. a latin of the alignses.5e1iIfly seio.fad as problem
innate van within this doer Isunlug population. It Is pro-
posed inst the eealictal payment accrual be bored on the
are ororual psi shidy bow of the emd's eluded or-

In the event that all of the ind.vIduslly meet
the ensure on the butpap. olin. bequest for tiuuael, 20%
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may be deducted from all paymentacounpused by in. fore-
going proposaL It I. orpected that substantial oturcapaclty
will be .,slisbIe In unITing mid facilities at the Center.. In
the uvust that heme of this conteuct reodt in lower than an-
lk.lpst payment;, or If idditiord fund. become available,
the eonUactw may request additional i.es to utilisea
poster portion of cspscity and scams additicasi payment.

Jt should be msntkmsd that Douuett ha several stats.
tisally.usativi people on It. staff, and that a good many
more cocopin coating method. h.,e bum dioi.asad intunial-
ly. W. feel thit in. relatively aught fcewd
method peopoeed above ipisuntlythe most equitabl, mid
workable far both parties to the crainect. Detailed cost rec-
ord. will be maintained, sad alternative plsh, can later be
tested foe "good... of Os". With perfarmnce dat In hand
It Is esitWsly pomiel. thite preferable fcrmula cmi be obtsüi-

ed for Ph... 11
Tb. bid made with this proposal might be contasted

with other prices cusSed for education mid teaming Fee an
plo, print. tutoring cost. *3 to $10 perhour, and while It
upertsd IbM the Don system wectuaUypro4Oce

more muesbls teamIng thai an wisest private tutoeW,
tin cost on a gueraiteed effective bats Is a unnaIl fraction of
diM amount. In govunisent send Inthutey, seminar, often nsa

$20 p student hour, mid Inisselve foreign leaping. tutoring
uppesaJiss this tigers.

At the other end of the sesle, public amok whhe c

about $500 per etisdentleer This memo that toe nine yow
of aebool to produce Sin pode iesdI.g doll, in. cost per loin
miWect pads level amlevement his bees shout $250, alum
k seeding study bee been vatag a third of student .tfs.t. A
dmJu historic cueS might apply to mathematics skills. Now
a private 1km without eabo coamnally soawibuatloms to It;
efforts le asked in be.ks forusad at cmátesssLy rapid
sate, and at a frestiusol the historic cost per grids level
shhlevsesenL If nbsdone,andv.sresurew.csndotl,
is should be widely recognised N en utombug bteekthtough
in the e#"nal proc...

Pertslpay.ud.w0lberequkedontheindayot.eth.
month .1 cpetati equivalent to apprczimat.ly 10% of the

funds eel aids for center opesaticen psymsnta. Ninety days
if he the that psyacet, about four month, after Initiation of
opsuatloas, en adjustment will be mads based on tide là ln

or reduce payment. or Indinted In lube quent momth
lyperlod..

Itodente will normally be tongued for study of both
math and reading valise a special agreement Is arrsnged. If
there is seine anomaly In the preasslgnmeit grad. level score
peoTile, contactor may request a retest before assignment.
Al teats will be converted Into grad, level equivalent..

of about $ of educational material, end cqu.punent. of

which about. $____ Is produced by this company. Tb.
ileposed list of materials and equipment is attached, built
should be noted that some prices are approx'ae. a.,d carpS
ful purchasing may nesut in sutings on certain rns ilthocgh
hiaesaedcoet.may.arlueonotheni Inth.eor.tthc40O-
student program Ii cor.tracted InsWe of the 'O-studant pea-

gram, quantities end costS will be approximately double Usa..
ed. . ..

An hoist of student study will be eonsdered ii not less
than 55 nilnutca phyucally within the Center and available
foe study'of reading and math, Including progress lest., but
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10 days of student riance at any newly opened center.
c °ovine reeonis of si Aden: attendance time will be obtained

by a semiautomatic system. Study time, will be charged *
gaiost the Center even though students may be engaged in
reinforcing preferred contingency activities.

In order to achieve the rapid learning which is planned
it is essential that students be sorely distracted from the
intense program of study in the Centers. For this reason it
will be necessary to require that any. administrative delay or

interruption in a student's work in the Center will be ems.
for cancelling the entire time chaime for that study period.
The physical proximity to the school will be desirable as
student benefit but administrative Mould act as if the student
had been physically bussed across town. Ittan hardly be OW
plumbed too strongly that it is ementhl that student atten-
tion be focused on the learning task, and that students be re-
moved in atmosphere. it not in distance. from sonoundings
asss:,:icted with habits of inattention and academic defeat.
Entrance into the learning center, which will be preferred to
he a tune mobile-home type structure, is intended to apProxi
mate a trip ."Through the Looking Glass" into an entirely
tidforcet roaiet, . If visitors to the RLC become excessive.

e., :Ley go beyond a nominal 2 to 3 pet week, we will pro-

puto a suto,taV,s0 extra allowance lot staff time and study
mtetiestrire

it is anticipated that of the funds available for contra
disposition ..$18C,0110 to 2409,000) about % may

he required for purchase of eqvipment. materials, and pro-
gramsi ehmmt for direct salaries of staff, about
.% for cvcrheacl, special furniture and fwlities. travel.
central and aim inetuatite experae, and about ----% each
for I ontirigenries. ta.es, and profit. Unless there is a com-
bination of favorable factors unusual in a novel undertaking.
the latter categories will probably not be covered. An esti-
mated $100,000 to $200,000 of company funds will be do-
weled to development and improvement of teaming materials
end techniques specific to Tompkins.

It is estimated that of the materials and equipment t*
commended for purchase by the contractor for the program.
Dorsett Educational Systems, Inc. manufactures somewhat
less than half, especially if special carrelype tables and cer-
tain other facilities are considered. In reference to the re-
quest for quotation, however, Dorsett agrees to the tease of
its machines at its low standard advertised rate of
per month. exclusive of maintenance costs which will be sup-
plied by Dorsett if It is awarded the contract Otherwise, at
present S per month service contract is required
The M86 sells for S. to institutions

The 20student Centers will require 12 upholstered sir's.
al armchairs. tables. carpet, air conchtionsis, drapes. desks,
sofa. nook Cafes and other items. with total cost estimated at

for the- three smaller Centers: and S.- for-the
!.iz;"r one hum:lemon of carpet. drapes, au conditioners and
3..f.....ithing will not be required for these schools where the

,s e!,,,:ated th a mobile fm rty .% S monthly
TV:.::a. 4 i toil: be rnacl for 3uc11 facilities

1t4fi 73.r "r .1
h.,. expc:.t to hire: inur center managers from the Texarkana

area 1% aro fliereful of staff with a teaching or counseling
tizgeketomil, hut wi do not .k.oder this essential to the success of the
rt.leo In ram nrocrams of similar num.e we have more than once

treed -,e.; paraprofmonah with only highschool educations to admmis

ter fairly eoniiilo: learning systems.
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Upon award of the contract, Dorsett will imniedattly conds.e!
intensive one-week training program in 1 exarkana, pert:aro in the u-1.

Daniels school. This program will be conducted by Dr. James L. Evans
with the peesonal assistance of the president of the parent company. Mr
L. G. Dorsett. The training period will consist of ten dircate blocks of
subject matter which will be covered as shown in Figure 3. We expect
to use many of our consultants as resource persons in their fields doting
this training session, 04., Hamm*, Kamerman, fieriest, Gillis, Regal. and

if possible. B. F. Skinner. We will also invite and actively encourage as

many as possible of.the Texarkana school faculty and school consult.
ants to attend this program.

In addition to the formal training program described above, there
will of comae be site training conducted by the RLC director and the
assistent director. A sizeable professional library will be issued, as will
comprehensive bibliographio material in the sewed disciplines beat into

the PLC design. To further assure that our Center managers take full
advantep of this unique opportunity for professional growth in this
Phase l program, we will devise some reward system that will permit
them to benefit from their efforts. We expect this to be in form which

will not be incompatible with the expansion of the Rapid Learning Cen

ter system throughOut typical school districts.
4. Management and Logistical Plan

Many weil.intentioned attempts to individualize instruction has e

foundered simply becaLse the teachet is tingle to keep track of what
each student is doing in a wifpaced, multipleediam system. Prom
the dhadvintaged student's- point of view; the fn.s:ration of cenvet:4-
tonal classroom instruction is protabiy preferab.e to the frustratint cf
an individualized instruction system in which the teacher isn't es cr
sure what each student is working on, or what to hand out next.

The student, particularly the disadvantaged student. cannot be .

left to his own devices to find his way through a relatively complex
instructional system. An easily-administered tysten for individualising
motivation as well as instructior is absolutely critical. Our staff has de
veloped and operated several such systems in the past, and sees no par.
titular difficulty in applying these proven techniques to the Texarkana

Point
Upon assignment to the RLC, each student will be issued lami-

nated identification card Ito be called something like a "hasped to
Rapid Learning") containing his name, photograph, and a pre-punched
I.D. number, Each unit of instructional metals! will be provided with
peepunched and coloecoded IBM cords (e. g., red for reading, green for
math, etc.) Ae student is issued a unit of instruction, he will also be
given the appropriate card, and his I. D. number will be punched into it.
Thus, each student will at all times have a uniquelpidentified coed in his
pomession,to be displayed visibly at his study station, which will en-'
ebb our learning marker to remain aware of all activities that are in
process, and of everything which should be going on in the RLC. The
cards will km provide for entries to record time spent on the unit, pns
grem chock scores, and other relevant data.

As Units are completed, the perfoknance data will be sent in and
stored in IBM aid form in the central PLC. From there, the data led:
go to a GE time-sharing computer. Weekly or daily reports may be ;Ie.

pared and printed on computer terminal in the central RLC. Further,
the master file may be interrogated at any time for a conitgeterti.iiit "77
of any individual student's progress. As soon as partible, we p:an to urn
the recently announced IBM System 3 compeer u h lc% we hire order......:

instead of the GE lime-Sharing system. keen though the firs;
of this system won't be made until early 1 t:i7o. we mare ofty ram
with it for over a year, since our EVCO di ...non was selected by IBM,

write the programed instruction manual for customer education.en
tem 3.

It should be noted 'that the presence of computer-compatible
equipment in the RLC will have a number of useful side effects. Fm-
example, more-advanced math can be taught to the higher-at:hie%



veers of Ma tar population within the RLC framework. thus helping.
re elleivie any stigma attached to RLC attendance It is even possible
that we can interest some of these students in learning something about
computer propanuning languages such as BASIC, FORTRAN. COBOL,
or Pvt. In any event. we plan experimental'? to offer advanced cm*

.teed in collegolevel statistics on the M86 for honor students at no
cost to the school.

II. Evaluation
a. System Evaluation

It would appear that, in the final analysis, an evaluation of a
dropout prevention project could simply take the form of a head-

coma; L e. what is the dropout Me of students exposed to the
RLC''s vs: the rate of a comment& poup not attending it?

We confidently expect to demoutrate a highly Wee*ve in-
anuctionel system, mid can predict with some confidence that
other communities will wilt to replicate ft. Accordingly, we are
ptovoal*/ e ridatively sophisticated upeeizsentel design to be con-
ducted 'elderly at our upon* which will capture mental data
and enable us to prepare interim and final repels which will not

.. only answer all pertinent questions which can be Irked about the
developmental, emotional, and demonstrational phases of the
project, but will also provide predictive data for continuadon and

explosion purposes.
For *sample, we will provide conelation data on entry ability

and missy acinevement, entry ability and achievement gran, entry

_ and time in-center. ar.d time-in-center and pin.. We also ex-

pact to provide stetigleS as, the basic achievement testing instru-
ments used in the project. and will analyze their relative utility in
measuring that achiestor.ent which cantatas most highly with the
desired behavior of stayirg in school. These instruments will be
the Iowa Test of Banc Stills. Iowa Test of Educational Develop
plea, and the SkA Achimement series. See Part I. B 6 fee a fuller

discussion of &chamois nt testa.
We would like to emphasise that our data acquisition will be

adequate enough so that at the completion of the project we will
be able to answer the kind of questions that neither we nor the
project maingement have thoUght of yet. In other federally-fund-

ed projects which we have conducted in the field of educational
reeserch, we have consistently demonstrated our ability to randy
the most demanding requirements for statistical data treatment

and quality control.
b. Iteeorch Design

Ideally, from the standpoint of elegant experimental design,

we would make a random selection of 150 students from the

population of 1600 identified as potential dropouts. If this popu-

lation mean did in fact meet the specified characteristics of "aver-

op at above army intelligence" (which we will tentatively define

as an Ability-Quotient score of 100 or more on the SRA Test of

Educational Ability) it would enable us to propose a standard cost

for one grade-level achievement, without complicating the aqua-

lion with any sort of a sliding-scale.
We realize. however. that there are both social and political

factor's involved in the project, which will probably make it desir-

able for the Project Manager to soap an extra number of below-

average students to the project at the outset.
Therefor. we would like to propose a design in which 50

students of the first 150 in Phase I were assigned by the Project

Manager, randomly chosen out of a group of 100 critical cases des-

ignated by their teachers. and that the remaining 100 student in

Phase I be chosen at random from theremaining total 1500 under-

achieving student population, as discussed previously.

This randonly-chosen sample of 100 would then be comper-

ed with enothirnandonily-chosen group of 300 of the underachiev-

ing students not intending the RLC. I* test the hypothesis that the

.P
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RLC does in fact produce statistically significant achievement.

c. Evaluation of System by Students
In addition to the statistical data described above, we intend

to obtain subjective data through the use of student question.

mites. (Sample question: Do you think you are less likely to drop

out of school now that you've pined two grade levels in the Rapid

Learning Center?)
We will set up a sYstem for .eliciting student evaluation of

overall program, individual materials, and our staff. We also expect

to set up suggestion boxes and reward useful suggestions with the

seine type of reinforces .tied in the continpacyananagement

system.

d. Item-Analysis
Supplementing these evaluative peocedutes, we expett to sam-

ple the quality of individual course units with a few 5166s equip-
psd with cumulative nor count= which can be used foritem-

analysis pummels. Computer analysis of unit test cards wilt pro-

vide item-analysis of unit test items.

a: Outside Evaluation .

And family, we are aware of and fully support the planning,
for an independent. outaide evaluation, for-example, 'through the
University of Arkansas' testing same: We Will Col41111da fully
with whatever agency is desienatid.for this purpose by the groat
manageMent. There has probably never been a achoolaelsted pro-

ject in which there has been such a high monetaiY premiuMpiaced
on schievement, as mowed by !admittedly ;legible instnirosais.

Obviously, there could be an inherent door of "teachitig.to the
test".

We would like to give our unequivocal immunisee that we in
tend to provide our students with far more than the. ability to pacts

one or all of the national tests being used in Texarkana: We expect
also to improve study drills, communication skills, attitude towaid
learning, job goals, and all other possible factors which could con-

ceivably produce fewer dropouts
We have doily in mind that this is a dropout prevention pro-

ject and have directed ail our long range planning to that end. We

would in lad suggest future swatch into type of contract in
which the contractor is further rewarded or pndixed on the basis
of his students actually staying in school to graduation.

. We use the term "research" advisedly in the above context,
dace we quite definitely Oneida the Teserkina project to be an
trample of applied educational research. It proposed to be con-

riderably more rigorous research than that usually proceeding from
laboratory type schools in that it will be canted out in in environ-
ment which includes all the variables operating in the typical "real-
world" school system. As such. we hope and expect it to he
widely replicated, which it certainly will not be if the target popu-
lation merely passes a few tests and then proceeds to go right ahead

and drop out at predicted rates.

L Diemdpunent , . .

The Request for Proposal also solicits suggestions on dinar
simnel* procedures; We now anticipate three basic types of die

assignment, as follows:
1. For non-academic reasons. such as family moves. sickness,

and so on. We propose that we simply be paid et a flat

rote per hour for time these students spend in the.RLC,

equal to the average for other students.
2. For disciplinary moons. As recommended by the branch

RLC menage& speed to by our project director. and rail. .

fled by the Project Manager, Doeaett will receive only the

13 wasp flat tote.



3. For a seduction in achievement nor. It Mould be noted
that this dbismignment could be at either end of the a-
chimaera sale. i.e. as "graduation" indicator foe high
adilesemi and as an indicator that the PLC experience is
mt Wiping cartels smderschievets. Our ongoing nabs-
tkm data will enable us to Mow the Project Manager
graphic picture of student progress to mast him in appro.-
Mg the dimmipment decision. Figure 4 shows some hypo-

thetical examples. We would simply be laid according to
the bask formula for grade-levels achieved, with awe com-
pernation if there is no grade level increase.

Student progress through the RLC will be monitored by the
Project Director and each manager on e weekly basis. Upon a rec-

ommendation by the manager that an RLC student be reassigned
to the regular school schedule, we propose that the menages and
Project Director should meet with the student, and the student's
principal and counsellor to acquaint Mem with progress made and
maiden problems runainksg. One important function of such a
meeting will be to reassure the student that the school staff is on
hi side, as he will have become convimed the RLC staff is, end
that there are people who will help him keep from getting lost in
the when spin. Upon reassignment to the school we plan to
award handsome "certificate of achievement".

It should be remembered that the student's day to day aca-
dank involvement will center around his two hour experience in
the Rapid Lemming Center and four hours of traditional classroom

mtMtke. In order to diminish the possibility of his learning ex-
periences in the PLC's becoming completely isolated from his
rapier &LOOM experience, the following procedures will be fol-

lowed to provide articulation between the two programs:
L A paid workshop of one day will be provided by the con-

tactor to acquaint teachers and administrative personnel
with the objectives, function, end operation of the Rapid
Learning Center concept. .

2. The Rapid Learning Center Director will be in constant
communication with the teachers of those students who
me assigned to the RLC to suggest and work cooperatively
in developing meaningful learning activities in the science
and social studies meas, to reinforce math and reading
skills emphasised in the RLC.

3. The teachers whose students are involved in the PLC pro-
gram will be asked periodically to summit additional activ-
ities araiaterids which could be added to the PLC.

4. The instructional staff in each of the four schools will be
encouraged to use and become familiar with the materials,
hardware, and software in the RI.C's.

t The Relational* of Achievement Teats to the Instauctiond Objec-
tless of Temkin Scheele.
The noise of the measuring indruntents used to determine a-

eldmentent pin by the students assigned to the Rapid Laming Centers
will obvimidly be extremely important, from both the academic and the

hardness points of view.

-. Accordingly, it seems appropriate to all into question the three
dabbed achievement tests now to use in the three Texarkana school
districts. The question which must be asked. of course, is whether these
instruments do in fact adequately MOOR, achievement of the Mem-
Mond objectives of the Texarkana sdioon

After a swry careful analysis of thew three tads by our staff, ow
tentative conclusion is that in some important respects they do not.

Our primary concern is in Unending area, where we feel the cards
will be stacked spinet our PLC population, or any other disedventaged
population for that matter, by test questions which measure informs-

lion and vocabulary which at best is Culture* hissed. and at worst tests
sime subject matter completely inelegant tattle instruCtionel °Waive*
of toy school "stein hi the Com*:

Ms:ample of one of 10 test ff101. which 011'11614e3t.iatieS4
e s cultundly-liaied apposiet APPendli 6. Clearly, a correct answer to
QualtimiNo. Wiebeclutaly depends on the child hiving been Previously

=poled to the oki English nursery rhyme "Jock lie Nimble". We feel
this it a consideratitaseureetin on the part of the test author, units
the MA population is presumed to be whit. Angio-Siszon Middle-class.

ASerimple of test overbrelevent seblect matter is inclisded re
Appeedis 7. h order to comprehend the rimming of this Pusan quick.
ly in this timed test, the student would ideally here a pilot's license and
a waking 'familiarity with turn-of-the-century locutiohs no
longer a my vital part of working English._ Further, it would be
Utterable help if he snre erer. of the fact this test 'authors have idle.
ermines just like everyone else, and thus should not spend very much
time pending over the meaning of ,"glip", a word not be found even

in Webster's 3rd International.
We would agree with the test publishers who want of the dangers

inherent in "teaching to the test" but for different reasons than their...;

They we Mose concerned about getting their carefullynormalised date
skewed out of shape.

We se more concerned about not wasting any of the student's
time, or OON'in teaching him material which is of little Mips to hint for

any wpm thee than passing those achievement tests which are
posed.

The probleinia-Particularly acute it the Os of readirsg-vocabu1ay.---7
We could quite easily guarartm 12th grade achievement for all our stir-.

dents in this area by the simple expedient of teaching them only the 75,
92, or 114 words found in the achievement tests in use in Tumblers.
(See Figure 5)

Anoder approach might be to teach them. all the words. on all

three tests. This would be a total of 277 words, not 283. since as shovel
in Figure 6 there are four words common to one or more Mts. (In this
respect, one might believe that the simple working of statistiM1Probs;
Nifty would produce a pater commonality among measuring Witt-
nimbi purported to be measuring the same thing.)

We would of come be the first to hold that this apptoach would
be dishonest professionally, scientifically, Intellectually, ethically, and

educations*.
Felucationelly, for the reason that only 25% of these 277 Seedier,

included in the Thorndike-Letge list of the tbst 4000 words important'
to a pod working vocabulary.

We think that either of the following two approaches would bir
sound method of determining the working vocabulary most useful
the PLC population in the red world; and then teaching that :vocabti-.

bay.
APPROACH NO. 1

(How to Make It, But Just Barely) .

In this appieschi Dana! would perfomtevecabulmy an*
of that reading materiel most crucial to the students' future ability
to obtain an interne, whethet from gainful emnloyment or from
government welfare, retirement, or unemployment sources..

words would be dravin iron:.

1. Tees:kens Casette. want ads
2. Application forms of the nine largest employers in Tem-

kana. plus the arsenal and depot.
3. W-2 Forms

4. IRS Form 1040-A
6. Unemployment Forms
6. Welfare Forms
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M'P() I U I-) 2 C SCHEDULE OF PERPORMA!CE

.
i--t.w to quUi Lhi .uis' ViJJUIiZy i'iht Wh Will Make It .

1. Stirt.up Time
: -

in tht approxh t wotild rindumly eect ten Txatkana Ws f that our time 1. rn a unique pcsitton to effect the ft

high ichool dudent (rum the population not coniidered to be po. posssbt itartup tune in Uis Teurksna projict s nowti previi
ints*J dropouts i e highet.acheving pem of the RLC popula our cveraU approich wW mike .xtenstv. u.,ef in educi*IOIt*I tr i

.: üon. We would then mpLcy these udents for a nnive two. h under dev.Iopm.nt for a number of the sudivu.
.

week peflod of testing and obser'ation. They would be divided in tsmchng m.chine. The mschtne we will u.e in Texsrkau, the MSG. Ii:.:

to 5e%eza) çougs to chtk Iher knowledge of in 8OOO.wod Ust bun üi qusntfly production ivies surly thu year, md the fifty irnt
d.ived froni the midd!efrequency isnge of the Thorndike-Lorge plinnid for ths p,ojsct can be d.Meed üt s mitterof a few days Rfte::
lilt. At the.end oftlthpen od,.w. would be equipped with wem- swaM. . S . .

pnb bued hit of the 4 000 words 'htch cont tute ihe work En idditioa, our EVCO dtvlMon ii probab'y more femiLu w.I- '

.
hig vocabubry coneIitig moitciosdy wflh nominal success in the Jab Corp. rsadth eiid meth aygt.m, io be uid toe auppeentaryi..
Tewkana hnoIs perhaps wily hIU of which the Cerite suigiees sUon in the .vy phasee o' the po.ct ths any othur pri%st.. I r

oud hmv *vaabe th COUflU) ACCOdUi(V we wilt b. able to imptement ihi Iei

practice after cci uIang with the Project Msnaer end .ehoo eapdIy u the mat.a3. cm be dehnred froi Ougij ,

thll wi would xict to dve1op iorne kind of synthesis of the above mtatiiton warehouse.. .

two apppoaches a"d then wa h that vocabuliry which rnialts F .umpe, a istter of it.nt on August 26 cou'd ru1t ir pe

a sir..e v e aee not go ng to attempt merely to v'ach 277 lunlraq RLC acItstien by September 16 is is based or the ILK

wsds o the three tests ui use. or even 5o4 words sowttu paraltel ely. Job Corpa mate:iab and our own mster.as Sine, we arspe.
f... ri uot pt tying .5 on.ra'tal p$llrn S 5C101 to tying mateia, ro se othr soireei howet,r it is q te P05

the vocabusry portion of the tests, but instead are propos'ng that we be that it might isis ario.her 30'CO dayl to pt all denied mastisli
paid o the basis " averaging the grade Level or the Readirg Compre the RLCs
Pension portion with the vocibulaiy grade-level placement obtained
front the reapetuve ioeaoul.uy test 2 TIme per day

As noted earlier, out apprci.cb does act contemplate tranapor.rnf

In the math rntisire.e. wi itae Ut thc contract be pegged students to a central 1ocstion Accordingly we propose coo
to the simple average of thc' Computations and Applications (ox MeJie our RLC schedule with the schools bell schedule tt wilL, o' cdiiiui'
matical Reaaorir'g5 portions of the tests In the case of the ITEDI we dividing tIe individual etad,nl. stud) t.mes into smalier In
wifl use SRA a (zrowll Factor date to onvsit from standard scores based on then s.lpanty for sustained attentIon in secordejun w

to grade tesm.l equ alenls
Ac tI i, frji ii 'i tu ,.iic..lateaui iSeini nt gain we scili

previousydncnbed cOntkn4eey manaenient techniques (1bsCPe5
oils Into whch the .ebool day is broken measure te tin-its of sucb

'tr ,Z$Lts'd t PC'
'or

fI avar'mbe control aJer thus the capacity for s..ctauted attnt
- im trv i'ig s . uratson if considered Iece'sJSy Our present thinking .walIcs RLC attendance for two Poirs

b thL tfi L r itt nJ i ...m.tuds t -ituat us team Vii feel this WOUl i day for ic1' student At riaxirnam capac ty, tten 01.! RLC. .aW ti

be protrabh. to .vlr-,i ssrIig a nev. 'rSt batten this fall able to hancile up to 100 students t a tune tot three 2 hoiJpe'iods N
Vi,. would hi' to make one reservation about computing ardmvid day, there'sy permitting an espanston from 150 to 300 itudenti with no

uril gain from thi netioaieiL iormaltzed matruments, however Sine Anther necesasr addition so ph) steal factliu'ts

these tests are ,ot torrecu'd for guessing itis quite possible fr any ri Th we would also compare the 50 cntscaicase students
en studen to prndu a sco'e indituting mid 4th to mid th seP ese with the other 50 of the aOO Ctitis.a, bases, as wll as the 100 other
mont by pure ch.msce Vihea our diagnostics point toward the likelihood assignees One of the hypotheses that we can then teat is whe hr
that this his orcarred out pro'ect dt'utor will request a ri' test and if entiy ability level or entr) reading level is a bitter predictor of

indicated, the ectablishment of a new pretcct grade level. sccw In the RLC environment, and determine the correlatIon be-
We would also like to mention that we have some reservations twean them.

about the contemplated six-month retention testing. Even the beat stu.

dents have learned by seventh grade that the system requires only that D. ses-c0NTaAcTING
they be abl': to retain the desired answers long enough to p055 whatever f sub-contractors are proposed. Staff of wholly-owned surs,diayi.i

exar is imposed and then fiinget them ' Vihy shouldwe ask more of conti'oued non projI affa iSles are eonsidered Dorn t s at' ')ccasiqnai
the RLC suJe'atA than we do of tPe high e'uevers' Perhaps a b tter use of consultants who are on the staff of other firms o' .guii is antic".
measure of prograni succ"- woutd he the simple observation that a gte- pated. and their rèsumei are submitted h Appendix lot this propossl.
en student is ii'.,i!a(d.' for t.'tin six nvrnths alter Rt.C-complution, i.e.. . A ecnsgltium approach is riot bting proposed for several ieasor.s. lnTh

he I as 'ot dropi ed out tt I' after .mll the essential purpoie o' the f,rt place oLr E CO d tisien has tne kind of naticeia$ ript tatior fur t.i
tIonal samosa ion that has resulted In mary of the 't i Vsho 'sill nbabr'

-- As 00.41 r.irimi,.r id nott iihr any one oft', three testsr to us tot

J'* tO I' l'afl uptri it u. thin $ so we propose leasing tht ts '' sersicts in thi (kki of rograns d in.,trut,c'n .aa.n , r'ia hi w,.-d
a an ii th tlir. ..4iul litr its unihunged This wi'l fi 1b putt', ass ted is .ructior o' 'r the pust few ycars i. t di u-s i

sorT .a,,a: .,tnh',:,a jth ,r, C',ai vt'urs. and will also mal;t' i'u''ilal' i ly fansitLar w5th the probls'rns major rporatiorls !:t'.s' )(oflsC$
trocs sogr I to i initat

'
C s tr'.trui,er,l wiss, Ii s. stild cut,..t Si 'tl%t. prochou4. to 'erwn, 1 s." i,.5 eli rtsrg I, o' n ml

,
ri ri tot,

nor .ipprcamli fur iii IC' iii, , irs °" ment disagn t'ncnta lii oi'tsy and lt .is it : c Fur s at

at fast the sine of our Tesrt jri stafi A r, t5 '' lii ,,f u ler

cncum sancs.s we se" no r& isun to ask t'-c Proc t uu,,et In sir ii

aS u 0 - 15 flu, a, I ployees of two or ntoIt c.mpeiit Finally vs. ii itt. asaikibi '

u. -" .' .' ... .." 's '.. ii..' ....'. itus...a. .eonsUILing se.icea.of many No;'l" in the court.' in
- I I I I V

..

vnrious disciplines WSII4 Ii vi lii involsed in thi js i.e e I art II.
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I. uVII'itlGNTS AND PATENTS

Patent Reins on equipment which have been developed or disclosed to( -.eon's patent attorneys are reterved. 'Copyrights on existing or develop-
owe L.:1 programs prior to contract date will be reserved. as wall copyrights on

re dente deve-op d with Dorsett funds Rights to material developed for the

I .....wkina Proiect by specifically melpied funds will be panted to the Tex.
wie ens schoree released to the public domain It is understood that puli-

te...bon right on aspects. of the project will normally be at the approval of the
Executwe Committee

Pala H. STAFF AND CORPORATE EXPERIENCE

4 GENERAL
Several :nemben of the staff we have assembled for the Texarkana pro-

ject have worked on projects as nearly similar to the proposed one as have

heretofore occurred. It is understood and weed that all staff assigned will
he suleect to the approval of the Enmities Committee.

As noted mallet Demett's EVCO division his a coniderable experience,

end national reputation, In designing and implementing instructional system"

and materials for disadvantaged population e. Our programing staff, directed

by Dr. Jones L. Evens. has devoted a large percentage of its efforts in recent

years to work in the field of programed indeuction, with emphasis on im-

proving Vie techniques ofeindividualizing indention for urban ghetto, Job

Corns, Bor:ms of Indian Affairs, and other such populetions. (Please refer to

Appel fix 9 for a completely unsolicited testimonial to Dr. Evans' reputation

in this area.)

Some of our more recent projects in this field include:

1. A teaching machine study for the Job Corps, in which the um of
two different tyres of teaching machines were compared to the use

of a programed tee:N.:di format. For this project. we developed
a more adsencti r. eh propein than that being ..sad in the Job
Ceres. We are pi:ore-wig the use of this program in the Texarkana

Project
2 Deeeopment 6: al- of the staff training materiels largely in pro-

e etre,: ireeeeceee format) to, use in the Job Corps, to train in-
oeementative of the reading. meth. ced vocational

:cete e ee L. Over 1307 of the basic mate meteriels them.

; e proparr.t) were crigirlOy dev..,13ped under

. are'
eteen leer eretration of s system to teach basic data-

ecessine tr. !,:eieehool juniors and seniors, for the Fiume: of
In(;:an Affairs.

4. A system for zorapietely individualizing instruction at the elenme
tary level, throegh the use of computer-mediated instruction tecbne

quits. (See attachments for a description of the Islets project.)

5. A major contract (with the McGraw-Hill Book Co.) for the develop-
ment of an extensive seeks of early niadmg materials for the K2
levels and Head Bust projects. Theme techniques and materials will

be directly apph:able to the Texarkana project when it is expanded

to include Grades 1-6

The development of a programed instruction course an Reading
-ehenceee intended iinmaniy fat ,eleedatsged populations
ea; r i this petrem. e Ir. fiLlt eon .-orepany, 3

'..r.iroryg Corpora! .rs

. .1 FRI./A:A:I

.:OrPt; :.L,en:.1 ram.. h i. to :he peptised

tee lee te coo:mete. Appendes t dee:: s the civaliveitiere, of the

7.:e. ,:retell rOsign. direct arid centred tr. ..iyttem and esti:aeon of the

Leeneeg Centem. The Ckserman end leecident of the parent corpora.

%so': will spool at leed one day in five at the Center. An eapoienced Pro.
Preen& lie -Au: and Amistsuit Director w e he present: The principals of

!NCO :eel Pee T to system design and will be frequent. visiting coordinators

v. see navel. didinguirlud roster of consultants, many of them who have
16

nation': reputations hi the field of dropout prevention, will aid the pr acct.

The Dotestt noperrang director wilt regulariy direct pregian
opinion at Temkin. It is anticipated that company expenditures for
equipment and programs improvements directly related to the program will

connote agentlittwee comeramble to the contract total itself. It is difficult
to conceive of a policy involving Mote SITOMIOUS and concentrated effort

bom any orpoisatin than that which is planed by this company: A mesas
tae i P: eormaftment of this, company to the development of educational

technokie easy be obtained by. noting that in the 12 yeses that Dorsett
Tagineemiend propatomme have been.worinv on risedliand programs, nun

than $2 million worth of labor and other costs, if mild at present rates, have

been expended. This is several time the present net worth of the company.

Moreover, nearly 100 Dorsitt staff are presently at work eddy on teaching

machines (about 35) and proems (about 60), which we understand is moth

than any other organisation.

C. ORGANIZATION FOR PROJECT

In very reel and literal sense, the chairman and president of the parent

company, Mr. L. 4, Dorsett, will serve as senior project director. He will
have the Miran of Dr. James L. Evans as senior project coordinator. and ai

chairman of our board of consultants. Mr. C. J. Donnelly, who is an acknow.

ledged expert lithe field of teaching machines and computerassisted buten.

Lion, and who has directed three of the EVCO projects discussed earlier, will .

be the resident director in Texarkana. Hb assistant will be Mr. Jack Tanner.

until recently employed with the Center for the Study of the Unemployed at

New York University.

The board of coMeltants who have agreed to work with us on the Tex-

arkana project at pewit includes:
1. De. Richard First - University of Arkansas

2. Dr. Kent Rice University of Arkansas

3. Dr. Tom Roberts. Southern Methodist University

4. Dr. Don Reynolds University of Oklahoma

5. Dr. Gerald Kossitz University of Oklahoma

6. Dr. J. M. Reed University of Illinois
7. Dr. Lloyd Homme Westinghouse Learning Corporation

8. Mr. K. Kainerman WestirghoUir Educational Advancement ;tom
9. hie. James C. Gillis Queley Education D.VeloprOgrnt.

10. Mr. Joseph H. Herres H itiesoAssciates I ?nor ally with the Drape
Canectualai Institutes

Gther individeels whom sill, ice end consulettion w.c will seek will b7 Glene

Seieer (C:101.homit Schtiher (NE:, ), Frank Select:. (Off
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SUBCONTRACT BETWEEN THE LEA FOR THE
TEXAREANA DROPOUT PREVENTION PROGRAM AND

DORSETT EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS, INC.

Purpose

This subcontract is based upon the PPP dated 6-10-69, issued by
the LEA, the proposal submitted by'Dorsett, and a mutually agreed
upon Letter of Intent. It is intended to stipulate the scope of work,
responsibilities, and obligations assumed by both parties, but tothe
extent that further details are required to interpret matters aris-
ing under it the above documents are incorporated by reference.

I. Period of Contractual Obligation.

The period Of contractual obligation begins September 10, 1969 and
estends until June 5, 1970.

II. Previous Obligation

The grant terms and conditions of grant t 020-0-9-130045-3360 Project
0 13-0045 between LEA, Texarkana, Arkansas School District 17 and
the U. S. Office of Education are incorporated herein by reference
and made a part of this contract.

III. Qeneral Scope of Work Assumed by Dorsett

Dorsett agrees:
e. to organise and operate the instructional component of the first
phase of the Texarkana Droocut Prevention Progrem.
b. to provide instruction in basic reading, math and study skills
to a minimum of 200 students. The study skills may be measured by
inference of the achievement in math and reading areas.
c. to hire and train local personnel, if possible these people will
tome from the target area, as para-professionals in the operation of
the instructional program.
d. to utilise at least 20 teachers and administrators from thepartici
pating-school systems who will work part-time. in the instructional
program and will facilitate the contemplated transfer of the.Dersett
material to the Texarkana Rapid Learning Centers. Their first hand
knowledge of the nature and extent of academic problems unique to the
Texarkana schools will be useful to the contractor.
e. to operate centers at locations mutually agreeable to the parties.

IV. SELECTION OF STUDENTS

a. All students who participate in this instructional.prOgram will
have grade level deficiencies, in reading and math, of 2.0 or more
as determined by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills or the SRA Tests.
Further, all of these students will have no less than the minimum
Intelligence Quotient, es determined by Large Thorndiks and SRA Ability
Quotient, of a regularly enrolled student as required by the two
school districts, seventy in Texas and seventy-five in Arkansas, by
the Project :.1nagement Office or its delegated representative.
b. All students who participate in the first phase of this Instruct-
ional procrem will come from grades 7-12 in the regular school system.
c. The makeup of the first 200 students will consist of approximately
equal numbers of volunteers, students assigned by counselors, and
students randomly selected from those with a grade level deficiency
of 2.0 or more.
d. The raWeup of any group of students beyond the initial 200 will be
similar tc. that of the first 200, or will have characteristics deter-
mined by the LEA and stipulated by the reference material. e(RFP,
Dorsett's imoposal, and the Letter or Intent).
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V. Testing

a. The entry status for each student will be determined by the most
recent test. The Texarkana Arkansas school system used ITN Form 3
and the Liberty Ey/au school district used SRA Achievement Series
Form D. These tests were given the first week of October,1969. In all
cases the tests were given on a group basis and the counselors in the
individual schools administered the tests. The same conditions will
exist for the post-test as was the case in the pre-test.
b: The parties agree that Dorsett will have the option to ask for
retesting or adjustment to entry level standing determined by pre-
tests where its diagnostic test shows a substantial difference and
that the pre-test may have been insensitive to the actual grade level
deficiency when the deficiency is 2.0 grade levels or more. Diag-
nostic test given by Dorsett should be administered under conditions
similar to that of the initial*pre-test. Further, Dorsett will not
ify the LEA as to what diagnostic test will be used and will allow
observation of the testing by theProject V.anager or the Internal
Evaluator. The negotiation of the interpretation of these tests will
be handled by Dorsett's representative and the Project Manager with
the help of the Internal Evaluator. Final determination of whether
re-test will be given will rest with the Project Manager.
c. Exit level achievement will be determined by the ITBS or SRA tests

-1-administered by a delegate of the LEA.
d. It is the responsibility of the LEA to report in writing the'test
results for each student to Dorsett. Results of testing conducted by
Dorsett will be conveyed to the LEA in the form of written reports to'
be the basis for each monthly evaluation. While Dorsett may not ad-
minister tests comparable to entry or exit, national norm tests;
it will continually obtain progress.check tests for each subject unit.
The number of such tests successfully completed by each assignee and
the scores will be included in the Dorsett monthly report.

VI. Attendance of Students

a. Withdrawal from the Dropout Prevention Program may occur under the
following circumstances and Dorsett will be paid on the hourly basis.
(1) Students move out of participating school districts.
(2) Student is chronically truant as defined by locally applicable
regulations. Regulations being that a student be present 50% of any
grade marking period.
(3) Student suffers prolonged period of illness. Same regulations
as truancy.
(4) Student is removed from progran on the mutual agreement of the.
LEA and Dorsett. A student will be considered a legitimate withdrawal
if he enrolls in the program, participates for a minimum of ten hours
of instruction, and withdraws from the program for any of the above
reasons. If the student is in the RLC for less than ten hours, no
payment will be made to Dorsett.
b. In the event that a student withdraws from the program, the LEA
will, whenever possible or practical, fill the empty slot with an-
other student, no later than 30 days before the termination of the
grant June 5, 1970) . Low academic performance will not be considered
an adequate reason for withdrawal from the program until the parties
to this contract mutually agree.

VII. Cost of Mobile Facilities and Refurbishing

a. Dorsett will assume the cost of providing one mobile facility
during Phase I of this project to be used as an instructional center
at the Texarkana Arkansas High School. Two of the four or more
Rapid Learning Centers operated by Dorsett are to be refurbished
rooms in existing schools. Two or more of the Rapid Learning Centers
may be operated in mobile classrooms provided by Dorsett and for
which a monthly rental allowance of $95.00 per mobile classroom will
be paid by the project. At any time during the contract period the
LEA may purchase these mobile classrooms at Dorsett's actual cost
less accumulated rental payments.
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vlII. ethol of Cost Reimbursement

a. In consideration for services rendered, Dorsett will be compen-
sated or the basis of actual student successful performance not
to.rceed 5135,CC0.00 in total and subject to reduction on failure
to obtain acihievements or performance.

6

b. The student-performance differential is determined by subtracting
the entoring-gmdc level achievement in natb and reading from the
exit level. Entry status and exit status are based on the SRA and
ITBS tests as weighted on a basis to be determined no-later than
February 1, 1970. This procedure will be applied to all assignees
except withdrawals, and a small number of students, assigned by non-
random procedures, to be mutually agreed by the parties to this
contract, for whose learning services Dorsett will be reimbursed at
the average hourly rate of other students.
o. Dorsett will be compensated on the basis of obtaining one grade
level increase per subject area in eighty hours of.instructional
center study for $80.00, or prOportionally for each fraction thereof.
For students requiring more or less than 80 hours per subject grade
level increase, the payment to Dorsett per subject grade levelincr-
ease will vary according to the formula $80.00 x 80 hours divided
by actual study hours required per subject grade level increase.
According to this formula, one grade level increase per subject area
in 110 hours of instruction would Cost $58.18. Both parties agree
that $106.67 for 60 hours represents the upper limit of the cost
reimbursement formula and that if over.110 hours of instruction are
required, the payment for a grade level increase will be reduced
by $1.00 per hour for every hour over 110. This payment schedule
will result in no payment to the contractor if 168 or more hours are
required for one grade level' achievement.
d. Monthly progress payments may be made to Dorsett for reimburse-
ment of not more than an estimated 85% of direct and indirect costs
'marred by Dorsett:Or its' operations, provided further that the
payments do not exceed the estimated accruals to Dorsett for grade
level gains, based on sampling tests or progress check tests, in the
professional judgement of the Project Director. It is noted that
repeated testing with the same or similar test instruments used for
final audit on student disassignment would contaminate the validity
of results, so different testa must be used for interim evaluation.

IX. Availability and Cost of Capital Equipment

a. Dorsett agrees to sell 95 units of the Dorsett M86 Teaching Mach-
ines at a unit price of $200.00 for a total of $19,000.00. All
equipment will carry standard warranty. In the event that the con-
tractor fails to achieve substantial gains in the program Dorsett
will repurchase the equipment at full price
b. During the period of this contract, Dorsett is responsible for
the full maintenance and upkeep of the Dorsett manufactured.equip-
sent. In accordance to the standard one year warranty, repairs
will be made on a 24 hours basis or'another 1486 machine will take
its place. An adequate amount of supplies and parts for the M86
will be available. The training of local personnel for maintenance
of the M86 will also be Pert of the program.

X. Use of Consultants Listed in the Dorsett Proposal

It is understood that all key consultants or persons of nettle',
status and staff members listed in the Contractor Proposal will be
used or 1 ork±ns level, including site visits. Deletion or add-
itiv.h rf co%oultants must be mutually 'agreed upon by both parties.
Tnc t,:% satisfied as to the active participation of those

43P:1 ty tae. Contractor. Dr. Jvnes L. Evans will be anacv ;1:: frequent conributor ts this program.
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XI. Availability of Instructional Materials

a. Materials to be used In this instructional program will'substan-
tially duplicate that listed in the Dortett Proposal.
b. Dorsett will provide materials for medium and high achieving stu-
dents and will have such material available at the instructional
centers for testing with a sample population no later than Apri1.30,
1970.

XII. Community and Public Relations

a. The LEA is responsible for informing parents, instructional cen-
ter employees, and students about'testing procedures, scheduling,
dismissal, and progress reports.
b. All official press releases concerning this program should orig-
inate from LEA.

XIII Review of Contract

The parties agree that from time to time the LEA may review
progress on the program and ask for contract amendments it reasonably
anticipated progress is not being obtained.

XIV. Applicable Statutes

In case of conflict arising under this contract the laws of the
Stete of Arkansas will prevail. Unless otherwise stipulated, parties
will be bound by the request for proposal and the proposal of the
Contractor.

XV. Officials Not to Benefit

No member of or delegate to Congress, or resident commissioner,
shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract, or to any
benefit that may arise therefrom; but this provision shall not be
construed to extend to this contract it made with a corporation for
its general benefit.

XVI. Covenant Against Contingent Fees

The Contractor warrants that no person or selling agency has
been employed or retained to solicit or secure this contract upon an
agreement or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage,
or contingent fee, excepting bona tide employees or bona fide estab--
lished commercial or selling agencies maintained by the Contractor
for the purpose of securing business . For breach or violation of
this warranty the Fiscal Agent shall have the right to annul this
contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct from the
contract price or consideration, or otherwise recover, the full am-
ount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.

XVII. Equal Employment Opportunity

(Section 202, Executive Order 11246, September 24, 1965, 30 FR 11269)

"During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as
follows:"

"(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee
or applicant for employment'because of race, creed, color, or national
origin. The contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during em-
ployment, without regard to their race, creed, color, or national
origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the follow-
ing: employment, upgrading, demotion,or transfer. recruitment ad-
vertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of com -
pensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The
contractor agrees to post conspicuous places, available to em-
ployees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the
contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrim-
ination clause.
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"(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements
for employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that
all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to race, creed color, or national origin.

"(3) The contractor will Send to each labor union or represen-
tative of workers with which he has a collective bargaining agree-
ment or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be provided by
the agency contrasting officer advising the labor union or workers'
representative of the contractor's commitments under Section 202 of
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies
of the nOtteiVin conspicuous places available to employees and app-
licants for employment.

"(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive
Order No. 11246 of September 24,1965, and of the rules, regulations,
and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.

"(5) The contractor will furnish all Information and reports re-
quired by Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the
rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant
thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and accounts
by the contracting agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of
investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations
and orders.

"(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the
nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of such rules
regulations, or orders, this contract may be cancelled, terminated
or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared
ineligible for further government contracts in accordance with pro-
cedures authorized in Executive Order no. 11246 of September 24,1965
and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as pro-
vided in Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule,
regulation, or order.of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise pro-
vided by law.

"(7) The contractor will include the provisional"! Paragraphs (lY
through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted
by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued
pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24,
1965, so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontract
or vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect to any
subcontract or purchase order as the contracting agency may direct as
a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for noncom-
pliance: Provided, however, that in the event the contractor becomes
involved iii7617.Fs threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor
or vendor as a result of such direction by the contracting agency, the
contractor may request the United States to enter into such litigation
to protect the interest of the United States."

XVIII. Certification of Non-Segregated Facilities

The contractor or subcontractor certifies that he does not main-
tain or. provide for his employees any segregated facilities at any
of his establishments, and that he does not permit his employees to
perform their services at any location, under his control, where
segregated facilities are maintained. He certifies further that he
will not maintain or provide for his employees any segregated fac-
ilities at any of his establishments, and that he will not permit his
employees to perform their services at any location under his control,
where segregated facilities are maintained. The contractor or sub-
contractor agrees that a breach of this certification is a violation
of the Equal Opportunity clause in this contract. As used in this
certification, the term "segregated facilities" means any waiting
rooms, work areas, rest rooms .and wash rooms, restaurants and other
eating areas, time clocks, locker rooms and other storage, or dressing
areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment
areas, transportation, and housing facilities provided for employees
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which are segregated by explicit directive or are in fact segregated
on the basis ot.race, creed, color, or national. origin, because of
!labit, local custom, or otherwise. He further agrees that (except
-,:here he has obtaired identical certifications from proposed sub-
contractors for opectfic time periods) hs will obtain identical cer-
tificationn from proposed subcontractors prior to the award of sub-.
ecntact3 excE.Idin $10,:i:10.?1 which .re not exempt from the nrovi:-
ions of the 2s.u:::1 Opportunity Clause: that he will retain such'cer-
tificatir,ns 1r his riles; and t!lat he will forwardthe tollswing
notice suei proposed oubcontractors (except where the proposed sub-
contractors have submitted identical certifications for specific
tine periods):

XIX. Notice to Prospective Subcontractors of Requirement for Certi .
ficatlons of Nonsegregated Facilities

A Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities, as required by the
May 9, 1967, order (32 P.R. 7439, May 19, 1967) on Elimination.of
Segregated Facilities, by the Secretary of Labor, must be submitted
prior to the award of a subcontract exceeding $10,000.00 whitth-it
not exempt from the provisions of.the Equal Opportunitr.clause._ The
certification may be submitted either.for each subcontract or for all
subcontracts during a period (i.e.,-quarterly, semiannually,. or
annually).

Note: The penalty for making false statements in-offers-in prescribed...
in 18 U.S.0 1001.

/4yci Ade
kdward D. Trice,

Loyd Dorset, President
Dorsett Educational SysteMs, Inc.
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Appendix C

ILLUSTRATIVE CONTRACTS
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AGRE'EMENT

This Agreement made this day of September, 1970, between the Board

of Education of Grand Rapids, Michigan, hereinafter referred to as the District,

and Combined Motivation Education Systems, Inc. hereinafter referred.to as

the Company.

WHEREAS, the District has been duly empowered to enter into this contract

with the Company to provide. reading and math improvement programs at the South

Middle School, the school year commencing on the 26th day of August, 1970 and

terminating on the 11th day of June, 1971; and

WHEREAS, the District is presently controlling and operating the South

Middle School and is able to, and shall, furnish sufficient space within such

school including all utilities, maintenance and janitorial services for the

si

conduct of classes and other instructional services to be conducted by the

Company as provided herein;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the several agreements herein

contained, the District and the Company hereby agree as follows:

I. TEACHERS

A. The District shall provide a Program Director, four (4) qualified
teachers and ten para-professionals who shall be assigned to the

"Combined Motivation Education Program.

1. The District shall have the responsibility for payment of all
normal fringe benefits as well as the issue of salary checks.
Said teachers and para-professionals are not now, nor will they .

be, loaned or borrowed employees but, in all respects, shall
be employees of the District, and nothing contained herein shall
be construed so as to make said teachers or para-professionals
"loaned" or "borrowed" employees of the Company. Costs
incurred by the District will be deducted from the payment to
the Company as indicated in V.A.

2. If, at any time during the term of this contract, any or all
of the teachers and/or para-professionals supplied by the
District shall request, or be requested by the Company or the
District, to discontinue their services under this Agreement,
the District'shall immediately supply the Company with a
replacement for such teacher (s) or para-professional(s).

3. In the event the District shall desire the removal of a teacher,
Program Manazer, or Para- professional fro» the Company's
program, it shall first consult with the Company.
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B. The Company shall provide all necessary instructional material
and assistance for and in the conduct of its Combined Motivation
Education Program, hereinafter referred to as MEP, for the
improvement of reading and mathematical levels of students placed
in said program at the South Middle School.

STUDENT SELECTION. The District shall select a sufficient number of
students to provide the equivalent of 1200 student units* who shall
be placed in the CMEP to be conducted by the Company.

A. Students shall be initially selected,for this program by the
District on the basis of a mutually agreed upon Standardized
Achievement Test.

1. Those students selected on this basis shall be the ones
performing at the lowest level on that test, so that the total
number of students shall comprise all those students at the
lowest level.

B. The Company, within the first 30 calendar days after assignment
to the CMEP, shall have the right on the basis of emotional or
mental reasons unrelated to tea standardized test results to refuse
up to, and including, ten per cent (10%) of the students selected
and, in the event this right is exercised, the District.shall
%select replacements from the remaining students, excluding those

. so refused within five (5) school days of the date of the refusal.

1. The District shall have the right to reject the Company's
refusal to accept such students up to one-half (1/2) of the
above ten per cent (102). In this event, the Company shall be
paid for such students on the basis of the mean gain of CMEP
students exclusive of those students refused by the Company
and rejected by the District.

2. No payment will be made for rejected students.

C. In special cases, a student may be dropped or added to the CMEP
upon mutual agreement of the Principal and the Program Director.

III. 'FACILITIES. The District shall provide the equipment and facilities
as set out as start-up costs in Appendixes A and 3 to the Proposal
dated July, 1970, at South Middle School during the term of this
Agreement as its sole cost and expense, which equipment and facilities
shall remain the property of the District.

IV. PROGRAM. The Company shall conduct its reading and math remediation
program known as the CMEP at the school site during the term of the
school year commencing August 26, 1970 and terminating June 11, 1971.

* One student unit equals one student .enrolled in one subject' for one class
period each day for one school year.
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A. The Company shall train four (4) teachers, as supplied

by the District under the provisions of'Article I, who
shall be responsible for the conduct of teaching the
program. Training shall be conducted at the school site
beginning August 17, 1970 and ending August 28, 1970.

. B. The Company shall use its own methods and procedures of
instruction in the conduct of its CMEP.

IC. The Company shall evaluate and test all students in its
classes at least once every thirty (30) school day period
and shall maintain daily progress records on each indivi-
dual student at company expense, all of which shall be
made available to the District upon request.at the office
of the Program Director.

D. The Company shall provide theDistrict with cost effective-
ness information on the instructional program.

E. The Company shall assume all costs and responsibilities
for the training of the CEP management program.

F. The Company shall establish with South Middle School a
schedule and program of transition of the system to the
District.

G. The Company shall bear all direct operational costs of
the program, including salaries, consumable materials,
public relations, recordkeeping, reporting, management
and staff development.

H. The Company shall conduct necessary programs to communi-
cate the .C.YEP to the community, parents and school people.

V. SCHEDULE OF FEES

A. The District shall pay the Company the sum of $6.00 per
student for 'each one-tenth (1/10)of Grade Level Increase
in each student's mathematical ability and $6.00 per stu-
dent for each one-tenth (1/10) of Grade Level Increase
for each student's reading ability, figured to the near-
est tenth achieved by each of the students in the CMEP,
but, in no event shall said sum exceed $164,000.00 less
salaries paid teachers, p,Ira-professionals and Program
Director, and fringe benefits paid to Frogram Director
only.'

1. The base (or starting point) for the grade level
of each of the students for mathematics and read-
ing shall be determined by his individual perfor-
mance on the mutually agreed upon standardized
test, administered at the commencement of the
school year.

a. For the purposes of determining the true
base level of those students who fail to
meet "chance level" U.e. frequency expec-
tancy = number of distra ctions, multiplied 7
by the number of items on the test), those
students will be retested at the next lower
level test and that shall, be the student's
base grade level.
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2. Grade Level Inctease (Grade Score Increase) in
'mathematics and reading, shall be determined at
the end of instruction at which time the mutually
agreed upon standardized test shall be admini-
stered, except for those students who initially
failed to meet "chance'level," and they shall be
tested on the basis of the next lower level test.

. If, after the grading of the test at the end of
the instruction period, any amounts shall be payable
to the Company as provided in A above, the total
amount so determined shall be paid by the District
to the Company within ten (10) days of the receipt
of such computations from the Company and certifi-
cation by a mutually agreed upon third party evalua-
tion specialist, less. any amounts paid by the Dis-
trict under Article I, but, in no event shall such
total amount exceed the sum of $164,000.00.

4. In addition to all other payments, the District
agrees to pay according to the following schedule.
and pursuant to the following conditions:

a. If the District shall fail to supply students
to the Company as Set out in Article II, the
District shall pay an amount equal to the pay-
ment based upon the mean Grade Level Increase
per day per student to be computed at the end
of the 180 day period as set out in Article V,
Section A, Paragraph 3 to the Company fez each
such student for every school day which the
District failed to supply such student, not
including five school days allotted herein to
the District for the supplying of such student.

b. If any student fails to attend the classes of
CMEP for a total in excess of ten (10) days
during the course of the 180 day school year,
the District shall pay the Company an amount
equal to one-half (1/2) of the mean rate pay-
ment based upon the mean Grade Level Increase
per day per student to be computed at the end
of the 180 day period, as set out in Article
V, Section A, Paragraph 3, for each such stu-,
dent per each day in excess of the ten (10)
days which he failed to attend the classes.

c. In no event shall the payments under this
paragraph, when added to the payments under
Section A of this Article, exceed $164,000.00.

B. Administration of pre- and post-tests shall be the
responsibility of the District; only the District, the
Company or a mutually agreed third party shall test or
supervise the giving of such tests.

C. It is agreed that neither the District nor the Company
will be liable for loss,.damage, detention or delay,'
resulting from causes beyong their reasonable control.
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D. In the event this Agreement cannot be performed because
of strikes, lockouts, acts of God or any other cause
not the fault of the Company, the District shall pay
to the Company the suns of sixty-seven cents ($.67)
per student unit per day for each day that the Company
did perform under this Agrgement.

IN WITNESS. WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands the day

and year above written..

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC SCHOOLS -COMBINED MOTIVATION EDUCATION
SYSTEMS, INC.

B r :

iti
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APPENDIX

AGREEMENT

This Agreement, dated 4 /927 is b ilroy Unified School 61C
District (SCHOOL), 7663 urafi Strg ifornia 45020, and
(2) Westinghouse Learning Corporation 'elaware Corporation
with headquarters at 100 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

It contains all the terms and conditions under which WLC will provide and
the SCHOOL will purchase and use, the WLC Learning Center Program
(PROGRAM) during the 1970-71 school year.

1. Background and Purpose

The PROGRAM has been developed by a team of psychologists, educators
and systems managers during a period of several years of research and
development effort. It is a program for the systematic and effective
management of learning, valuable for remedial, regular, and enrichment.
purposes, completely individualized, and selfpaced. In operation, it has
five major elements or phases:.

--Diagnosis. The student's strengths and needs are identified through
. a variety of tests designed to establish what he already knows and

what he needs to learn.

--Prescription. A course of study is planned for each student, specially
designed to take advantage of his present achievements and to
concentrate on the areas of his greatest need.

--Learning Materials. Each unit in the course of studies referi the
student to learning materials that have been selected as being most
effective or efficient for him to use inlearning the content of that
unit.

--Motivation. Each student participates in a system for planning and
scheduling his study program; in this way, he learns to assume
increasing responsibility for the objectives and the management of
his own work, of his study program, and this in, turn motivates him
to accomplish it successfully and well.

-Evaluation. Progress tests measure the student's achievement in
reaching his learning goals. These measures of achievement are
used for following and aiding the student's progress. They are
also the basis on which the PROGRAM is judged and paid for.
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Under this agreement WLC will establish and operate a Learning Center
in Gilroy to provide reading and math instruction to elementary students.
The tSbjtrctives-af-the-PROGRAM are-thakallitiiiients-enraiie

. (a) advance at least one grade level in reading. and. math at-the-end of-the
i:.t al year 1911.:(3ifile. 30, 1971):7,ind (b) will fuithei

-or-iear-ihe-grade-lethiLitiwhich

2. Preparation

A. T.o prepare for the opening of the Center and for the operation of
the PROGRAM, WLC will do these things:

(1) Not later than 201,4 470 WLC will provide the SCHOOL with nil
a complete and detailed description of the space and furnishings
required to operate the PROGRAM so that the SCHOOL will have
sufficient time to make suitable space ready for the PROGRAM
prior to the beginning of the school year.

(2) WLC will assign from its staff a manager to operate the
PROGRAM. It is expected that the Center will have at least
two additional staff members. One of these will be a teacher
assigned to the Center from the SCHOOL staff and paid by the
SCHOOL. WLC will also employ one or more aides in the
Center.. It is understood that the number of aides on duty in the
Center at any time may be adjusted .according to the number of
students in attendance. ITLC.will provide alltia.ining required 11

in the PROGRAMS'

(3) WLC will furnish all educational equipment and all educational
and motivational materials required for use in the PROGRAM.
(This equipment and these materials will remain the property
of WLC.)

B. To prepare for the opening of the Center and for the operation of
the PROGRAM, the SCHOOL will do these things:

(1) The SCHOOL will make available, in or near the liot School,
suitable space fora Learning Center to accommodate up to 52
students. The space will be made ready not later than 20 August,
1970 to meerthe requirements of the PROGRAM as described by
WLC. The SCHOOL will also make available adequate office
space in or near the Learning Center for the use of the WLC
staff manager and his secretary. The SCHOOL will provide all

ACV
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furniture (tables, chairs, desks, etc. ) for the Center and for
the WLC manager's office.

3

(2) The SCHOOL will select two teachers from its staff to work in
the Learning Center, and the SCHOOL agrees that WLC will
have an opportunity to participate in and approve of their
selection. The SCHOOL will arrange for the teachers selected
to be.available for training at leaat two weeks before the start
of the school year.

3. Operations

A. WLC will operate the PROGRAM in the Center according to these
terms and standards:

(1) The PROGRAM will be ready to enroll students not later than
28 September 1970. The Center will be open and the PROGRAM
will be available for students for no fewer than 5 hours a day,
5 days each week during the school year. Additional hours of
operation at any time, and reduced or adjusted hours of
operation during school holiday or vacation periods will be
arranged by agreement between WLC and the SCHOOL.

(2)' WLC will accept for enrollment in the PROGRAM all students
assigned to it by the SCHOOL. Based on test information
provided for each student by the SCHOOL WLC will establish
a learning objective and a piogram of study for each student.
Each student's schedule of attendance at the Center will be

- arranged as far as possible so that he may be expected to
accomplish his objective on schedule.

(3) WLC may notify the SCHOOL within the first 20 hours of any
student's attendance at the Learning Center that in its judgment
the student cannot benefit from the PROGRAM,. and in such
case, after review, the student will be withdrawn from the
PROGRAM. WLC expects that not more than 3% of the students
will fall in this category. Any student who is withdrawn from
the PROGRAM may be re-enrolled after the factors responsible
for his withdrawal have been remedied.

(4) The results a the PROGRAM will be measured by the achievement
of students enrolled in it. The unit of achievement is one
achievement-year, which is equal to a 1.0 gain in grade level as
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determined by standardized tests. WLC's performance goal
which is subject to the enrollment and attendance standards
established in paragraph 3B(2) below, is that atiain-Maiirgai

(5) WLC will arrange, in cooperation with the SCHOOL, for
visitIrs, observers, orientation sessions, teachers workshops,
and other activities relating to the operation of the PROGRAM
provided only that such activities are judged not to interfere
with its effective operation.

(6) WLC will arrange with the SCHOOL to provide it with
appropriate information on the progress of each student enrolled
in the PROGRAM.

B.. To assist with and support the operation of the PROGRAM, the
SCHOOL will do these things:

(1) The SCHOOL will select Title I participant students for enrollment
in the PROGRAM during regular school hours, based on their

.needs for remedial instruction in mathematics and reading.
Each student assigned will have an objective of achieving not less
than 1.0 achievement-years in reading and math.

3) The SCHOOL will pre-test each student assigned to the PROGRAM
in math and/or reading to establish his entry level. Only
nationally standardized tests which report in grade level
equivalents will be used for pre-testing. The SCHOOL will
administer post-tests to each student within fiztee,jchool days

.

of being notified by WLC that the student has completed his
work. The post-tests will be alternate forms of the pre-teas,
and the results of the pre- and post-tests will be compared to
determine a student's progress in a subject measured in
achievement-years.

idit.
tfh

.
(3) The SCHOOL wiil be responsible for the enrollment and

attendance of students in the PROGRAM at standard levels
which will reasonably permit them to accomplish the PROGRAM'S
performance goal of 400 achievement-years. To this end, the
SCHOOL will: ,
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(a) Enroll students for a total of not less than 355 achievement-
years in the Learning Center, and

dai.2.711A,Aq4zreverracji221A2 This is the equivalent
of 258 student -hours per day. .

. ,:.
(c) Assure WLC of a "standard minimum attendance" in the 5.49. /4.6

Learning Center of at least gae, student hours on not
. less than 170 school days .during the school year.' This

- means that the "standard, minimum attendance" in the
Center will be 220 student-hours per day,.and that 549. //kJ
the "standard minimum school year" will be 170 days. 5.09. #4.

4. Payment

A. The SCHOOL will pay WLC for its success in accomplishing the
performance goals of the PROGRAM, and for the achievements of
the students enrolled in it. The total payment to be made will be
determined according to the following terms and conditions:

(1) The standard price for an achievement-year accomplished
. under this contract is $168.75, and the SCHOOL will pay WLC

that price for each achievement-year accomplished by students
enrolled in the PROGRAM, if the average time to accomplish

',an achievement-year in each subject for all students is 90 hours,
: or less.

(2) U all students in the PROGRAM average more than 90.hours
per achievement-year per subject, the price of $168.75 will
be reduced proportionately. For example, an average of 9-9, . hours represents a 10% greater time, and would result in a

.

price for all achievement-years of .$151.87 (90% of $168.75).

(3) ArAlly-ItUdg14..f.i.M..AiTai.-aniiiiiiiii73:Fre'iiii-ZrraChieVenienrs
. .eyearin.a..gubjectin 1201hcnirS.,.:.thol.SCHQUL will pay. nothin

171.6 37-L.Xot:AV.Pt45.1:47.:Y9.115410-.t.P4bieCt, ....Pie student

,
. (4) If a student is enrolled with the objective of accomplishing

will remain in the PROGRAM, and his new pre-test score
will be the score he obtained on his 120-hour test.

.
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snore than a 1.0 achievement-year in a subject, his actual
achievement, measured to the nearest 10th of an achievement-
year, will be. credited to the PROGRAM, and the equivalent fraction
of the price for an achievement-year will be paid to WLC.
However, the SCHOOL will in no case pay for more achievement
than was established as the student's objective when he enrolled.
All achievement beyond that objective by any student will be at
no cost to the SCHOOL.

(5) When the SCHOOL has enrolled students for achievement -years
having a value of $60,000 (about 355 achievement-years), the SCHOOL
may elect to enroll no further students, in which case it will
owe no further payment to WLC. If the SCHOOL elects to
enroll students in the PROGRAM for more than a total value of
$60,000, WLC will accept them for enrollment (provided only
that there is seasonable time for them to accomplish the
objective for which they arc enrolled) at the price of tl68.75
per achievement-year until 400 achievement-years are accomplished,
and at the price of $75 per achievement-year for all additional
enrollments to be completed through August 31, 1971.

(6) If the attendance at the Learning Center on any of the 170 days f.119 /774,0,,

in the 'standard minimum school year" is less than the "standard
minimum attendance" of 2.24A student-hours per day, thenS dc.?
the number of student i hours by which the attendance is less
than 2zo shall be considered excessive absence. Each hour of 5.1, A
excessive absence will be considered equal to 1/90th of an
achievement-year. The total number of hours of excessive
absences during the year, divided by 90, will be counted as
achievement-years completed, and the price for that number of
achievement-years will be payable to WLC. Any hours of-
attendance by a student that total less than 50 in a subject, and
all hours of attendance by a student for which no pre-test/post-
test measurements are available will be considered hours of
excessive absence for the purposes of this paragraph. WLC
will cooperate with' the SCHOOL in scheduling additional hours
of operation of the Learning Centers to permit students to make
up excessive absences and in this way to minimize the effects
of this paragraph.

(7) The SCHOOL will make monthly partial progress payments to
WLC on terms to be arranged.
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5. It is understood that WLC will not be liable for loss, damage, detention ,
or delay resulting from causes beyond its reasonable control.

6. WLC will use its best efforts to perform this Agreement in a reasonably
diligent manner. There are no warranties, express or implied, except as
set forth in this Agreement: and the results of the Learning Center system
are guaranteed specifically as described herein and in no other way. In no
event shall WLC be liable for any consequential or incidental damage arising
out of this Agreement or the breach thereof.

7. This Agreement is not assignable by either partywithout the prior written
consent of the other party.

8. All notices given in connection with this Agreement shall be given in
writing. If to WLC, addressed to Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
100 Park.Avenue, New York, New York 10017, Attention: H. K. Skeele,
Vice President, and if to SCHOOL, addressed to Superintendent, Gilroy
Unified School District, 7663 Church Street. Gilroy, California 95020.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto set their hands on the date
first above written.

Crit-RoY
.4&::::=1"...t:.:7-;.:=S-PUBLIC SCHOOLS
By:

WESTINGHOUSE LEARNING CORPORATION
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CONTRACT

BETWEEN THE

TEXARKANA SCHOOL DISTRIrT Dl

and

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPPENTAL LARORATCRIES, INC.
A DIVISION OF McORAW-HILL

THIS CMITRACT, made and entered into this 18th day of September,
1970, by ene between the Texarkana School Diatrict e7, a public
achacl District organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Arkansas, aith principal offices lccated at 1530 Jefferson 'Avenue,
Texarkana, Arkansas 75501 (hereinafter called .LEA), and the JOINT
VENTURE comprited of raUCATI^NAL DEVELOMENTAL LABORATORIES, INC.,
a Division of :!c0rawaHill, a private corporaticn organized and exist-
ing under the la'a of the State of New York with principal offices
located in Huntirgton, New York, (hereinafter referred to as, the
Contractor), and ArkansimiTehool Service, Inc., a private corpora-
tion (a'franchitedd'dealer dr EDVXdOrawaN111) oraantaed aad existing
under the law o' the State of Akanaas with principal orricea 16-
cated at 1911 Thayer Street, F. O. Box 2801, Little Rock, Arkansan
72203, and Texas Educational' Aids, a private corporation (0 fran-
chived dealer of FDL/Me0raw-Hill) organized and existIva under the
laws of the State of Texas with nrincqpal offices located at 120
East Eli, Tyler, Taxes 75701. This contract is based uper. the
Texarkana Scheel Dittrict #7, arkrsas, RVP V? and the cenainuationl
pronoaal financed by U.S. Office ar-Faucation aaainiatered ESA Title
VIII grant, number OF4-0-1-11'1045.336012fillate Frorasal submitted
byTDL August 13, 1970, and Addendum tleptembee 15, 1970, and docu
mented negotiate3 details September 24, 1970, and is incorporated by
xpference and made part, hereof.

it is intended to stipulate the scope of. work, resaoncibilities,
and obligations asaumel by bath parties. If further details are re-
quired'tolinterpret ratters arfsina under it, the ahave documeats and
all controlling local atatep.and federal laws aad regulations and
their icaues are incorporated in this contract by rererancl. In
instancat of conflicts within and between said incorporated doermenua,
resolution will follow, in dnrtending order of authority; (1)
Federal lama, regulations, and taetr insues; (2) Star.e laws, ragul-
ations, and their isauea; (1) Local laws, regulations, end their
lasues and (4 Mutual eonventence of the contractual parties.

Perform rice under this contract shall :romance September 26, 1971:
and terminate T une 20 1971

OrnPilnREtTY

A. By April 1, 1971 the Contractor will submit In six copies 3
derail +l ststerant or work planned to be accomalished
the next propyem year ane six copies of a detailed r.P.B.s.
yildget_to zupport this plan.
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B. The LEA will provide written notice to the Contractor by Juno 21,
1971, based on the meeting and agreement reached by the combined
school boards at their June .15, 1971, meeting of'their option to
review the program for the'subsequent 'year.

I. SCOPE OF WORK

The long-range goals of the Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program are:

1. To significantly reduce the percentage of dropouts in the
Texarkana and Liberty-Eylau school districts.

2. To increase academic achievement and skill development of
students who are educationally deficient.

3. To increase the cost effectiveness or the instructional
program in the Texarkana and Liberty-Eylau school districts.

11. DUTIES OF CONTRACTOR

Using the existing facilities, the Contractor shall establish and
operate a teacher support pregraes at a minimum of one learning
center located at each of the following schools: College Hill
Junior High School; Jefferson Avenue Junior High School; Arkansas

: Senior High School; Liberty -EylauJunior High School; and Liberty-
Eyiau Senior High School.

III. RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR

1. The Contractor agrees to provide an instructional learning
system appropriate to the individual needs of the target
population.

2. Whenever appropriate, the Contractor agrees to make maximum
use of LEA facilities and equipment resources loeated at the
school sites, i.e., mobile units, furnishings, desks, etc.

3. The Contractor agrees to purchaae, assemble, install, and
maintain all Contractor-owned cquipent which will be
utilized during the school year at his costs.

4. The Contractor agrees to apply all rental costs to the
purchase of any equipment and material on lease at the
price quoted in the Contractor's 1971 published catalog.
The LEA will have the option to exercise its riehts under
this contract at any time prior to June 30, 1971, for all
equIp.ent and materials used durins the 1970-1971 school
year. The Contractor agrees to conduct program operations
for students in the lateafter The
additional cost to LE777Z7-60erating these evening centers
shall nol exceed the establiihed costs for the operation of
regular learning centers for similar students.

-2-
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5. The'Contractor agrees to conduct his operational program
Iwithin the constraints of, and in accordance with, the intent
land conditions of the evaluation design.

6. The Contractor agrees to obtain the approval of the LEA in
employing all instructional personnel used in the project.
Whenever possible,.personnel 'will be employed from the
local community.

7. The Contractor agree to.A.ra_taand monitor all personnel
employed to operate the instructional program in the learning
centers.

8.The Contractor agrees to provide a list of performance
Objectives for his instructional program in reading and
mathematics. The objectives must stipulate the individual
student achievement level requiredaand the cycle and level
of instruction for which these objectives are appropriate.
(See Section VIII, Item 2, Page 7.)

deseidal

9. The Contractor agrees to submit a student attendance record .-107datteelle
baland report to the project director at the time a student
drops out of the program.

10. The Contractor agrees to report the instructional system cost'
for implementation and prejeCtions to the project director
on April 1, 1971 as set forth in Exhibit 8.

11. The Contractor agrees to indemnify the LEA from any liability
for damage to the Contractor owned property.

-.12. The Contractor agrees to the responsibilities outlined In the
proposal and addendum and RFP as identified but not specifically
included in this contract.

13. The Contractor agrees to instruct all personnel employed to
operate the instructional program in the Rapid Learning Centers
that if they are party to Information relative to the standard-
ized test being employed by the LEA's internal evaluator to .

determine the guarantee performance level of the Contractor,
the individual who has learned this information shall be
immediately responsible for reporting such facts in writing
to his project director.

IV. RESPONSIBILITIES OF LEA

I. The LEA agrees to schedule and initially provide to the Contrac-
tor go more than 300 students with an IQ of 75 or higher as
measured by a locally a4ministered intelligence test fulfilling
the follming entry criteria: (a) students in the 1969-70
Rapid Learnin:! Center (Phase l) program wio dice +t gain one
or more grades levels in reeding c-gyrehensien or mathematics
(b) seventh-grado students who arc tw or more grade levels
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deficient in reading and/or mathematics, and (c) students in
grades 8-12 who are two or more grade levels deficient in.
reading and/or mathematics. If any question exists regarding
the entry leVv1 of an individual student, the case must be

lelpreferred within fifteen student class days in the project
(' .4i) according to a negotiation procedure ajrced upon by the LEA

*

and the Contractor. Within fifteen days following referral
of ar individual, a meeting must b.. scheduled between the
project director and the component manager at which time
disposition-of the individual case will be made.

2. The LEA will be responsible for ensuring that any RLC student
enrolled and in attend6nce for that particular day will attend

_the specific component classes operated by the Contractor. It

will be the responsibility of the LEA to ensure that RLC students
attend regular school classes to the greatest extent possible.
Specific after-school program operating hours will be established
to allow RLC students who have been absent to complete the work
they have missed.

The LEA agrees to make the RLC student available to the Contrac-
tor for a maximum of 140 days prior to the final posttest. If,

in fact, fewer than 140 days of instro..Ition are scheduled during
the period of the project for whatever reason (other than fault
of the Contractor),, the perfunrance guarantee will be reduced
proprotionate to the number of days f instruction. (Example:

120 days of instruction: Guaranteed performance level would
be 120/140, or 6/7, of the Original

4. The LEA through its internal evaluator will be responsible for
supervising the administration and scoring of the tests; and
-continued review and analysis of all material used by'the Con-
tractor in the program.

5. The LEA agrees to schedule RLC students to the Contractor for
45 to 55 minutus_per day per subject matter area in whiCh the
student is enrolled.

6. The .LEA agrees to provide office space for Contractor's on-
site component manager. Other operational'expenses such as
sCcretarial help, supplies, equipment, etc., shall be the
responsibility of the Contractor.

7. The LEA agrees to appropriately maintain all space to he used
by the Contractor in the instructional program.

V. PERFORMANCE RtUIRE0 OF CONTRACTOR

1. The Contractor.gmarant.;:es that each student ir the program
will increase his achievement in reading and/or mathematics
by 1.0 to 1.9 grade le7eTi-77.

2. The Contractor guilrOnteeS that.each student will successfully
pass 757 of ti a terminal criteFG:Tirerence.items
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3. The'Contractor agrees that he shall be responsible, for all
dropouts from the RLC following the intial tee weeks of

. operation. The.definition of a program dropout is found in
Section VI of this contract.

4'4. The Contractor shall guarantee that the operating costs of
the proposed instruct oral will ..deerease as a result
of increased student enrollmentjor through efficiencies when
applied to a target population prescribed during the perfor-
mance of this contract.

5. The Contractor's instructional system utilized during the school
year 1970-71 Phase II will be guaranteed to nietainthe_cest-
effectiveness level demonstrated during the 1970-71 Phase 11
school year-ll'INFLEA adopts and incorporates it under the
same leasing conditions into grades 7-12 in the regular school
system during the school year 1971-72 Phase III. This guarantee
applies only if the LEA utilizes the Contractor's complete
programyoperent under the same conditions as obtained throughout
school year 1970-71 Phase 11.

6. The Contractor agrees to train to his standards a minimum OJAI
mathematics teachers, lekEnylish teachers, and he equipment
maintenance persons from the participating school district4s
personnel to operate the learning center turnkey program for
Phase III (1971-72). The LEA shall select the teachers to be
trained. The Contractor will provide information on teacher
training cost.

The internal evaluator shell, during the period two weeks prior
to the posttest, make a quality control check of the instruc-
tIonal materials in Lisl. in the program to detennTiiiwheMr the
Contractor has fulfilled the requiruiwnts listed in Exhibit A.
Should the quality control check indicate drilling of exposed.
Items during the two-week period ieeediately prior to posttesting,
the Contractor shall be liable for the cost of a complete compari-
son analysis of all instructional "bits" used in the two-week
period with all test itemsland in addition shall ba penalized
$1,000.00 for each exposed item.

8. Ttie Contractor shall not include in any of his instructional
. materials any exercises that are the same as the items used in

the tests that will be used to determine hew much the Contractor
will be paid. The definition of "say o" would be determined by
the rules in Exhibit A. These rules apply only to instructional
materials that have berm copyrighted since the inception of
Phase II.

VI. METHOD or MEASURING PERFORMANCE.

A. DEFINITIONS

The following definitions shall apply in the progr.n:

1. A student will be considered a.dropont from-the program If he
OT she leaves school or the program and does nut reenter within

. .5..
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th irty days,. Exceptions to this definition arc: (a) if a student

is drafted Into mi

or mentally incapacitated to such an extent that he or, she is

not able to participate in the project and attend school as

certified by a licensed physician, or (c) other reasons mutually

agreed upon by thowoject director and the Contractor.

2. The sLarting time for each RLC student will be the faeatcley.

the student enters the program. Any exception to this procedure

must be agreed upon by the project director and the Contractor,

and any such agreement must be made in writing.

3. The ending time for' he instructional program
for each student

shall be the date when the final standardized test is adminis-

tered to the'student. If the student takes the January and

May 1971 standardiked tests, tNe latter date shall bc considered

the ending date. Exiting of itudents who have demonstrated'

exceptional achievement will be by the mutual agreement of the

project director and the EDL component manager.

Actual instructional time is the net instructional time spent

in the program.

5. Students attending RLC's will be referred to herein as student.

VII. BASIS OF PAYMENT

1. Determination of total payment to the Contractor will be based

on the (a) achievement gain made by each student on the standard-

ized tests, end (b) extent .to which each student achieves the

final criterion-reference measure.

2. Seventy-five ctgl per cent of total payment will be based on .

the results of-Thi standardized tests' and twenty-five
(2510._

per cent of total payment will be based on the results-5r-

student achievement on final criterion-reference measure.

3.7"'Tota1 maximum project costs. of $65,788.00 are to be distributed

as follows:

Fifty (5O) per cent of the Fixed Chcrge $19,506.00, will

be paid the Contractor at the.signing of the coniract; and

the remaining fifty OM per cent, $19,506.00, will be

paid the Contractor on or before December 1, 1970. Final

payment in the amount of $26,776.CO will be made to the

Contractor subject to adjustment dewrward hesed an perfor-

manee and the conditions set fort:. under Section V. Item 7,

above and Section IX, below,.cn or before June 30, 1971.
. _

VIII. PROCEDURES

1. Standardized tests used to n:easure performance wlit be selected

by the project director)and approved by the intrnn1 evaluators

Iran the nationally standardized tests gen:wally:aye:liable to

ichir.A-ma0:0. The project director mill have.atithoriti
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over all pre- and posttesting conditions, and will adhere et6--
standard testing procedures and scoring, practices as defined.
by the test publisher. He will determine when the tests will
be givenland which forms of the selected tests will be given
to individual students. The Contractor will not be told what
etest or what forms. of the test have been or will Fe used for
each student.

2." The Contractor must submit to the project director a.pool of
criterion-referenced test items. At least five111 times the
number of behavioral objectives inherent in the structure of
the system to he used must be submitted and approved by the
internal evaluator thirty (30) days after initiation of the
program.

IX. FORMULA FOR PAYMENT

A. Student Point

A student point is a unit of measure in the amount of $26,776.00
divided by the total point value for the number of assigned
students. Each student will be assignedizaats for mathematics
and/or 4 points for reading.

Four points were selected iorder to facilitate the computation
for each student in each subject area on the basis of 75% payment
(3 points) for norm reference tests and 25% payment (1 point)
for criterion reference tests.

B. Computation of Contractor Performance Puma

1. Ranges of growth per student for point assignment

Penalty:

Up to and including .9 years growth (math)------3.2enalty.pts.
Less than 75% achievement on final criteribn-

referenced measure (math). --- 1 penalty pts.
Up to and including .9 years growth (reading)-- 3 penalti pts.
Less than 75% echlevement on final criterion-

referenced measure (reading) 1 penalty pts.

Achievement Guarantee:

1.0 to 1.9 years growth (math)
Satisfactory achievement on final criterion-

referenced measure (math)
1.0 to 1.9 years growth (reading)
Satisfactory achievement on final criterion-

referenced measure (reading)

No assignment of pts.

No assignment of pts.
No assignment cifpts.

No assignment of ptS.

(1411,4reCIA54..4m?
0=4" /4.0 fr-rAAAA-t,



Bonus:

2,0 or arealer years growth (math) bonus pts.
85% or greater achievement on criterion-

referenced measure (s.ath) 1 bonus pts.
2.0 or greater. years growth (reading) 3 bonus pts.
85% or greater achievement on criterion-

referenced measure (reading) 1 bonus pts.

2. Computation for final payment

Following point assignment for all students, the balance
(bonus points minus penalty points) will be used to determine
final payment to Contractor.

Penalty

$26,775.00 (Student point value x penalty pt. bal.)

Achievement Guarantee:

$26,775.00 (No penalty/no bonus)

Bonus:

$26,775.00 + $1.00 (Contractor agreed acceptance for dic

bonus condltion,regardless of
number of bonus points earned.)

. Payment Related to Student Withftayel for Cause

If the student leaves the project for evuse, the Contractor will
receive cost reimbursement of the $26,776.00 held in escrow
based upon a linear preration of Contractor's costs up to the
time of the student's departure. Tha Contractor's reimbursement
for the exiting student's final performance :end his or her
performance on any interim performance objectives thathave
not been tested will be based upon a proration of the:Alen
gain of the student's class, up to the time of the studant'v
departure.

. TEACHER TRAIUING

Teacher training for the projectwill be conducted by goL personnel.
The teaching staff will be selected from the LEA district fOr training
and continued tecchiny activities within the learning center. five",
lab direttlrs andlitgw4-professiones vill be selected for Craii.n.
with final approval of the Contractor and the:LEA. They Will be scheduled
for,fora flvo-d0Y, forty-tour taloing period prior to installation of
the systems. Additional .teachers will be selected and trained concurrently:
to provide a corps of trained will be able to Continue
the instructional program if anY staff meMbees art.tunable to complete
the year due to. extecsdad illness or normal tflichar attr;tien. The
Contractor agrecI to train 70 ,additional district :staff memlers in
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the operation of the system. The inteet here is to form a nucleus
of trained professionals within the Texarkana districts who can be
used as resource teachers or staff development consultants &ring
subsequent phases of the Terecxana Dropoet Prevention Program. The

-initial training period will consist of five consecutive days.
Training will include the coepon^ct manager, all lab directors, and
all pare- professionals and resource consurents (staff mem%crs to
be trained). The training schedule (See Appendix B, Contractor
Proposal) will be adhereJ to during the five-dey initial training
period. Tweetlehours of ongoing la-service teaining_sessions or
visitations will be conducted by EOL or autherized representatives.
The resource consultants will ect as consultants to lab directors
as required and will assume responsibility for assisting EDL teacher
training personnel during ongoing in-service training sessions.

Xl. TEACHER ADMINISTRATION POLICY

The success of the: LEA progro:a depends on the eillinaness and ability
of the teachers assigned to the program to use the methodology. If

a personnel, situation develops In which it appears that a teacher may
not be serving the best interest of the LEA program as mutually con-
cluded by the component manager and the project director, the project
director shall consider the replacement of such teacher.

V(XII. DISSEMINATION POLICY

Dissemination of information pertalninn to planning, negotiation
procedures, and interim activities related to the project will be
mutually agreed on by project director and Contractor prior to its
release to the public.

earAll information pertaining to evaluation cr test results may be
dissemineted only by the project direttor. Subse tint to public
.release of data and information and/or following comp etien of the
present contract, the Contractor will helve the right to prepare
and distribute evaluation reports, based on released data, and to
distribute reprints of this evaluation to interested parties.

XIII. VISITATIONS

Visitation privileses will be extended at tlie discretion of and
With maw, agreement between thn project director and the Contrac-
tor. Specified times and sites for visitotion will be established
and made available upon request to potential visitors.

XIV. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNEES

All terms, conditions, and provisions hereof shall inure to end
shall bind the parties hereto, their, and ench of their respective
heirs, ereeutors, administrators; successors and assignees. Contrac-
tor shall net subcontract, assign, mortgaae, encumber or otherwise
transfer any interest in this agreement;

-9-
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ZEES

Pic Contractor werrants that no person or selling agency has beea
employed or retained to solicit or secure this contract upon an
agreement or understanding for a com4S0011, poreentege, brokerasn,
or contingent fees, excepting bona fide employees or bone fide
established commercial or selling &tondos maintained by the Contrac-
tor for tic purpose of securing bueiness. For breach or violation
of this warranty the LEA which have the rieht to annul this contract
without liability or any discretion to deduct from the contract
price or consideration, or otherwise recovee, the full teount of
said commission, percentage, brokerage, or contiogent fee.

XVI. ''EQUAL EPLOYMEhT OFTeRTUNITY (Section 202, Executive Order 11246,
September 24, 1965, 3)FR 11269)

"During the performioce of this contract the Contractor agree: as
follows:"

1. "Me Contractor will not discriminete against any employee or
applicant for employment bccao:e of race, creed, color, or
notional origin. The Contractor will take offirmative action
to insure that applicants are employed, and that erployces arc
treated during employment, without regard to their race, creed,
color, or national. origin. Sochection shall include, but not
to be limited to the following:

Employment,- unreeling, demotien, or trInsfer. recruitmont
advertising; layoff or tereination; rtes of pay or other
forms of compensation; and selection for training, including
apprenticeship, The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous
places, available employees and epplieants for eeployeent,
notices to be provided by the contracting officer setting
forth the provisions of this non - discrimination clause."

2. "The Contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements
for employees placed by or on behelf of the Contractor, state
that all qualified applicants will receive ceeeidaration for
employeent without regard to rare, creed, color, or national'
origin."

"The Contractor will t.c ;id to each labor onion or rresentative
of workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement
or other contracts or understanding, a notice. to be provided
by the agency contracting officer advertising the labor union
or workers refrosentotive of the Contractor's coreJteents of
Sectiot 202 of Executive Order #112'16 of September 24, 1965,
and shal: post copy of the notice in convicuoee places
available to employees and applicants for employmt."

4. "The Contractor will coeply With all povisione of Executive
Order '1122',6 of September 24, 1565, aod of the ru'e, regulations,

and relevant orders cf the Secretary of Lehor."

-10-
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S. 1
e -re, roc or Sri l l Turn i sh all n ormatien-and reports required

by Executive Order #12246 of Septew.ber 24, 1565, and by the rules,
regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Lobo:, or persunnt
thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and
accounts between contracting agency and the Secretary of Labor
for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such
rules, regulations and orders."

6. "In the event of the Contractor's non - compliance with the nee-
discrirination clauses of his contract or with any of such rules',
regulations, or orders,' his contract may he cancelled, terminated
or suspended in whole or in part and the Contractor may be
declared ineligible for further Coverneent contracts in accordance
with procedures authorised in Executive Order #12246 of September
24, 1965, and such other sanctions ray be imposed and remedies
invoked as provided in Executive Order 112246 of Septembe 24,

1555, or by rule, regulation Ca order of the Secretary of Labor
or as otherwise provided by low."

7. "The Contractor will include the provision of 4/137 in every sub-
contrector purchase order unless excsepted by rules, regulations,
or orders of the Secretory of Labor issued persuant to Section
204 of Executive Order (12246 of September 24, 1965, so that
such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor.
The Contractor will teke such action with respect to any sub-
contract or purchase order as a contracting a5cncy may direct
as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for
non-complicect: Emties14, ?weever, that in the event the Contrac-
for becomes involved in, or ,is threatened with, litigation with
a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the
contracting egency, the Centtactor may regeest the United States
to enter into such litigation to piotect the interest of the
United States."

xvis. cinimIcATIom OF NOU-SE4RECATED rACILIT1ES

The Contractor or suhcontrectos certifies that he does not maintain
or provide for his employees any segregated facilities at any of
his establishments, and that he does nut permit his employees to
perform their services at any !metier:. under his control, where
segregated facilities are mainLained. WI certifies further that
4e will nut maintain or previdn his emeioyees ony segregated
facilitier at any of his establisheants, and that ho will net
permit his employnes to perform their services at aey location
under his control, uhere segregated facilities ere maintained.
.The Contrector, or subcontractor agrees chat a breech of this
certification is a violation of the Equel Opportulity clause in
this contract. As used in this certification thn term "segregated
facilities" means welting rocs, work areas, rest rooms and wash
room, rectauraets and ether eptirig areas, tithe clocks, locker
roars and other storage or d'asing orris. prrking lots, drinking
fountains, recrcetion or entertainment area.,, trere.porlatien, and
housing fa..ilities provided for rployees which are segregated by
explicit directive er are in feet segregated on the ba4is of race,
creed, color or notional origin, because of habit, 10C41 CuStna,
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or otherwise. He ur
identical certifications from proposed subruntraetors for specific
periods) he will obtain identical certifications from proposed sob-
controctors prior to the award of subcontracts ercueding $10,000.00
which are not exempt frog the provisions or the Equal Opportunity
clause; that he will rucain suchsirtifications in his files; and
that he will forward the follwing notice of such Freposed subeon-
tractora exccpt where the proposed sub4ontractors hve submitted
identical certifications for specific time periods):

XVIII. NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE SUBCOThACTORS OF REQUIREMENT FOR CratTlhICATIONS
OF NGN-SEGREGATED FACILITIES

A certification. of non-segregated facilities, as required by the
May 9, 1967, Order (32 Fk 7439, May 19, 1967) on elimination of
segregnted facilitic3, by the Secretary of Labor, must be submitted
prior to the acard of a subcontract exceceing $10,002.00 which is
not exempt from the provisions of the Equal Opportunity clnuse.
The certification may be submitted either for each subcontractor
or for all subcontracts during a period (i.e., quarterly, semi-
annually, or annually).

Note: The penalty for making fatzo statements in offers Is
prescribed In le U.S.C. 1C01.
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111-VIINESS-V.-1611the-p-arttes have caused-this-awei:ment to be
signed in their behalf by their duly authorized rcpresentatives on the
day andyear first written above.

CONTRACIOR LEA

.M.MMINGEM.
Edmund Zazzera

President
EDL/NcGrau-Ni ll

Notarized Certifications:

-13-
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terP.6641.0.141.1;126VIE.Ps.

Coltgdsrad tie.pitt&

irclas ate to in: col.E.1d.nrcd 03 ar.t.,e if:

1. The$r vordinz fevuticel iu all respeeta.

Example:. .141:ieh of thlc.0 it: a %my to find the

elm 1.ecocto Sa icht.n of a circle
ith a dic.ctorT

(1) 3 X 3.1A (3) 3 g 3 X 3.16
(2) G. 3.14 (4) 1 X 6 X 3.14

1

B. Ig:i.c.14 of tlOrt to' :.%n.y to find the
11.ehLs of n eirelt

Wile a 6-In: dio....ter?

4 44) er--':;

(1) 3 X 21.i4 (1) G X 3./4 CIO X 3 X 3.14

(4) 1 X 6 X ,.14

(Rote ehanLe le nrrrw,,:wmt Of options.)

1. Th:t Vordinf: of tt,o ma: tlo vordirq of do correct

revp:Innt nro i4Winh1, Wye rer.punson have hem'

ellefined.

I.. fAtto et: stbou.

B. 1.4hioll of those LI vt:::y CG 1 11.1 thz: cireuratroneo
of a circle With a ti.ar.h

(1) 3.1 X 3 (1) 3 X 1.t.17

(2) 6 X 3.14 (.1) 2 X X 1.141(6

3. 41 terrITI: 7C:,11:41.:1.: tr. 141:1;t:I.V.t1 6:1:1 tht Imo li:R. of

the stem !in7: tif!en tettisteq: doopfte A.S 411'11:44

vore for,.

A. Som.: its Atm%

B. The hu.:)ver of inch% it. 'the circroAnec of a
elicit: %Plea of 6 inek.o it:

0) 6 3! 3.14 (3) 1): 1 X 3.14
(7.) 3 X 3,1 (1.) i X 6 X 3./4
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EXHIbLi A (cunt.)

4. ')tic clhe stnfo.v: vtrl#, Ito Leo ri.tt::tat41

dc:44.tt. ILa fnct that t:a fu (It

trlative.

AS Se. '4' as ohm,

L. 'Lill hus1w1 of inclio ti:', cirvore..ce of a
circle with a dirmtter of C Ivion Sc

(1). 6 X 5.)416 (5) 3 X 3 X 5.14
(?) 6 X 21 ( 4 ) X 3 ; 3 7.

7

S. The 'fakir) toitmof..r:v.,,!.11.:-. tnRW,Lraratuee. cleavItc

A an,r clat.zr. its rot6lry; 00 e;JI...ct reule.e Lc

identicsi, but Guy irtr:Tect G.1'.4ee h.,. been cbcrtnd

- or otilitipal . .

...
. i . .

A. Sar.v., as cbove. .

*.11. ut,ohtz o2 in 6.1 ciftiwifereoce of c

clictchrvini; a ettveil 41.o.:3tia WAD be fowl by
0:10: ef

.

(1) .3 31 (') 6 X 3.14 (S, 3X 3 X 5.14
7 . .

The item hr:' bre') chtir.nd frm G tultiiat-ch:dec to A

trocfh/Nc fc:10,..+r by rt.tillui..41 ag: atuq of Or uultfrlo-

choice. item ud ihvpea.in in ttcw ow; o; On options.
(correct or frizo'etzct).

A. S.;. t" ottoo.
.

. .
. .

. .:

. Ti, 11.0. 1.01..!,:.- of lutta tit :le cf.m.-Ifereice of c civele
:.... -.. '4, : %Ai", n 6-1iith 4414 'A 0 ** 4 C 1 X S r 1.15: . .

..... ..:
. ..

.

VW.: . )7.1.1:3
: ... ,. I , ........
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. ANALYSIS OF COST / EFFECTIVENESS RATIOS

The Contractor agrees to wbrk in cooperation with the LEA in analyzing
its present cost / effectiveness ratio for students in traditional
programs and in comparing these ratios with cost data from RLC install-
ations. From-the costs computed by LEA, the contractor will build
alternate models for use as decision making tools within the cost
restrictions, time allowances, and distinct imposed restraints as
delineated by LEA. The conceptual basis of cost / effectiveness, the
computational structure and the definitions under which computation
can be accomplished are provided below.

The use of an accountability concept in education has coincided with the
belief that some form of analysis of cost / gain (the cost to a school
district for a unit of student growth) factors can be appliedto education.
Various forms of cost analysis have been used in business to allow study of
relative effectiveness of different operations and procedures. In business,
there are clear difinitions of costs required to generate a product or
service and the value of the completed unit produced. While it can not

. be assumed that the value of education can be so easily assigned, the
basic mathematical ratios can be computed; cost analysis in education re-
quires LNe comparison of the value of the product (the academic growth of
the student) to all elements of a production cycle (costs of staff,
material, plant, etc.) The application of this technique to the be-
havioral sciences is not only complex, but also presupposes that decisions
have been reached regarding a definition of desirable outcomes, student
growth, and the extent to which these outcomes can be considered a funtion
of multiple input variables, such as class size or materials.used In the
classroom. To assume that definitions of outcomes an inputs can be stated
and agreement can be reached regarding valid measurement of the defined
outcomes or that any instructional technique or approach can ever be free
of intervening variables would be naive. However, to refuse to participate
in the development of cost enaylysis appreaches because of the state of the
art would be less than farsighted. As a tool of decision makers and. as
an evaluation 9f educational accountability, analysis of costs must its done.

Models for:Cost Analysis

Threi models for cost analysis can now be used, or maybe used, in education
as measurement techniques become more sophisticated. ,Comparative cost.
analysis, cost / effectiveness analysis, and cost / benefit anal-'iis provide
feasible models for educators. The selection of a suitable model depends, to
some. extent, upon the needs of a district and the availability of data.
In general, ho.sever, the trend of the use of cost analysis is an evolutionary
trend; school district personnel are now using some form of comparative cest
analysis as a tool for decision making. As evaluation assumes a more prominent
role in the total educational management process, and as accounting and audit-
track procedures ere applied to classroom activities, cost / effectiveness
analysis will become a valuable approach to comparative analysis and, there-

- More, to the selection of alternatives; and cost / benefit analysis will remain
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a goal to be sought in the analysis o costs but usable only at some future
.

`
t i me when-Tel-table-and-valid measurement-techniques have been devised which
will have,the capability to evaluate all aspects of a student's changes in
behavior that can be attributod to his activities within the school environ-
ment.

Because cost / benefit analysis, which'would include considerations of behav-
ioral change in the affective as well as the cognitive domain, is not usable
at this time, certain assumptions about the values of education must be
made. It must be assumed that at this point in time the primary measurement
of the value of education is based upon levels of achievement as measured
by standardized or criterion referenced tests. In general, the measurement
of concomitant growths of students, such as independence of action, ego
maintenance and strength, and the ability to successfully relate to teachers
and peers, must be postpOned until measuring instruments are prepared. This
does not imply that these behavioral changes should be ignored. There may
be situations in which cost analysis computations yield the same or similar
results for two or more educational approaches. Decision making must, in
this instance, be based in whole or In part upon more subjective evaluation
by students, teacher, and administrators involved.

The following has been prepared as a guide for the computation of cost /
effectiveness ratios. It has been assumed that ratios will be computed for
a traditional language arts program and for L-100 use for comparative anal-
ysis. Any standardized test can be used as the dependent variable to mo-
ire the results. A criterion referpnced test could be used as the depen-
dent variable if there is reason to believe that the test items are reli-
able and that the test is a valid measure of generalizable objectives
reading and language arts. .All cost factors must be determined for both the
traditional and the L-100 classroom units In order to provide comparative
estimates.

In order to establish a cost / effectiveness retie for students within a
particular district or for students from any target population within a
district, the following cost factors must be determined. For this compar-
ative study, the district ratio will be that ratio computed for tradition-
al installations and the target ratio will be that ratio computed for LEA
installations.

1. Total yearly expenditure for regular classroom language arts
instructional equipment and non-consumable materials for

.
target population. In order to determine the cost for one
year, the equipment and materials must be amortized over
the appropriate time periods. (School District, State, and
Federal Funds must be included.)

2. Total yearly expenditure for replar classroom language arts
and consumable instructional mafiilais pop.,

ulation. .(School District, State, and Federal Funds)

3: Total yearly expenditure fo'r language arts, instructional
equipment and non-consumable materials for target pop-,
ulation for all remedial activities In order to determine .
the cost for one year, the equipment and materials must be
amortized over the appropriate time periods. (School District,

State, and Federal Funds)
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4. Total yearly expenditure for consumable language arts
-instructional materials for target population for ali remedial
activities. (School District, State, and Federal Fundir----

5. Average salary of teacher for each regular classroom unit.with-
in the target population.

6. Average number and average salary of paraprofessionals
assigned full or part7time tc each classroom unit within the
target population.

7. Average salary for reacting diagnosticians and remedial
teachers assigned full or part-time to each classroom unit
within the target population.

Unit cost of classroom (total cost to district for main-
taining one classroom).

Average growth of students participating in regular class-
room activities only)within each grade level of the target
populationAased upon standardized test scores (it may be of
interest to the district research personnel to further
break down this data into quartile ranges for more detailed
analysis of subsamples).

10. Average growth of students in remedial classrooms at each
grade level) based upon standardized test scores.

Upon detennination of these cost factors, cost effectiveness ratios
can be computed by the following formulas.

Note: it is possible to compute cost / effectiveness amounts for
students in regular classrooms only, for students assigned
for remedial work only, or for the =lombination of both
groups by substituting zero values appropriately in the
formulas.

Definition of Symbols

N total number of regular students + total number of remedial students

n total number of schools within target population

ni total number of regular classrooms plus total number of remedial classrooms

summation of all scores

11
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COST /EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR LANGUAGE Ara INSTRUCTION

First Stet Define target population and pr; 912!

.

Name of educational prognin or system

(N) Rpm+ total number of regular students

plus total number of remedial students

In target population

(n) Total number of schools within target

(ni)

population

Total number of regular classrooms

'plus total number of remediel.class -

rdbms

Total number of teachers

115215cUla
Define and isolate cost of instruction

Major educational Description of cost itemiand instrUc

cost factor for tions for computation

one year

ITEM 1

Equipment and non-

consumable 1 nstruc-

tional materials

$

Total yearly expense for instructional

equipment and non-consumable materials

used for regular class Instruction. To

get cost, per year, divide total costs by

expected life of the materials. Include

mi

purchases made with federal, state fund;

0.



ITEM 2.

Consumable Materials
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Total yearly cost for ail consumable'

materials used for regular language

arts instruction. include materials

purchased with federal, statevg local

funds.

TEM

Remedial Education

costs for equipment

and for tion-consum-

.: able materials

*$

Determine total costs of equipment

and non-consumable materials used

for remedial instruction. Divide

total cost of each item by years

of, expected life to get yearly

cost. Include materials purchased

through federal state, S local funds.

ITEM 4

Remedial Education

cost for consumable

materials

411171.1101101

Add together costs for all consumable

materials used for -remedial langUage

arts instruction and target popOlatioe.

Calculate the average.annual salary

,of classroom teichisesWho proVide

retiular language arts instruction

for the target population. Include



ITEM 6

;* Costs of teacher aides,
paraprofessionals

(average salary of full-
time aide)

$
(Average yearly salary of
part-time aide)
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Compute the average annual salaries

of the full-time staff of.teacher4

ardes)and the average annual salary

a part-time sides. Include anly

those aides who:participate in language

arts instruction with target students:,a *
TEM

Costs Reading Specialists Find th* total costs for reading

Testing personnel, and diagnosticians, specialists, and

remedial teachers classroom teachers who provide
average

A. $ remedial instruction and services
Number of

6. 1 aersonnel fdr taget population. Include

the number of personnel involved

In remedial instruction.

ITEM 8

Classroom Cost Find average cost for one classroom

used for target population. Include

cost of maintanince, heat light,

construction, and debt service.

MLA
Language Arts Instruction Find the percentage of class day

Time spent7in regular class language

arts instruction



ITEM 10

te
Percentage. Remedial

Language Arts instruction

Time %
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ITEM 11

Average growth of students

at each grade

. Pretest

lEPosttest

find thepercentage of class day
. . .

spent in remedial learning with

language arts'instruction. Include

time students spend is regular. class

"Instruction if remedial time is

supplementary to it.

41MelaII

Report a summaticn (t) of pre-test

scores aval posttest scores for

entire target population. Include

name and form of standardized test
a

used together with date administered.
Name of test used.

Pretest Date

Posttest.

ITEM 12

Remedial student growth Average growth of students In remedial

1LPretest classrooms in language arts.' Growth

lEPosttest . should be reported In months] according

to standardized achievement tests.

Compute Cost "Iffectiveness Ritioc

uslo9.thasa formulas.

:>;1",c,



CAI
insert cost and growth items (Steps 1, 2, 3) In each formula to obtain

costs and effectiveness factors. Precede sequentially.

Cost / t_ ffectiveness FaCtor pimMINE

Factor A
. .

Total Equipment and

materiels cost:per child - Item I + item 2 + itj. Lem 4
N

per year.

Factor 11.

Classroom personnel costs

per student per year

Fictor C

Remedial Personnel costs:

per stUdent per year

Factor 0.

Cost of plant operatfont

per child per year

Factor E

Average gain in reading

(months)

VFactor' F

COst I Effectiveness Ratio

'Mat
forjarget population

n I x 681 Jc- 6b tell)
n

I

lit 1111e... /11 " "en/J21.

Z posttest s

(!':Means summation, of scores)

111."

Factor A +(Factor 8 Factor C Factor 0

Factor E

4.
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CONTRACT

0EG-0-9-136045-3330 (281)

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that, Texarkana School District

Miller County, Arkansas, a public school system incorporated in the State of

Arkansas with principal offftes at Texarkana, Arkansas, designated as Fiscal Agent

for a planned "dropout prevention project" to be funded by the U. 8. Moe of Edu-

cation, hereinafter described as the "Agent," for and in consideration of five dollars

($5.00) and other valuable consideration, receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged,

does hereby contract and agree WW1 EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation, a pri-

vats Arizona corporation with principal dikes at Tucson, -Arizona, hereinafter de-

scribed as the "Contractor," as follows:

WITNESSETH THAT:

WHEREAS, the Agent has received continuation of an operational grant for

Phase II under the auspices of the U. 8. Office of Education to conduct a "Dropout

Prevention Program" in. Texarkana, USA, area, and desires certain technical as-

sistance in the operation of such program, and

WHEREAS, the Contractor is prepared to provide certain technical assis-

tance and advice to the Agent in the operation of such program. (See 'Attachment

I.)

NOW THEREFORE, the parties do mutually agree as. follows:

Scope of= Work to be Performed by Contractor

The services to be performed by t.he Contractor for the germ purpose.
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1. verifying the results of the projezt evaluation, and

2. assessing the appropriateness of the evaluation procedures.

The more specific services to be performed by the Contractor shall include:

(See attachment)

"4'1. To verify the implementation of the project evidential design.

2. To review the evaluation forms, questionnaires, and instruments required
in the evaluation design.

3. To review the monitoring of the collection of information required in the
evaluation design. and as reported by the internal evaluator.

4. To Verify the analysis of data_ as gathered and reported
evaluator to the project director.

5. --To review and report on the information_ and/or reports presented by
internal evaluator to Os project director.

6. To providi the project directory with two major Audit reports--oin
on the Interim Evaluation Report and the other based on the Final Eva
ation Report presented by the internal evaluator.

II. Audit Personnel

The Educational Program Auditor will be Dr. Robert E. /Kroner, utilising

a team of support personnel from the EPIC Diversified. Systems Corporation.

support personnel will be Dr. Terry Cornell, Evaluation Design Specialist, Mr.

Allan Gibson, Measurement and Statistics Specialist, and Dr. Robert Armstrong,

Project Wus.gement Specialist. The resulting of these people are presented in

Attachment I.

in. Audit Sampling Technique

Die to the extreme need for accuracy for all testing scores utilized for

paymfmt purposes, the evaluation activities directly associated with the administer-
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ing, scoring, and tabulating of these data will be thoroughly monitored and all

statistical analyses duplicated.

Other evaluation data results will be spot-checked on a basis of not less

than 5% of the total

IV. Audit Plan Schedule (October 15, 1970-June 30, 1971)

1. October 15 (or at scheduled pre-testing)--On-site Visitation

a. Observe pre-testing procedures and conditions.
b. Interview teachers and students in the project.

2. October 31--Report to Project Director on reported evaluation activity and
data.

3. November 30--Report to Project Director on reported evaluation activity
and data.

4. December 31--Report to Project Director on reported evaluation activity
and data.

5. January 10--On-site visitation

a. Spot chock reported evaluation activity.
b. Interview project personnel.

6. February 1--Process Audit Report to Project Director

7. March 31--Report to Project Director on reported evaluation activity and
data.

6. April 30--Report to Project Director-on reported evaluation activity and
data.

9. May 25 (or at scheduled post-testing)-0n7site Visitation

a. Observe post-testing procedures and conditions'.
b. Interview project personnel.

10. June 25-(or StventyclayeAfts receiving final evaluation 'report)--Final
Audit Report
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V. Responsibilities of the Fiscal Agent

A. Consultation

The fiscal agent and participating staff members shall cooperate with the

contractor's representatives, and shall make themselves available at all reasonable

times during ordinary wolking hours during the period of the contract. They shall

be willing to confer with the contractor on any problem that arise; and assist in

the planning and implementing of dr; services included in this contract.

B. Information

The fiscal agent or his designate shall cooperate with the contractor's

representative in providing all information essential to carrying at the scope of

work described herein and as presented in Attachment B, Outline of Educational

Program Auditing Procedures U.S.O.E.

C. Inspection and Reports

The fiscal agent shall have the right at all times during the period of the

contract to inspect the work performed by the contractor, and to request brief

interim .oral Or written reptprts_of work progress from the contractor as may be

reasonably necessary to assure proper performance of the contract.

VI. Period of Performaive

The services of the contractor are to commence on October 15, 1970, and

will end June 30, 1971.
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VII. Compensation and Method of Payment

A. Compensation

1. To perform the services outlined in this contract, the Fiscal Agent

shall pay to the corz%ractor a sum of money not to exceed ;7,002.60,

and it is to include all costs and expenses related to this agreement

and represents payment in full for the complete and satisfactory ser-

vices noted herein. (See budget, attachment II.)

2. The 1.,:-yment under this agreement will be made upon presentation of

a requisition for payment by the contractor and will specify expendi-

tures for the following line items:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Personnel
Travel
Supplies, equipment, and services
Overhead and miscellaneous

B. Method of Payment

1. The dates listed on the evaluation design represent deadlines for per-

formance of various services except where changes in deadline dates

are mutually acceptable to the Fiscal Agent and the contractor.

2. Payments to the contractor shall be made according V+ the completion

of the following schedule for the following amounts:

Date

1. October 15
2., December 31
3. February 1
4. April 31
5. May 25

Activity Related to Payment

On-site Visitation
Report to Project Director
Process Audit Report
Report to Project Director
On-Site Visitation

Amount* of Payment

$1,400.52
1,400.52
1,400.52
1, 400.52
1,400.52
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VIII. Changes and Conditions

Changes, additions, or conditions to this contract may be made only by

mutual agreement of the parties.

In witheas whereof, the parties hereto have executed this contract this

twenty-eighth day of September, 1970.

Texarkana School District No. 7
/1

By, tiff 4X.1
Fiscal Agent

EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation

By frALt/ e
Presiders
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ROBERT J. ARMSTRONG

Dr. Robert Armstrong was a member of the *fuming committee that de-

veloped the EPIC concept 'nd operational plan in 1966. He served as Assistant

Director of the Center for one year, and Director of the Center for two years

while it was operational as an ESEA, Title HI Project. Under his direction, the

Center developed from an agency initially working with fourteen local school dis-

tricts to an agency involved in over twenty different States.

Dr. Armstrong was an Associate Professor of Education at The University

of Arizona and held an appointment at that institution for five years. Prior to his
work at the university and with EPIC, he had ten years. experience in public schools,

serving as a classroom teacher and school administrator.

Other Areas of Professional Experience and Responsibility:

Development and implementation of EPPA training institutes in cooperation
with the U. S. Office of Education.

Consultative assistance in such State Agencies as 1 402Cag , Nevada, Arkansan
end Arizona in the development of evaluation rtrategies for State-wide. pro-
grams and the training of personnel.

Member of the research team of EPIC that developed and field-tested the
EPIC Structure and Scheme for Evaluation.

Development of program format and training procedures for PPBS pilot
programs in California (Goals, Objectives, and Evaluation)

A4r istance to the Arkansas State Department of Education in their Compre-
hensive Planning Program under 402.

Member of EPIC team develophg and implementing Management by Objec-
tives procedures at the State and local levels.

Evaluation of regional center management.

Dr. Armstrong has been directly involved in the training programs carried

out by EPIC over the past three years and is in part responsible for the systems

and related materials that are used in the training activities.
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TERRY D. CORNELL

Dr. Cornell has served as Coordinator of the Evaluation Services

Division for the EPIC Evaluation Center during the past two yucrs. Under

his direct supervision of all evaluation designs, statistical analysis,

instrument development, and data processing have been completed for EPIC

projects.

Dr. Cornell is an Assistant Professor of Education at the University

of Arizona and has primary responsibility for the statistics and measurement

instruction within the College of Education. He received his Ph.D. from

the University of Michigan and served as Research Design Consultant at that

university.

Other key contributions:

Development and field-testing of. State -wide needs assessment
programs.

Assistance to the Tennessee State Department of Education in
the development of State-wide evaluation programs..

Assistance to rho; Washington State Depirtment of Education in
the development of evaluation designs for all Title III, ESEA
programs.

.Co-author for two books related to the writing and evaluation'
of objectives.

Responsible in part for the training procedures and manuals
developed by EPIC which relate to evaluation skills.

Dr. Cornell is presently supervising the evaluation designs and strat-

egies being developed by EPIC for educational agencies in some _twenty

different States.
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ALLAN GIBSON

Allan.Gibson, a Measurement Specialist with the EPIC Evaluation

Center, is presently involved in evaluation projects concerned with students

from preschool to senior nigh school. The personnel involvement concerns

evaluation designs, statistical analysis, and measurement techniques in

both. cognitive and affective areas. During the past three years, he has

participated and/or consulted with m'ny local and State agencies.

.Examples of the work involved in these engagemnte include:

The development of affective instruments

The development of cognitive instruments

The development of evaluation designs for funded programs

Statistical analysis of Iata related to funded ptograms

Conducting evaluation workshops

Proposal writing

Educational auditing

These activities include involvement in large urban headstart

programs, state regional education centers, state departments of education,

Titles I, III, VII, Imo. via programs, inter -city programs, and urban and

rural programs in Arizona.
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ROBERT E. KRANER

Dr. Kraner was one of the initial team members that planned and

implemented the EPIC Evaluation Center. He was instrumental in much of

the work related to the development of operational procedures for the Center.

He served as Coordinator of the Evaluation Services Division for one year,

and as Assistant Director of the Center for the past two years.

Dr. Kraner is an Arlociate Professor of Education at The University

of Arizona and has had several years of public school teaching and

--administrative experience.

Other responsibilities inciude:

Developed the concepts used ty EPIC in their role as an "Educational

Auditor."

-Educational Auditor for the Texarkana Dropout Program.

Consultant services to the States of Tennessee and_Arkansas in the

development and implementation of State-wide evaluation programs.

Co-author of two booka related to the writing and evaluation of

objectives.

Dr. Kraner has been directly involved in Many of EPIC 's

programs and-in part responsible for the materials and procedures used in

these programs.
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SELECTED AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
WHO H1E UTILIZED EPIC SERVICES

(South Alabama University and the Southern Alabama Deseg-
regation Center) EPIC conducted a training session for key
project personnel. Training focused on evaluation skills and
behavioral objectives.

(State Department'of Public Instruction) EPIC conducted a train-
ing program for all Title III project directors, etphasizing
evaluation skills, and behavioral objectives. EPIC has also
scheduled a series of workshops to train. State Department per-
sonnel in the same areas of concentration.

(Bilingual Education Programs) EPIC is currently serving as
the external educational auditor for all fOur of the Bilingual
Education Prograis.in the State.

Arkansas (State Department of Education) EPIC is currently involved
in a long-term arrangement with the State Department. and
'its relatedregional, centers. During 1968 -69 academic.
year, twelve rraining,andplanning SessionsWheld at
various regional centers to deVelop ;heir, evaluitiOn capa7
bilities. EPIC is in the process of implementing two large7
scale programs in the State starting in Septemberof'1970
(State-wide.Needs Assessment and Astistanee to State-side
Title I, ESEA Evaluation).

California (Los Angeles Unified Schools) EPIC is serving as the in-
ternal evaluator for the Title III, ESEA EdUcational Com-
plexes in the Watts.And Garfield Districts. ThisConsists
of developing program objectives, descriptions, evaluation,
designs, program monitoring, and data analysis.

(Santa Monica Unified District) Analysis of district -wide
achievement test scores at the elementary school level.

Florida

(Fremont Unified School District) EPIC is assisting program
personnel to develop internal evaluation procedures for Title
III, ESEA Project.

(Berkeley Unified School District) In cooperation with the
administration, business office and selected teachers,' EPIC
has been developing a hierarchical system of objectives for
the PPfS System. EPIC has also conducted initial training
sessions in their objective writing.

(State Department of Education). EPIC conducted a series of
ten training sessions in behavioral objective writing for State
and school district personnel.
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Kansas

Kentucky

Michigan
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(State DepartMent of Education) Assistance provided to State
agency for long -range planning of evaluation strategies.

(State Department of Education) Extensive training and con-
sultative services have been provided this agency in the de-
velopment of their State plan for evaluation of federally sup-
ported programs.

(Michigan Council for Teachers of English) Under the spon-
sorship of Project "Message," EPIC conducted an extensive
training session for selected members of the organization.
The training emphasized evaluation skills and behavioral ob-
jective writing.

Nebraska (Educational Regional Center, Scottsbluff) Training of Spe
cial Education teachers in behavioral objective writing.

Nevada (State Department of Education) Two training sessions have
been conducted for this agency. One session focused on eval-
uation skills for federal project personnel, and the second
session was for the purpoie of training State personnel in the
writing of behavioral objectives.

Tennessee (State Department of Education) Consultants were provided to
this agency by EPIC to assist in the development of a State-
wide plan for the evaluation of Title III, ESEA programs.

Texas

Utah

(Texas Education Agency) EPIC .will be initiating a' reaearch
and development program in cooperation with this agency to
establish a model evaluation program for a regional center.
The work focuses primarily on Special Education.

(Utah State Administrators Association) Orientation and train-
ing sessions were recently conducted for the organization to
initiate long-range plans for evaluation of instructional pro-
grams.

(Weber State College) EPIC staff is involved in assisting this
institution in developing the objectives and evaluation.

Washington '(State Department of Education) EPIC staff assisted.all ESEA
Title III project directors in developing objectives and the eval-
uation designs for proposals to be submitted for funding.

U. S. Office (Educational Personnel Development Act) EPIC conducted a
of Education series of training programs for EPDA project directors under

contract with U.S.O.E.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AUDIT BUDGET

Direct Labor Costa:

One Educational Program Auditor (18 days) $2,700.00
One Evaluation Design Specialist (2 days) 300.00
One Measurement and Statistics Specialist (2 days) 300.00
One Project Management Specialist (2 days) 300.00

Other Direct Costa:

Travel:
a. Mr Fare Tucson-Texarkana 516.00
b. Pei Diem (5 days 0 $30.00) 150.00

Materials and Reproductiona 300.00

Computer Facility and Personnel (complete check and
verification of scores serving as basis for payment
and their statistical analyses as reported) 1,800.00

Sub-total $6,366.00
10% Overhead (facilities and equipment) 636.60

mamma

Total 07.002.60
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September 28, 1970

ASSURANCES

1. The applicant has the necessary legal authority to apply for and receive the

proposed grant.

2. The activities and services for which assistance is sought under this Title

will be administered by or under the supervision of the applicant.

3. In planning the program proposed in the application, there has been, in es-

tablishing and carrying out that program, there will be participation of the

appropriate cultural and educational resource(s) of the area to be served,

including persons representative of the interests of potential beneficiaries.

4. Funds under Title VIII of the Act will be used to supplement and not supplant

state and local funds expended for educational purposes and, to the extent

practical, increase the fiscal effort that would in the absence of such funds

be made by the applicant for educational purposes.

5. The applicant will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (PL

88-352) and all requirements imposed by, or pursuant to, the Regulations of

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (45 CFR Part 80) issued

pursuant to the title, to the end that no person in the United States shall,

on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from partici-

pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimina-

tion under activity for which the applicant receives Federal financial assistance
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from the Department. (The assurance of compliance (HEW 441); or court

order, or desegregation plan previously filed with the U. S. Office of Edu-

cation in accordance with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Regulations applies to this application.)

O. The project will be operated in compliance with Public Law 89-10, as amended,

and with Regulations and other policies and administr,ative issuances by the

Commissioner, including submission of such reports as may be required.

7. The filing of this application has been authorized by the governing bOdy:. of

the applicant, and the undersigned representative. has been,:duly:authoriZed". J...

to file this application for and in behalf of said .applicant, and Otherivise:tO..-,.;...

act as the authorized representative of the applicant in-connection.With

application.

8. No board or staff member of a local educational agency will participate in,

or make recommendations with respect to, an administrative decision re-

garding a program or project under Title VIII of the Act if such a decision

can be expected to result in any benefit or remuneration, such as royalty,

commission, contingent fee, brokerage fee, consultant fee, to him or any

member of his immediate family.

9. All equipment acquired under Title VIII of the Act will be used for the pur-

poses specified in the approved project proposal, and such equipment will be

subject to the administrative control of the recipient local educational agency.
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CONTRACT

KNOW Mi. MEN HY THESE PRESENTS, that, Texarkana School District #7, Miller County.

Arkansas, a public school system incorporated in the State of Arkansas with principal

offices at Texarkana, Arkansas, designated as Fiscal Agent for a planned "dropgut

prever.tion project' to be funded by the U. S. Office of Education, hereinafter des-

cribed as the "Agent', for and in consideration of five dollars ($5.00). and other

valuable consi4eration, receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does hereby contract

and agree with the Region VIII Education Service Center a cooperative regional edu-

elt1441 aRency administered by the Magnolia Arkansas School District #14. Columbia

County, Arkansas, a public school system incorporated in the State of Arkansas and

it principal offices in Magnolia, Arkansas, hereinafter described as the "Contractor'

as follows:

WITNESSETH THAT:

UMHEAS, the Agent has received continuation of an operational grant for Phase

TT under the auspices of the U. S. Office of Education to conduct a "Dropout Preven-

tion Program" in the Texarkana, USA, area, and desires certain technical and manage -

lent assistance in the operation of such program, and

tHIEREAS, the Contractor is prepared to provide certain technical and management

assistnnce and advice to the Agent in the operation of such program. (See Attach:wet

I)

NOV THEREFORE, the parties do mutually agree as follows:

I. Scope of Work

The services to be performed by the contractor encompass the following areas

of wore: (a) curriculum services, (b) evaluation services and (c) management support

services.

A. The contractor shall perform the following evaluation services:

1. 'efine and complete the evaluation design for Phase II by September 1,

1970.

2. Develop the necessary evaluation forms questionnaires, and instruments
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designated as the responsibility of the internal evaluator according to the

time schedule in the evaluation design.

3. Monitor the collection of information required in the evaluation design.

4. Provide the project director an interim evaluation report by February 15,

1971.

5. Analyze the data obtained for evaluation purposes and provide the project

director with feedback information on the analysis.

6. Provide the project director with all information and/or reports deemed

necessary for efficient operation of the program.

7. Present to the project director a final evaluation report by August 31,

1971.

Dr. Lawrence H. Roberts will represent the contractor in the per-

formance of the evaluation services. Dr. Roberts has his Ph.D.

degree in Counseling and Guidance and has extensive work experi-

ence in teaching, evaluation, and governmental work. During the

past year, Dr. Roberts was coordinator of Programs, Region VIII

Education Service Center. lie holds membership in numerous pro-

fessional associations including the American Psychological

Association, American Personnel and Guidance Association, National

Education Association, Phi Delta Kappa and similar groups.

The estimated cost for performing the evaluation services is

$17,4o.w.

D. The contractor shall perform the following curriculum services:

1. Develop and implement a pre-service and in-service training program for

turnkey teachers. The pre-service training program will be complete by

September 1, 19701while the in-service will continue throughout the school

year.

2. Monitor and provide consultative assistance to the turnkey program through-

out the school year.

3. Provide the necessary management competencies as needed in the operation
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of the turnkey program.

4. Develop dissemination information as needed about the turnkey program for

various audiences and/or recipients.

5. Organize a curriculum study committee and help conduct a study of the

needed vocational education_ programs. The study is to be completed by. June

1, 1971.

6. Assist in the planning and development of a grading system appropriate
--

to a self pacing iniFructional program. An appropriate grading system is

to be developed by June, 1, 1971.

7. Identify the students for the turnkey program by August 15, 1970.

Dr. Lewis Lemmond will represent the contractor in the performance

of the curriculum services. He will be located in Texarkana and

will devote full time to the services outlined under this contract.

Dr. Lemmond has his Ph.D. degree in Supervision, curriculum, and

instruction. He has work experience at all levels of education

including teaching, supervision, and rldministration. Dr. Lemmond

holds membership in the National Education Association, American

Association of School Administrators, National Association of

Secondary School Principals, Phi Delta Kappa and numerous regional

and state professional associations.

The estimated cost for performing the curriculum services is $9,200.

The contractor shall perform the following manageMent support services.

Help.-develop-and7weite-e Preq000t-for -proposal " -to-be4se027107obtaining

bids for Orespective:contractOre by -July 20,.970.

Assist in the development of a C;iteriabY,whichit.ContraCtOr might :be

OhOtieu. A point systeM for evaluating contractor's bid will be developed by

August 15, 1970.

3. Develop a list of tasks seeded to initiate andA+pOrate the 1Parning.

center, turnkey, curriculum and instruction, and the counselin!;-and guidance!

coOpimemtfi.
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4. Help as needed in the development of an information dissemination system

for persons within the projectjas well as for those outside the project area.

5. Assist the project director in the preparation and writing of reports and

the..,..continuation proposal.

6. Assist in the development of a financial record system and correlating

the cost information with the records system.

Dr. Dean C. Andrew will represent the contractor in the performance

of the management support services. Dr. Andrew has his Ph.D. degree

in Educational Psychology and is presently Associate Director of the

Region VIII Education Service Center. He possesses considerable

experience in teaching, research, and administration. Dr. Andrew

is the author of several books and numerous journal publications

in the field of education. He has conducted or has assisted in

several planning studies involving the education, health, and

rehabilitation fields. Dr. Andrew holds membership in the American

Psychological Association, American Personnel and Guidance Association.

American College Personnel Association, National Education Association,

and several regional and state professional organizations.

The estimated cost of the management support services is $5400.00.

II. Responsibilities of the Fiscal Agent

A. Consultation

The fiscal agent and paTtiripants staff members shall cooperate with the

contrac,lo. -res)nr,* , and shall make themselves available at all

\reasonable 4".!.W --.-Ang ordinary working hours during the period of the

;contract. They shall be willing to confer with contractor on any problems

that arisejand assist in the_planning.and implementations of the services

included in this contract.

D. Information

The fiscal agent or his designate shall cooperate with the contractor's

-4-
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representative in providing all information essential to carrying out On

scope of work described herein.

C. Inspection and Reports

The fiscal agent shall have the right at all times during the period of

the contract to inspect the work performed by the contractor, and to request

brief interim oral or written reports of work progress from the contractor as

may be reasonably necessary to assure proper performance of the contract.

III. Period of Performance

The services of the contractor are to commence on 4uly 1, 1970, and will enda

June 31, 1971.

IV. Compensation and Method of Payment

A. Compensation

1. To perform the services outlined in this contract, the Fiscal Agent shall

pay to the contractor a sum of money not to exceed $32,000, and it is to

Include all costs and expenses related to this agreement and represents pay-

nent in full for the complete and satisfactory services noted herein. (See

budget, attachment II.)

2. The payment under this agreement will be made upon presentation of a

requisition for payment by the contractor)and will specify expenditures for

the following line items:

a. Personnel

b. Travel

c. Supplies, equipment, and services

d. Overhead and miscellaneous

1% Method of Payment

1. The dates listed on the evaluation design represent deadlines for per -

fornance of various services except where changes in deadline dates are

mutually acceptable to the Fiscal Agent and the contractor.

2. Payments to the contractor shall be made according to the following
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schedule

a. Upon execution of this agreement, the contractor shall present a

requisition to the Fiscal Agent for the advance of 2.54-of-the-total

buftet-tamontof $321000y-wbleh-is $8,000.

b. On October 1, 1970, January 1, 1971, and April 1, 1971, the contrac-

tor shall present a requisition to the Fiscal Agent for the advance

40-201-el---the-tetel-bettiget-enettnt-of--$32-;000-rwhich-is $6,400 for

each remaining quarter of the contract period.

c. Upon acceptance of the final evaluation report by the Fiscal Agent,

the contractor shall present a final requisition ta--theLFfscal-Agent

for 15% of the total-budget-tmeunt-ef-S32.000., or $4,800.

V. Changes and Conditions

Changes, additions, or conditions to this contract may be made only by

mutual agreement of the parties.

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this contract this

dad of July , 1970.

116grolo.-

WITNESSED: Texarkana School District No. 7
!!

By v
Fiscal Agent

Region VIII Education Service Center

By -. fr .41
/Director

Superintend;4ag, Magnolia
School Dist ict No. 14
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Budget for Providing
Eviluation, Curriculum, and
Hanagement Support Services

for the Texarkana, USA
Dropout Prevention Program

Direct Labor:
Proiect Supervisor (50. days) $ 5,000.00

1 Evaluation Specialist (Full time) 15,600.00
1 Curriculum Specialist (Ralf time) 8,000.00
4 In-Service Education Consultants-

days 0 $100 800.00

$29,400.00

Other Direct Costs:
Travel-

:, In-Service Education Consultants
0 Slne each 400.00

7 Sp(!cial trips for Project Supervisor
Sl5n 300.00

Staff travel - 11,000 Miles @ $.10 1,100.00
Printing and Reproduction 100.00
Supplies 200.00
Telephone and Postage 300.00

2,600.00

Loral Direct Costs $3270001-00
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AGREEMENT /fe/1"/)-
'N.

:

he EPIC Evaluation Center, 1034 East Adams, Tucson, Arizona, agrees. te
.orfOrm c finctions and responsibilities of the outside educational accomplishment

auditor r the Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program, Texarkana School District,
Texark Arkansas, for the consideration of three thousand, .four-hundred eighty-
eight dol ars and ten cents ($3,488.10).

e primary responsibilitie... of the auditor will be to:
verify the results of the project evaluation, and
assess the appropriateness, of the evaluation procedures.

.

1. Services and Products
iThe audit plan is referenced to the Texarkana Dropout Prevention Program

Texarkana, Arkansas, grant *OEG -9- 130045 -3360, Project #13-0045. Services to
be provided .are:

a. to critique the evaluation plans submitted by the internal evaluator
for all project components and to make general recommendations
regarding their effectiveness.

b. to critique, verify, and make general recommendations with re
Bard to the prodects and processes of the internal evaluator (see
Appendix A). These will include the following:-
(1) Identificatiorr of pertinent variables
(2) Behavioral Objectives '.

(3) Adequacy of measuring instruments
(4) Monitoring systems . ..

.!.
(5) Calendar of events .

I

c. To provide two audit reports to the LEA in accordance with,para-
graphs 4 and 6 hereof. These two reportsInterim Report I and
Interim Report be based upon information gathered from
project records, interviews with project personnel, and data gathered
from specified measuring instruments utilized by the internal evalu-
ator. A minimum of four on-site *faits will be made by an EPIC
representative and three progreis checks will be made to the proj-
ect director during the time of this contract.
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2. Audit Personnel

Dr. Robert E. Kramer, Assistant Director, .ERIC Evaluation 'Center, will
serve as Project Audit Director, utilizing the specialties of the EPIC staff in the
required areas, The qualifications of these personnel are given in Appendix B. AnY
Changes in the assigned staff will be contingent upon approval of the Project Director
and USOE representatiire. The anticipated amount of time required for the audit func-
tion by the Prciject Audit Director and specialties of the EPIC staff are as follows:

tProjec Audit Director, Dr. Robert Kraner ". 1,1 days

Projec Advisor, Management Techniques, Dr. Robert
J,' Armstrong 2 days -

Project Advisor, Research and Statistics, Dr. Terry
D. Cornell 2 days :.._

Project Advisor, Low Achieving-Students, Dr..:.Richard
H.. Powell 2 days

3. Requirements for Space and Documents

EPIC has no need for permanent facilities or secretarial assistance within
the Dropout Project; however,. it is expected that suitable temporary facilities will
be available during on-site visitations; and that transportation will be provided dur-
ing on-site visits between facilities.

EPIC will require the following documents be provided during the. initlia
audit activities:

a. USOE Guidelines governing the project
b. Complete and corrected copy of the project proposal
,c. -Copy of pertinent correspondence and publicity releases
d. copy of all sub-contracts of project
e. Actual budget expenditures
f. Measurement Instrument for each stated behavioral objective

4. Schcit Le of Reports

It is the intent of the EPIC Evaluation Center to review as completely as
possible the activities of the internal evaluator of the project. The results of these
reviews will be presented in two main written reports during the time of this con-
tract:

March 15, 1970
April 1,;1970

a. Interim Report. I
b. Interim Report II
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The content and scope of these major audit reports will be entirely depends a
upon. the written report of the internal evaluator for the project:.

5. Sampling Techniques

All forms, checklists, and tests used in the project by the internal evalu-
ator will be evaluated as to validity and reliability by testing speclaliata,at the EPIC

1

Evaluation Center. The qualifications of teat administrators, testing procedures,
test scoring, d analysis of results will be verified.

Due the importance of the achievement teat data ,for use In payment of
project funds, 'all achievement testing techniques and scoring will be spot-checked
and the analysis of results will be re-calculated at .the Center. These results mill.
be.made available to the Project Director and will be included in the Final Audit.

-...

Report.

6. Audit Reports
..

- .

EPIC 'will hold periodic progress checks with the Project Director to verify
the reports of! the internal evaluator. All. written reports will go directly to the
Project Director. Fifty copies of the Final Audit Report will be delivered to the
Project Director. . . ,

The Final Audit Report will include verification of all findings and gamin-
stens submitted in writing by the. internal evaluator and the assessment cit.the ap
propriateness of evaluation procedures.

7. Confidentiality

Only those documents outlined In. Paragraph 3 of this contract will be re-
quested from the project. All information and findings will be herd in strictest
confidence by EPIC.

Any publicity release must have the approval of the LEA.

Payment Schedule.

The EPIC Evaluation Center shall be entitled to a fixed paymentin the
amount of three thousand, four hundred eighty-eight dollars ($3, 488.00), with
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.one-half f this amount ($1,744.00) to be paid upon receipt of Interim Report. TI,
April 1, 1970, and the remaining one-halt 41,744.00) to be paid upon receipt of
the pro sed audit contract for 1970-71, June 4, 1970..
9. G t Terms and Conditions

e Grant Terms and Conditions of Grant MEG-9-1300454360, Project
#13-004 between the Texarkana Public Schools and the U.S. Office of Education
are ;mad a _part of this agreement. The obligations of this agreement shall begin
at 12:0 P.m., EST, March 10, 1970, and shall terminate at 12:00 p.m., EST,
Juno 5, 1970 with subsequent wort to be dote by EPIC under a new agreement..

10. Entire Agreement

This contract constitutes the entire and only agreement between the parties
named hereto and may be ammended by an instrument in writing by authorized sig-
natures and the date thereof with the intent to be bound thereby.

EPIC Evaluation Center
Tucson, Arizona

Texarkana Public Schools
Texarkana, Arkansas

ert Kraner, Assistant Director

date: 3 date: 71
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CONTRACT

BETWEEN THE

TEXARKANA SCHOOL DISTRICT 47

and

EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

This contract is hereby made and entered into by and between the

Texarkana School District 47, a public school district organized

and existing under the laws of the State of Arkansas, with principal

offices located in Texae-ana, Arkansas (hereafter called the school

district) and Educational Consultants, Inc., a private corporaiion

organized and existing under the lawe of the State of Georgia with

offices located in Athens, Georgia (hereafter called the Consultants).

PURPOSE

It is the intent and purpose of this agreement to stipulate the

scope of the work to be performed under this agreement and to de-

scribe the responsibilities and obligations of each party to this

contract.

SCOPE CP TEE WORK

The work to be performed by the Consultants is as follows:

A. To prepare a cost reporting format to.be used by the
Technology Contractor in reporting costs to the Texarkana
School District in connection with its performance
contract financed under an ESEA Title VIII grant.

2. To prepare a program budgeting format which will serve
as a basic guide for the future implementation of a
program budgeting system by Texarkana School District
17. The minimum essential design elements will include
an outline for the district to use in the development
of goals and objectives, a program structure, a budget
format including accounting forms, a chart of accounts;
code numbers and a cost evaluation format including some
suggested cost analysis technics.

3. To develop a sub-program budgeting format for the experi-
mental phase of the Title VIII grant and provide assistance
to the district with its implementation in the 1970-71
program.

4. To analyze costs related to Title VIII Program product
objectives concerning pupil achievement gains and drop-
out prevention and to compute cost/effectiveness ratios
for pupil achievement gains in mathematics and reading
for the experimental program, the turnkey program, and
for comparable pupil groups in the regular school district
program.

S. To provide an in-service program on PPUES to include a
maximum of three days and for not more than twenty-
five (25) persons selected by the school district.
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mnsPousinrums OF THE CONSULTANTS

1. The consultants agree to provide consulting, advisory,
and production services necessary to accomplish the
scope of the work as outlined hereih.

2. The consultants agree to furnish the school district
a report in draft form describing the components out-
lined in the scope of the work (except the in-service
program) .

3. The consu)tants will assume responsibility for all
travel directly related to the project conducted out-
side of the Texarkana arca and all living expenses
related to the project both in and out of Texarkana.

4. The consultants agree to use Dr. C..W. McGuffey as
Project Director for this project. Dr. McGuffey will
give direct and continuing supervision to the activities
of personnel involved in this project.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. The school district agrees to provide suitable work
facilities and materials for use by the Consultants
as its staff members report for work in Texarkana.
Such facilities shall include suitable work stations,
calculating machines, copying services, typing
services, and access to a telephone as the need occurs.

2. The school district agrees to furnish needed'back-
ground and other information promptly and will assure
cooperation of its staff members in the completion
of this project.

3. The schsol district agrees to furnish to the unsultents
all achievement and drop-out data needed for computing
cost/effectiveness ratios. Similarly, all fiscal
data required for the successful completion of the
project will be made readily available to the consul-
tants in the reauested format.

4. The school district agrees to serve as the inter-
mediary in obtaining needed data from the Technology
Contractor.

S. The school district agrees to type and reproduce the
final report as may be required for its use.

COMPLETION SCHEDULE

1. The total project shall be completed not later than
July 30, 1971.

2. Tentative completion dates for components of the
project are:

a. Fiscal reporting format
for Technology Contractor

b. Program budgeting format
for Title VIII program

e-e. Cost analysis to compute
cost/effectiveness ratios
(15-20 days after data is
made available)

d. Program budgeting format
for school district June 30, 1971

e. In- service' program on
PPDES As arranged by

School District

Decerher 1, 1970

;Misery 11,11971

June-July, 1971
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COMPENSATION AND METHOD OF PAYMENT

For services as outlined herein, the School District agrees to

pay the Consultants the sum of nine thousand six hundred and ten

dollars ($9,610.00). This amount shall be paid in seven (7) in-

. stallments of $1,200.00 each, beginning December 1, 1970 and on

the first of each succeeding month thereafter for six'additional

months, and a final payment of $1210.00 upon the completion.and

submission of the final draft of the report of thv PPDES format

and the cost/effectivenss reties to the School District.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this contract have caused this

agreement to be signed in their behalf by their duly authorized

representatives on the day and year as indicated below,

On behalf of the Texarkana School District $7.

Date Ed Trice, Superintendent

Notary:

On behalf of the Educational Consultants, Inc..

Date

Attested to by:

Secretary-Treasurer

Notary:

C. N. McGulley, President
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Appendix D

.OUTLINE OF MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION'S PLANNING GUIDE
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